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Abstract
This paper explores a collection of oral history interviews of five Boston, MA
area transgender activists about their participation, assessment, and experiences of the
transgender rights movement in the United States. The oral history interviews were
conducted in accordance with the standards set forth by Charlton, Myers, & Sharpless
(2006). Interviewees were specifically asked about their recollections and reactions to the
proposed Federal Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) bill and when gender
identity language was added to and then later removed from the bill by Representative
Barney Frank in the 2007 version. Representative Barney Frank’s reasoning for removing
the language was that the bill would have had a better chance of passing the House if
only included sexual orientation language was included. Frank also alluded that
transgender people had not been as visible or had done as much education about gender
identity as gay and lesbian people had on sexual orientation for the last thirty years,
therefore Congress was less educated.
In addition to the interviewees’ transgender activism I have included a focus on
two pioneer transgender activists from the early gay rights and transgender movement,
Virginia Prince and Sylvia Rivera. Each represented different ends of the spectrum,
including geographic, race, class, gender identity, gender expression, and sexual
orientation, but each significantly contributed to the building of the transgender
movement and to the early gay rights movement of the 1960’s and 1970’s.
I argue that, contrary to Barney Frank’s statement that the transgender people had
not been educating Congress or the larger public for as long as gay and lesbian people
had, but that transgender people, including the transgender activists I had interviewed,
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had been collectively educating and doing activism for transgender rights for as long, if
not longer. This included educating the general public, policy makers, and legislators
about gender identity, gender expression, and the experiences of transgender people.
Additionally, transgender people such as Virginia Prince and Sylvia Rivera had
contributed to the early transgender rights movement and as well as the early gay rights
movement, but had their contributions had been rendered invisible in recollection of gay
history.
Key Words: Transgender, Transsexual, Cross-Dressing, Employment NonDiscrimination Act, Representative Barney Frank, Oral History, Transgender History,
Gay Rights, Transgender Rights, Virginia Prince, Sylvia Rivera
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Boston Area Transgender Community Leaders and the "ENDA Crisis"
An Oral History Project
Through this oral history project, Boston Area Transgender Community Leaders
and the “ENDA Crisis” I interviewed and recorded the experiences of five transgender
activists about their assessment of, experience of, and contributions to the transgender
rights movement. I wanted to understand how these leaders came into transgender
activism, what they thought about legislative tactics as way to end discrimination on the
basis of gender identity and gender expression, and how the experience of being excluded
from federal legislative protections affected them. I asked questions about their
knowledge of and participation with transgender inclusive civil rights legislation on state
and federal levels; their assessment of the current gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
(LGBT) rights movement; and their feelings about being included then excluded from the
Federal Employment Non-Discrimination Act bill of 2007. I wanted to specifically record
their recollections and reactions to the events surrounding the Employment NonDiscrimination Act (ENDA) and to the time period in the Fall of 2007 of what some,
including myself, labeled as the “ENDA Crisis.”
It was through my own work in the transgender rights movement that I had met
and worked with all of the participants in this oral history project. I am a white, queer,
female-to-masculine (FTM) transgender activist who has been involved actively in the
transgender rights movement for the last eleven years and also involved with the larger
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community for the last fifteen years. My
transgender and queer activism has often centered on issues of violence including
organizing demonstrations to bring visibility to the murder of transgender woman Rita
Hester; the protesting of the both Iraq wars; and working for the lesbian, gay, bisexual,
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transgender (LGBT) domestic violence survivors through the organization The
Network/La Red. My queer and transgender activism has been about speaking up when
injustice occurs both from those outside the LGBT community and those from within the
LGBT community. My involvement in transgender activism began when I joined the
Boston Lesbian Avengers, a queer women’s radical street activist group in 1998, prior to
my coming out as transgender. Some of the women involved in the group were
transgender and they would talk about their experiences with being harassed in public
and with being discriminated against in employment or when trying to rent an apartment.
Then in November of 1998 an African-American transgender woman named Rita Hester
was murdered in her apartment in what appeared to be a hate motivated killing according
to the Boston Police Department due to the level of “overkill” that was used. The media
reports about her death she was disrespected, reporters used her former male name and
male pronouns for her, including in the gay press. This prompted a protest by members of
the transgender community and some allied gay, lesbian, and bisexual people, which I
helped to organize along with the Lesbian Avengers and Queer Revolt.
From that point on much of my activism has been about bringing visibility to the
issues transgender people face. In the winter of 1999 I was doing volunteer HIV
prevention street outreach to transgender women involved with sex work and other street
economies. It was through talking with these transgender women that I learned that
many, if not all of the homeless shelters in the Boston area would either outright not
accept transgender women or required them to “dress more masculine” and utilize men’s
homeless services. Myself and other members of the Lesbian Avengers started
advocating with the city of Boston for homeless shelter policies that would accept
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transgender women in women’s services. In early 2000 the Boston Public Health
Department had created a position of LGBT health and I immediately met with the new
LGBT Health coordinator. Myself and other transgender activists educated her on the
issues transgender people faced accessing the homeless shelters. In late 2000 the city of
Boston drafted a transgender homeless shelter policy which all city funded shelters had to
follow. This policy allowed for transgender women to access women’s shelter services
regardless if they have had gender reassignment surgery. This was the first homeless
shelter policy in the U.S. that recognized transgender people has the gender they see
themselves and allowed them to access services based on their identity.
I eventually I left the Lesbian Avengers after coming out as transgender
masculine person and being hired as the community organizer and educator at The
Network/La Red, a social justice domestic violence services organization for lesbian,
bisexual women, and transgender people. In September 2001, I was invited to a
community meeting to look at forming a transgender political advocacy group. It was
there and then that the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition was formed, an
organization for which I am a founding member and that I named. Our first goal was to
pass a non-discrimination ordinance in the city of Boston that included gender identity
and gender expression protections. It was through that process that I learned how to lobby
policy makers, became aware of other policy issues that affected transgender people on
local, state, and federal levels, and built relationships with transgender, gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and allied leaders around the country. In October of 2002, an ordinance that
prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender identity and gender expression passed by
the Boston City Council and was signed by the Mayor into Boston municipal code. From
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that point on the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition (MTPC) became my
second full-time (but unpaid job) until 2008 was I was hired as the first as the Executive
Director and only full-time staff person.
My involvement with federal legislation came in 2004 when I helped to organize
two campaigns: one targeting HRC (Human Rights Campaign) and the other targeting
Congressman Barney Frank (D-MA) and Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA) each about the
lack of inclusion of gender identity in ENDA and the Hate Crimes Act. The campaign
aimed at HRC was called “Human Rights for Who?” and it involved collecting signatures
on pink postcards that I designed that asked HRC why they continued to support
legislation that only included sexual orientation when they claim to be the “largest LGBT
advocacy organization in the United States.” In Massachusetts we collected thousands of
these pink postcards that also had a question mark over the HRC equal sign logo. We also
sent materials to several other groups around the country so they could do their own
campaigns. After mailing in thousands of these postcards and educating a local HRC
board member about the need for inclusive legislation, I was given a ten-minute phone
meeting with the HRC executive director Cheryl Jacques, at the time and who was also a
former Massachusetts legislator. Although not much came out of that meeting, the board
member I had been educating pushed the board to vote to support only legislation that
was inclusive before resigning herself. This former HRC board member has since been a
major donor to MTPC and has continued to help open doors for us with funders and
policy makers.
The 2004 campaign targeting Congressman Barney Frank (D-MA), and Senator
Ted Kennedy (D-MA) also involved a postcard campaign in which we requested future
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legislation that included sexual orientation to also include gender identity. I also got the
opportunity to go to Washington DC the following year and meet with Senator
Kennedy’s lead staffer on judiciary issues. I presented to her the photographs of the ten
murdered transgender women from Massachusetts, including Rita Hester, and told each
of their stories to her. I wanted her to bring back to Senator Kennedy why it was so
important to include gender identity in future Hate Crimes legislation, because in his
home state transgender women were being murdered because of hate. Incidentally, two of
the three interns working in the Senator’s office that day I was visiting were from
Northeastern Law school and had recognized me, because they had attended a training I
had done a few months back at their school on legal issues and transgender people.
When Senator Kennedy introduced the federal Hate Crimes legislation in 2007 it was
inclusive of sexual orientation and gender identity. I know I am in no way solely
responsible for this inclusion, but I do think that the organizing I had done combined with
work of many other activists helped to influence this change.
I have spent the better part of the last ten years educating policy makers, service
providers, and the public about the issues transgender people face. Even though there was
a presidential administration not supportive of lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender
rights for the last eight years there were rays of hope in my opinion. I saw 2007 as a year
of change in positive visibility for transgender people as well as increased connections
with the lesbian, gay, and bisexual communities. In Massachusetts, I had helped to get
legislation introduced that would add non-discrimination in employment, housing, public
accommodations, credit, and education as well as amend the state’s hate crimes statues to
include gender identity and gender expression. Additionally, gender identity was added to
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both federal bills ENDA and Local Law Enforcement Hate Crimes Prevention Act of
2007. For me, it started to feel as though transgender was part of the lesbian, gay, and
bisexual communities and political agendas. That was until September 2007 when that
unity, at least politically, started to fall apart.
The “ENDA Crisis” as I am calling it, was the time period between September
2007 and November 2007, during which there was ongoing public debate, community
organizing, and intense lobbying by lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, (LGBT) and
allies to House members of Congress to pass H.R.2015 the Employment NonDiscrimination Act (ENDA). This version of ENDA, H.R.2015, was introduced on April
24, 2007 by Representative Barney Frank (D-MA) and bill’s language included sexual
orientation and gender identity which therefore would protect those who are or are
perceived to be lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender from employment discrimination.
(Library of Congress THOMAS, n.d.) This was the first time on a federal level that
legislation pertaining to employment included language that would cover transgender
people, because for the last thirty-four years, only language extending protections for
lesbian, gay, and bisexual people had been introduced.
In late September of 2007, Representative Barney Frank (D-MA) announced that
H.R.2015, the inclusive version ENDA, did not have the votes to pass the House he
thought and he was considering dropping gender identity from the bill so that more
legislators would sign on. He believed that ENDA with only sexual orientation language
only had the best chance of passing and that it was important to get a positive vote on
ENDA in that legislative session.
“Frank said that if the whip count found that ENDA could not pass with a
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transgender provision, he would strongly urge [House Speaker Nancy] Pelosi and
his Democratic colleagues to move the bill to the House floor without a trans
provision, with the intent of introducing a separate transgender bill at a later
date.” (Chibbaro Jr., 2007)
An intense public debate ensued in the LGBT media, blogosphere, and on email
list serves regarding whether or not ENDA should move forward without gender identity,
ultimately without transgender inclusion. On October 1, 2007 the United ENDA
Coalition, organized by National Gay and Lesbian Taskforce (NGLTF or the Task
Force), sent an open letter to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and House members stating,
there is “United opposition to sexual-orientation-only employment non-discrimination
legislation.” (United ENDA Coalition, n.d.) United ENDA, the growing coalition of the
over 300 member organizations, then sent out weekly action alerts, press releases, blog
posts, and op-ed letters. This coalition of organizations was urging House members to
only vote on a version of ENDA that was inclusive sexual orientation and gender
identity.
There was also public outcry from some gay and lesbian activists about some
stalling the passage of a sexual orientation version of ENDA for the sake of transgender
inclusion. Chris Crain, the former editor of the Washington Blade, responded in his blog
and later in an op-ed to San Francisco Bay Times, that “Gay Americans will go without
workplace rights or other legal protections because of the trans-or-bust strategy on
ENDA.” (Crain, 2007)
He goes on to say about the strategy of the United ENDA coalition:
“Now those who run our GLBT rights organizations have abandoned that
strategy for one that makes absolutely no sense: try to pass the most politically
palatable form of protection (in the workplace) but saddle it with the least
politically palatable category (gender identity).
Make no mistake about the long-term effect of the “trans-jacking” of not
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just ENDA, but the whole movement. ENDA and hate crimes have always been at
the top of the long and growing list of gay rights bills in Congress. So long as
energy is spent on a trans-inclusive ENDA, then Congress has all the cover it
needs to do nothing about more politically sensitive votes on “Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell” or federal recognition of same-sex couples.” (Crain, 2007)
Craine’s criticism may have gained significant attention, because of being
published in the San Francisco Bay Times, but others were making their dissatisfaction of
the United ENDA’s strategy known through blogs, e-lists, and in offline conversations.
Ultimately, the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), the largest U.S. LGBT political
advocacy organization, chose to back the strategy that pushed for a sexual orientation
only version of ENDA, H.R. 3685. According to HRC’s leadership, including President
Joe Solmonese, it was explained that their reasoning was that HRC and some members of
the House Democratic leadership wanted newly elected Democratic legislators to get
used to voting on “gay rights.” If these legislators saw they could vote favorably on “gay
rights” by voting on any version of ENDA and still be re-elected then HRC and House
Democratic leadership could push them on supporting transgender rights in the future.
This strategy placed HRC opposite the majority of the national and state level LGBT
organizations regarding ENDA, including the Task Force (NGLTF), National Center for
Transgender Equality (NCTE), Equality Federation, PFLAG National (Parents and
Friends of LGBT), Pride at Work, and the rest of the entire United ENDA Coalition.
Additionally, there has also been rumored accusations by some gay, lesbian, and
bisexual activists (GLB) that the transgender community has recently “tagged on” to their
civil rights work and that the transgender community is trying to get a “free ride” without
having done any work for their own rights. Some GLB activists and politicians were
saying that we, transgender people, had just shown up recently out of nowhere and
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demanded to be included.
Representative Barney Frank also believed there had not been enough education
about gender identity and transgender people to members of Congress, but that his
colleagues were very familiar with the issues gay and lesbian people faced.
(CapNewsNet, 2007) Representative Frank alluded to this assumption in a statement he
released in late Fall 2007 after he introduced H.R. 3685, the ENDA bill that only
included sexual orientation protections.
“When the bill banning sexual orientation discrimination was first
introduced by Bella Abzug and Paul Tsongas more than thirty years ago, it was a
remote hope. Over time because of a good deal of work, education of the general
public, and particularly the decision by tens of millions of gay and lesbian people
over that time to be honest about our sexual orientation, we have finally reached
the point where we have a majority in the House ready to pass this bill. Those of
us who are sponsoring it had hoped that we could also include in the prohibition
discrimination based on gender identity. This is a fairly recent addition to the
fight, and part of the problem we face is that while there have been literally
decades of education of the public about the unfairness of sexual orientation
discrimination and the inaccuracy of the myths that perpetuated it, our educational
efforts regarding gender identity are much less far along, and given the prejudices
that exist, face a steeper climb.” (Frank, 2007)
Representative Barney Frank was advocating for incrementalism as a legislative
model for advancing the rights and protections of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
people. Incrementalism “…implies [that] changes in policy are made by slight increments
over a continuous period.” (Incrementalism, 1999) Incremental policies and political
practices are used more often for budgetary policy changes, like slightly increasing taxes
over time, and are not usually used for civil rights legislation.
Representative Barney Frank’s new strategy was to get passed in the House a
version of ENDA that included sexual orientation only and to introduce a separate bill for
gender identity protections later on. As Representative Barney Frank stated in his address
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in front of Congressional House on Oct. 9, 2007 about passing ENDA with sexual
orientation only:
“Now, the notion that you do not pass an antidiscrimination bill protecting
large numbers of people until you can protect everybody, in my judgment, is
flawed, morally and politically. It is flawed morally because I am here to help
people in need. That’s why I serve in this job.
If we can get a sexual orientation ban enacted, we will be protecting
millions of people in this country who live in States where there is no such law.”
(Frank, 2007)
My understanding of his strategy was that by passing sexual orientation only
version of ENDA it would build support and momentum for a gender identity only
version of ENDA later down the road. When I met with him in early October 2007 I
asked him how would a separate bill for gender identity have any chance of passing when
it was supposedly the reason why ENDA would not pass with it being inclusive?
Additionally, I pointed out to Congressman Frank that whereas gay, lesbian, bisexual
people have the option not to come out to employers, many transgender people do not.
Because of the requirements for changing identity documents many transgender people
cannot change their gender maker without surgery which is not covered by health
insurance, particularly on the federal level with social security and passports, and on state
level with driver’s licenses. When an employer hires someone the new employee is
required to show certain forms of ID. Employers are also required to send in biographical
data such as name, gender, and date of birth to the social Security Administration (SSA).
If a transgender person has not been able to change their gender marker on any of these
pieces of identification that transgender person is automatically outing themselves to that
potential employer, therefore being set up for discrimination. Additionally, if the
transgender person has been able to change some ID (such as a driver’s license) but has
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not yet changed their gender marker with SSA, when the employer sends the biographical
data to the SSA the employer is sent back a “gender no-match” letter essentially outing
that employee. There have been several cases of transgender people being fired because
of these gender no-match letters. Therefore, the US federal government and state
governments are setting up transgender persons to be fired or denied employment,
because we have to come out to employers. Research has show that transgender people
are fired or denied employment for their gender identity. A review of six studies
conducted between 1996 and 2006, in cities and regions on both coasts and the Midwest,
showed the following ranges for experiences of discrimination in employment based on
gender identity found between 13% - 56% had been fired and 13% - 47% had been
denied employment. (Badgett, Lau, Sears, & Ho, 2007)
I do not believe that incrementalism should be used for advancing any type of
civil rights legislation. In the case of same-sex marriage no organization or political
leader would have used the strategy of marriage for lesbians first then come back and use
that to build a case for same-sex marriage for gay men. When states or cities pass bills
that are sexual orientation protections only versus gender identity inclusive bills the first
time around, statistics show that the time between when sexual orientation protections
were passed and when gender identity was added was on average 14.5 years between
each. For example, in Washington, DC sexual orientation passed in 1977 but it was not
until 2005, 28 years later, that gender identity was added to that city’s non-discrimination
ordinances. (National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, n.d.)
Another factor, which had emerged in the LGBT rights movement in the last
couple of years, has been the push for marriage equality, which has in my opinion
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affected the order in which legislation has been prioritized and resources are then devoted
to. For example, Massachusetts was the second state to have non-discrimination
protections for sexual orientation in 1989, then the first state to pass marriage equality in
2004, but we still do not have protections for gender identity or gender expression. It was
not until 2007, that a bill was introduced to add gender identity and gender expression to
the state’s non-discrimination and hate crimes laws. Originally in 2003, after passing a
non-discrimination ordinance in the city of Boston for gender identity, transgender
activists, myself included, were told to wait until marriage equality was achieved before
pushing for statewide law for transgender civil rights. The fear for some same-sex
marriage activists was that the transgender civil rights bill might take too long or that
transgender people might make LGB people “look bad.” Many of us in the transgender
community felt that without the support, assistance, and resources of the larger LGB
community that we might not be able to organize a comprehensive campaign and
successfully pass a transgender civil rights bill, so we stepped back. Ultimately millions
of dollars were poured into Massachusetts from national, state, and local organizations
and funders for the same-sex marriage fight, but not nearly one tenth of that level of
funding has been applied to the recent push for transgender equality.
A similar legislative scenario also occurred in Connecticut, where sexual
orientation was added in 1991 and transgender activists have been working on adding
gender identity and gender expression to their state’s non-discrimination laws since the
early 2000’s. The push for marriage equality began after the push for transgender
equality, yet marriage passed in 2008 and transgender equality still has not been
achieved. In June of 2009 New Hampshire’s legislature passed same-sex marriage, but
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struck down the transgender civil rights bill introduced at the same time as the marriage
bill. Again in New Hampshire, the majority of resources, support, and assistance from
national and state LGB(t) (some transgender activists will put the T for transgender at the
end of the LGBT acronym in lower case “t” and in parentheses if appears as though the
organization’s agenda is really just gay and lesbian focused) organizations went to the
push for marriage equality, not the transgender civil rights bill even though both were
introduced at the same time.
In her weekly editorial in Bay Windows, Massachusetts’s LGBT paper, then
editor, Susan Ryan-Vollmar opened by declaring that Barney Frank’s ENDA strategy
was the right one and she went on to say:
“This is madness. The House is on the verge of passing groundbreaking
workplace protections for millions of Americans. It’s the first piece of legislation
Congress has seriously considered since the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
was passed in 1993 that offers American workers protection from arbitrary
firings. It’s not perfect. Few pieces of civil rights legislation are. But it would
provide a concrete base upon which to expand ENDA protections not just to
transmen and women but to also add provisions to the bill that would require
employers to offer domestic partnership benefits to the partners of their LGBT
employees …” (Ryan Vollmar, 2007)
I interpreted her statement to infer that ENDA would help to create a platform to
push for marriage equality on a federal level, not that I think that is a bad thing, but I
think it will again be at the expense of transgender rights. I believe the fight over ENDA
has illuminated the tension points between the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
community. Which is to ask the larger question are transgender people and their
legislative protections part of the larger gay and lesbian civil rights agenda?
I feel as though gay and lesbian people have been given (or have taken) the power
and authority on answering this question of transgender inclusion in the gay rights
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agenda. At least in print like with Chris Crain’s op-ed claiming gay rights were being
“trans-jacked” and held up or on the web with e-lists or blogs, such as Bilerico (one the
larger LGBT group blogs) where many gay and lesbian writers lamented about working
so hard for their rights. I don’t transgender people were not given the same attention in
the LGBT media and our efforts on working for LGBT equality has either been ignored,
overlooked, or outright dismissed.
I also feel as though transgender activists did not have the public platform to
answer that question or even the question on whether or not the transgender movement
wanted to be a part of the larger gay, lesbian, and bisexual movement. Therefore, making
space for my interviewees to answer that question was another part of my motivation
behind this project. Ultimately, I wanted to listen to my own community, unfiltered and
unscripted, and share what I learned with others through oral history methods.
Additionally, I felt as though this discussion about transgender inclusion in gay
civil rights agenda and ultimately the decision made to remove gender identity from
ENDA was personally painful for me as a transgender person. It appeared, at least
anecdotally, it was also painful for many other transgender people involved in the
transgender rights movement or at least connected to the gay, lesbian, and bisexual
community. In some ways I think this experienced mimicked the experience of being shut
out by your family of origin, because of your gender identity, but instead, our chosen
family, the LGB community, was shutting some of us out.
Lastly, the assumption made by some lesbian, gay, and bisexual activists,
politicians, and/or organizations that transgender people had not worked as hard or for as
long as LGB people was to me, insulting. Again, having known at least some of the work
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done previously by the participants in this oral history project and knowing some about
transgender history I wanted to demonstrate that yes we have been educating just as long,
if not longer. That transgender people and our allies have been speaking out about role of
gender, gender identity, and gender expression in society and the truth of about
transgender lives. This has included the experiences that many of us have faced, such as
discrimination, violence, rejection, and sorrow, but also love, acceptance, and joy.
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Pulling Threads
“Narrative is also a kind of second skin: the story the transsexual must weave around the
body in order that this body may be “read.””
Jay Prosser
Second Skins: The body narratives of transsexuality
The above quote by Jay Prosser was my lightening strike in thinking about this
project, what I was trying to do, and what I was trying to pull together. What I think that
quote was illuminating for me was that for transgender people we must tell a particular
story about what is on the inside to be believed on the outside. I had felt like I was
missing the thread to pull all the pieces together for this oral history project. That thread
turned out to be the use of narrative and the exposing of the variety of narratives told in
the transgender community. I wanted to break that stereotype that we are monolithic
community focused solely on medical transition.
For many transgender people, particularly those who wish to access medical
transition; there has been a particular narrative that must be told to those medical and
mental health professionals who hold the power to grant access to hormones and gender
affirming surgeries. Julia Serano explains this as the “gatekeeper” narrative in her book
Whipping Girl. This “gatekeeper” narrative is based on the work of Harry Benjamin, an
endocrinologist who developed a scale used to determine what level of gender dissonance
a person has. This scale went from temporary cross-dressing on one end to those who
wanted to completely transition on the other end, with presumably lots of variations in
the middle. Benjamin pioneered the treatment standards for the mental health and
medical community to follow in assisting transsexual patients with achieving gender
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alignment, that is matching what a person feels on the inside to be their gender to line
with their secondary sex characteristics on the outside. Originally these standards were
named the Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association (HBIGDA)
Standards of Care. (Serano, 2007, p. 116 – 119) Today the standards are referred to as the
World Professional Association for Transgender Health's Standards of Care for Gender
Identity Disorders.
The “gatekeeper” narrative strongly influences the “born in the wrong body”
narrative told by transgender and transsexual people to medical professionals, family, and
the public to justify our gender dissonance and for some, their desire for medical gender
transition. I think the “born in the wrong body” narrative puts society at ease around
transgender and transsexual people, by simplifying our experience for the comfort of
others. This also allows for the gender binary to stay in place, because only those who
can repeat a narrative of needing to move from one sex to the other are granted access to
gender related health care. Therefore, erasing the legitimacy of other variations of gender
identities or expressions on the scale of gender dissonance.
From my experience in transgender political work and advocating for equal
protections and laws for transgender people, the “gatekeeper” narrative is the same
narrative and often the only narrative accepted by power holders such as legislators. A
typical question asked by some lawmakers, from city councilors to federal legislators is
“how do you know someone (often referring to someone born male) will not come to
work dressed as a woman one day and a man the next?” These power holders are asking
for a guarantee that there will be no “gender anarchy.” In other words, that those who are
granted equal access and protections will stay within the gender binary once they have
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completed quick and quiet gender transition, including genital surgery. Making sure that
every trace of a transgender person’s former body is erased, so that society is not
burdened with being made uncomfortable by what could be a questionable gender status
or presentation.
This is not the narrative I want to tell. I do not wish to write for those who are
ignorant of the transgender community or our complexities. I do not want to answer the
question “What is transgender?” I want to write the next chapter in the evolution of the
transgender movement and I want to write for my own community. I feel as though the
current state of transgender cultural materials consists of variations of the “born or
trapped in the wrong body” narratives by transgender people and non-transgender people
examining transgender people. The narrative told in memoirs is often based on a
transgender person’s coming out and subsequent journey through the medical transition
process. Some examples of these types of biographical narratives include Second Serve
by Renee Richards, Donna Rose’s Wrapped In Blue: A Journey of Discovery or Max
Wolf Valerio’s The Testosterone Files: My Hormonal and Social Transformation from
Female to Male. I do believe that transgender memoirs do serve a valuable purpose in 1)
breaking isolation for those who are gender questioning; 2) providing validation that
other transgender people exist and do go on to have a happier life; and 3) educate nontransgender people about our experiences. But I feel the main point of all these narratives
are to make non-transgender people comfortable with our existence by showing that we
are going from one gender to the other within the gender binary system.
In addition to these types of memoirs are the “how to” books which cover the
medical aspects of gender transition, often written by non-transgender medical
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professionals. Some more recently though are written by transgender people, such as Just
Add Hormones: An Insider's Guide to the Transsexual Experience by Matt Kaile. These
types of books are very useful to newly out transgender people, but also written in such a
way so that a non-transgender person can how much we go through to fit into the gender
binary.
There is also a growing body of transgender research by mostly non-transgender
academics, about the experiences of transsexuals, those defined as having the desire to or
have gone through the “sex change” and hypothesis on what causes the transgender
phenomenon. More recently, there have been several anthologies on transgender theory
often written by transgender academics, such as Transgender Studies Reader edited by
Susan Stryker and Stephan Whittle, arguments for legal rights such as Transgender
Rights edited by transgender academic Paisley Currah, transgender attorney Shannon
Price Minter, and non-transgender academic Richard M. Juang, and documentations of
our past as recorded in Transgender History by Susan Stryker. While much of the
material was written with the intended audience to be other transgender people, each
opens with an explanation of what transgender is, which is again written for the nontransgender reader.
I do think the transgender movement is going into its next developmental stage as
a movement, as I have seen an increase in other cultural materials such as transgender
poetry, plays, art, and photography. Not all of these cultural materials have focused on
the gender transition process, some are just pieces of art made by someone that is
transgender or writings that include transgender characters. This is the case with Alicia
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Goranson’s Supervillainz, an adventure story where the main characters are transgender,
but their transition is not the focus nor is being transgender defining the story.
For this oral history project how do I then weave these threads of narrative to hold
together the pieces I have collected without slipping into the gatekeeper role or the “born
in the wrong body” narrative? The first thread I have named activism, each of my
interviewees as well as my research subjects Virginia Prince and Sylvia Rivera narratives
included activism on behalf of the transgender community. Virginia’s activism used her
narrative of being a transvestite and later a transgenderist to educate society and empower
a group of transgender people who do not fit into the standard narrative of “born in the
wrong body.” Unfortunately, Virginia did in turn create another narrowly constructed
binary narrative about cross-dressers being straight men only which is still being
dismantled today. Sylvia’s activism was wrapped up in the early gay rights movement,
but also included her intersecting multiple identities, which overlapped with the multiple
communities she identified with and advocated for. This included the street queens,
which she would later name the transgender community, homeless queer and trans youth,
and Latino/a gay and transgender people. Each of my interviewees are involved in
activism through community and political organizing for transgender equality, justice,
and acceptance. All of my participants are doing this activism through formal
organizations and collectively with other transgender people. Each believes that there
should be federal and state level laws for non-discrimination on the basis of gender
identity and gender expression.
The second thread I have named layered identity, because I hope I have
uncovered and exposed the multiple identities of all those I have interviewed and
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researched. That is each person’s narrative is deeper than the traditional gender transition
story and the reader is moved past the early transition to post-transition identity to living
life after coming out. I am hoping that I have created a narrative that speaks first to the
transgender reader and second to all other readers. I do not want transgender readers to
have to read between the lines to see that I am speaking to them.
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Oral History as a Research Method
History of Oral History
The use of oral history has been documented in Greece with Herodotus gathering
first person accounts about the Persian War and in West Africa oral traditions of families
and villages was being handed down through the griots. (Charlton, Myers, & Sharpless,
2006, p. 19) During the scientific movement of late 19th century oral tradition was
disfavored, because some felt it could not be validated as fact. During 20th century oral
history became valid again and in the United States the Federal Works program,
instituted by the Federal Government during the depression, created the Federal Writer's
Project. The Federal Writer’s Project was charged with collecting oral histories from
ordinary Americans; approximately 10,000 in all were collected and deposited at the
Library of Congress, in order to give “a fair picture of the structure and working of
society” (Charlton, Myers, & Sharpless, 2006, p. 21). Oral histories were also being
collected by the US military during World War II of firsthand accounts of battlefield
experiences, sometimes with group accounts of service men taken only a few hours after
fighting.
Allan Nevins, a Columbia University Historian and former newspaper journalist,
started the Oral History Project at Columbia University in 1948. He wanted an
organization that focused on living Americans who led significant lives and to record
their recent past involvement with politics, industry, and business. The first biographies
created by the project were of powerful white men. A graduate student handwrote the
first interviews while Nevins was interviewing his subject. Shortly after the school
acquired a wire recorder and interviews were recorded and then later transcribed.
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The expansion of oral history increased in 1960's with availability of portable
cassette recorder, invented in 1963. In 1961 National Archives began oral history work
with presidents and their administration staff starting with Harry S. Truman. Up until the
civil rights era, in America, oral history focused on the elite and upper class; whereas
British oral history collection focused on the ordinary person or lower class. American
oral history began to shift as civil rights era unfolded and social historians began to
explore the experiences of everyday people in the middle, working, and poor classes.
The first conference of National Colloquium on Oral History was in 1966 brought
together archivists, librarians, historians, medical and psychiatrists in order to set
standards and practices for the definition, the use of oral history, future direction,
interviewing techniques, and standards. At that meeting the term oral history was kept
and tape recording of oral histories became part of the definition of oral history in the US.
In 1967, the Oral History Association was established and at its third meeting in
1968 the first set of standards were outlined called “Goals and Guidelines.” Some of the
guidelines were that the interviewee’s wishes govern the interview and that a mutual
understanding be made between the interviewer and interviewee in regards to the conduct
and outcome of the process. (Charlton et al., 2006, p. 26)
Oral history reflected the social change movements of 1960's and 1970's with
various projects reflecting the civil rights struggles and other movements such as Native
American history by Doris Duke. Alex Haley explored his own African heritage and
published Roots: The Saga of an American Family, as well as conducted interviews with
Malcolm X for Autobiography of Malcolm X, which was published after his
assassination. Howard University conducted hundreds of interviews from 1967-1973 for
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the Civil Rights Documentation Project and in the mid 1970’s Theodore Rosengarten
conducted field research with the Alabama Sharecroppers Union. Sherna Gluck led the
Feminist Oral History Project focused on suffragists and Radcliffe College started its
Black Women’s Oral History Project. Historians interviewed United Auto Workers
Union members and labor activists Alice Lind and Staughton Lynd interviewed workers
of labor unions about actions of 1930's and 40's. (Charlton et al., 2006, p. 27-29)
There were criticisms of oral history from traditional historians and academia
regarding oral history’s methodology including collecting unnecessary information and
data, the concerns of reliability of consistent stories being told by individuals, and the
truth of information being told as facts. The cost to conduct oral history also alarmed
some critics, for example the 1967 John Foster Dulles Oral History Project came in at
$67, 000 which included 280 interviews over three years. (Charlton et al., 2006, p. 30-31)
The proponents of oral history countered this argument by pointing out oral history’s
accessibility to the general public and academics, as well as oral history supplementing
records, which would not be documented otherwise.
Grassroots oral history groups sprang up across the United States and local
associations provided workshops, encouraged local research, and promoted high
standards. These oral history projects, situated in local communities, were accessible to
community historians and significant to local communities, but not usually noticed by
academic historians. In some ways this mirrored the early beginnings of oral history with
oral histories being collected and judged by and of the elite and not the ordinary people.
In 1979, the Oral History Association revisited the standards of practice of oral
history putting forth the Evaluation Guidelines. These guidelines expanded on the
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original Goals and Guidelines and included analysis of purpose and objectives,
availability of materials, qualifications, management, and training, ethical and legal
guidelines, tape and transcript processing guidelines, and interview conduct guidelines.
(Charlton et al., 2006, p. 27-29)
In the 1990’s, gay and lesbian oral histories emerged with Allan Berube's
interviews with gay World War II soldiers, Lillian Faderman’s interviews with lesbians,
Elizabeth Kennedy and Madeline Davis’ study of working-class lesbians. (Charlton et al.,
2006, p. 36-37) In my own research on lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
oral histories and narratives I found several regional LGBT oral history projects in the
United States. On the east coast the Act Up Oral History Project, produced by Sarah
Schulman and Jim Hubbard, in which interviews were conducted with the surviving
members of the early AIDS activist group Act Up (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power)
New York. (Schulman, S. & Hubbard J., n.d.) On the west coast the Northwest Lesbian
and Gay History Museum Project’ s Mosaic1: Life Stories documented the lives of LGBT
people in the Puget Sound area of Washington State. (Northwest Lesbian and Gay
History Museum Project, 2002) On a national level, the LGBT Religious Archives
Network recorded oral histories of early LGBT religious leaders from across the country.
(The LGBT Religious Archives Network, n.d.) There is no national LGBT archive but
there are several LGBT regional archives across the country, mostly in large cities or
connected to liberal universities. In 2006, the Rainbow History Project in Washington
D.C. catalogued all of the known LGBT oral history collections around the country as
well as collecting almost one hundred narratives in their own project of LGBT residents
in the Washington D.C. area. (The Rainbow History Project, 2006)
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Oral History as Evidence
To understand what is evidence in oral history is to understand where oral history
grew from. Those who are seen as the having the power to accept or dismiss something
as oral history are also are working from their own values and belief systems, these
gatekeepers and institutions change over time and so does what is acceptable as oral
history. Oral historians themselves are active participants in the process of preservation
and collection and with American oral history it was an archival practice and with
European oral history it was a social historian practice.
America oral history was used to fill in the gaps when traditional methods of
record keeping declined such as when the upper class men stopped keeping hand written
diaries or journals. When telephone use became more prevalent therefore as letter writing
as means of communication declined, there was less of a written record. American oral
history was treated as supplementary material to the historical records. It was transcribed,
edited and indexed as text as if it was a publication and transcripts could also be edited to
protect the interviewee from embarrassing admissions. Early American oral histories
were places in archives or libraries not within history departments.
Outside the United States, historians used interviews to research and produce oral
histories in order to create a historical record of everyday people as way to challenge
those in power who write history. Oral evidence in social history had been a part of
historical studies and by recording the history of the people a better historical record of
the social tensions was documented. Social historians believed that oral history could be
used as a tool for social justice, as a method of consciousness raising therefore those who
recalled experiences of oppression would then be moved to create social change. The
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largest distinction between oral history and other types of history was that oral historians
were not only creating and documenting history but also interpreting history.
As oral history methods were taught to others outside academia local history
efforts increased and it was used as a teaching tool in elementary and high schools, and
community historians. Some community historians recognized that those who are
privileged have histories collected and to collect local histories is to challenge that
privilege. Oral history was also challenging the way history overall was collected and
analyzed. Traditional historians believed that there should be distance between the
observer and the observed, but oral historians through the nature of the interview created
interactions as they collected history, therefore the historian may not be as objective or
distanced. In the move to make oral history acceptable in academia through the use of
theoretical language and being publishing in high priced academic journals, this also
made oral history less accessible to non-academic communities. Oral history finally
emerged in academia as part of Cultural Studies, because it was a way to understand
social history through cultural making while also making space for race, class, gender,
and sexuality in ways that traditional social history could not (Charlton et al., 2006, p.
63).
The interviews themselves are seen as oral narratives and the goal is to draw out
cultural identities and shared traditions through semi-structured conversations. The
narration typically does not follow a chronological order, but the pattern of a
conversation, which may go from one topic to another. The chronological order is maybe
constructed later during the interpretation (Charlton et al., 2006, p. 67-68).
Research Design
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The structure of an oral history project consists of a topic or subject, type or genre
of oral history being conducted, and a theoretical base. There are four categories/types of
oral history genres: subject oriented, life histories, community history, and family history.
Oral history genres are not mutually exclusive and may overlap in the same project.
Subject oriented genre is focused on a topic or a question and may have stated
hypothesis. There should be a reason for addressing the topic: for instance if there has
been previous research on a particular topic and gaps are found, they can be addressed
through an oral history project by having new voices being brought to the topic. Subject
oriented oral history is often used to record experiences and reactions to recent past
events, such as 9/11 or other major events. A researcher may want to consider an
advisory board of those well versed in the topic for suggestions of interviewees.
(Charlton et al., 2006, p. 106-107)
Life history is one of the more popular genres used, often used for well-known
people, but also utilized with less well-known people. There are three types of life history
approaches, the standard biography with oral history interviews, another consists of
interviews done with multiple people focused on a particular person's life history, and
lastly oral memoir, which is a person telling their own story with the oral historian adding
explanation where needed and footnotes in order to build context and analysis. (Charlton
et al., 2006, p. 108-109)
Community history can be geographically based, social community based, or
identity based such as race, gender, age, class, occupation, or subculture. Community
based history requires not just the input of the community, but also active collaboration
and cooperation for it to be successful and community driven. This approach is needed
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for both insiders and outsiders looking to take on an oral history project. In using the
example of Act Up Oral History Project, I would classify this project as community
history, because it is focused on an identity-based community, members of an LGBT
activist group, but also a regional community, in New York City. Both producers, Sarah
Schulman, an ex-Goddard MFA-W faculty member, and Jim Hubbard, were insiders, as
they both were members of the original Act Up New York, as well as being members of
the New York City LGBT community.
Family history is studying one’s own family through genealogy or oral tradition,
but also family dynamics can be studied in other groups that are not the oral historian’s
own family. Some of the approaches used to study family history include how historical
events or trends impact a family, structure and dynamics in the family, and aspects of
social life on an individual and their relationship within the family.
Theoretical Approaches
There maybe multiple theoretical approaches used to inform the oral history
project, but main theoretical approaches used in publications of oral histories are
elite/non-elite dichotomy, critical theory, and/or grounded theory. Elite/non-elite refers to
the type of people whose stories should be collected and preserved as history. Elites are
those who hold power, have some control over society and have been historically white
men in positions of power, such as politicians, CEO’s, landowners, or religious leaders.
Collecting oral history of those labeled elite supplemented other records being produced
about that person. Early American oral history focused on the elites, where as British oral
history tended to focus on the non-elites such as the working class people. Today, elites
are considered to be anyone who holds power even in underrepresented communities.
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The study of ‘folklore” can be seen as the history on non-elites and history as
“elite-lore.” Non-elites are considered the ordinary people, those who do not hold much
power, if any. The advocates of elite model, such as Pulitzer Prize winner and World War
1 historian Barbara Tuchman, viewed non-elites as not interesting and a waste of tape as
there is not much to be learned from the oral histories collected. “…all sorts of people
being invited merely to open their mouths, and ramble effortlessly into a tape recorder,
prodded daily by acolytes of oral history, a few veins of gold and a vast mass of trash are
being preserved…” (Charlton et al., 2006, p. 113)
Advocates for the collection of non-elite oral history see the purpose of oral
history overall to capture and record the history of those for whom would otherwise no
record would be kept, because of their status. Oral historians also advocate that in order
to record eyewitness accounts of history the views of elite and non-elite are both needed.
Currently, both elite and non-elite oral history projects are being produced and advocates
are beginning to agree that neither one cancels out the usefulness of the other.
Critical theory comes out of the literary criticism field and stems from the
“…concept of representing the underrepresented and giving voice to their views”.
(Charlton et al., 2006, p. 115) This particularly applies to race, class, gender, ethnicity,
and I would add sexual orientation and gender identity, and other groups traditionally
oppressed in society. Critical theory can be politically motivated in order to advocate and
empower.
Feminist critical theory is the study of women as a collaborative non-hierarchical
model with the perceived benefits for the women involved to be empowerment by the
process. Class critical theory is often focused on the non-elite, the working class and is
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also done as collaborative non-hierarchical participatory project. The aim was often to
raise consciousness in order to provoke action. The perceived benefits for the participants
were not just as confirmation of the working class status or conditions and means for
increased self-esteem, but also for the person to be able to interpret their own past and not
have it interpreted for them or imposed on them. This reminds me of a company releasing
their own reports and press releases on an industrial accident, which very likely does not
give any background or context leading up to the accident whereas the worker can give
background and context about the conditions before, during, and after an accident.
In addition, racial and ethnic critical theory works against the melting pot concept
or the blending and assimilation of people into a monoculture. Oral histories of racial and
ethnic groups helped to create accurate histories of groups previously poorly documented,
undocumented, or colonized groups. These histories also illuminate the diversities in
racial/ethnic groups, which have typically been stereotyped and made to appear as
monolithic.
Grounded theory is a study that allows the theory (or meaning) to emerge from
the data instead of basing questions or hypothesis on a pre-conceived theory. Developed
in 1967 by sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, the method of grounded
theory moves beyond descriptions of the experiences of a phenomenon to produce a
theory to either explain a practice or provide a further framework for future research. The
theory is grounded because it is based on data that is generated by a large number of
participants who have experienced a phenomenon. The theory then evolves from
collected data from the actions, interactions and social process of the participants to a
hypothesis being developed. (Miller, D. C., & Salkind, N. J., 2002, p. 154)
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The narrative interview focuses on a person’s life as a whole or a specific part of
it. For some oral historians, using grounded theory means not just having no preconceived notions, but also no prepared questions to ask the interviewee, but instead to
allow the interview to be free flowing. This allows questions to emerge during the course
of the interview in order to record a narrative interview structured by the interviewee.
Interviews are also conducted first with out conducting research ahead of time in order
not to bias the interview. As themes and questions arise after doing the interviews then
research into the topics should take place.
Using my example of Act Up Oral History Project, I would classify the
theoretical approach as critical theory, but more specifically queer critical theory and also
crossing over into feminist, racial, and class critical theory. Sarah Schulman chose to do
this project because she felt Act Up as an organization and a movement was
misrepresented. First, it was assumed and was often referred to as an organization made
up of mostly middle-class white gay men, which it was not. Second was that the
prevailing assumption by made mainstream media during the 20th anniversary of AIDS in
the mid 2000’s was that people once “had a problem” with those who were diagnosed
with AIDS, but eventually larger society came around. That prevailing assumption being
perpetuated by the mainstream media erased the work of Act Up and the “…thousands of
people, over many years, [who] dedicated their lives to achieving a cultural and scientific
transformation” (Schulman, S. & Hubbard J., n.d.).
In addition to the media perception, Schulman also did a literature review of
research articles about Act Up and she found that there was no literature beyond
researchers using media sources about the organization. When she questioned some
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researchers on this she found out there was little to no raw data on those who participated
in Act Up and therefore this project would have filled that gap. (Schulman, S. & Hubbard
J., n.d.)
Planning for an oral history project includes deciding on a genre and theoretical
approach, but also flexibility, resources, background research, determination of the scope,
and prospective interviewees. Depending on the size and scope of the project, there may
be a need for multiple interviewers. Selection of interviewers can be either community
based with training in interviewing or topical experts, particularly for subject-oriented
projects. Community based interviewers maybe insiders therefore they may inherently
have built in trust with interviewees which may give them access to privileged
information. This could also be a negative for the project, because the insider interviewer
may not ask the difficult questions or overlook questions, because of having background
knowledge to begin with. Outsider interviewers maybe seen as more objective by the
participant and may impart more or less information, because they are not part of the
community. The perception of who the audience will be, the local community or larger
unknown audience, may also sway the type of information told during the interview.
The selection of interviewees will be based on the type of project, but finding
those who fit the criteria may require exploring a variety of sources. Interviewees can
come from social networks, referrals from interviewees to other people they know, also
known as snowball sampling, and advertising. Stratified sampling involves interviewing
in all levels of a community group in order to get equal representation. For grounded
theory, snowball sampling is often used, and quota sampling is used to reflect the
population of a certain place or time. Interviewees should be articulate enough to be
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understood as well as have a good memory about the event or life history being asked
about.
A matrix can be used to determine the topics and groups that may address the
topics as well as tracking the progress. Sample matrix drawn from Act Up Oral History
Project
Topic

Type of
interviewee needed
Women
Latino gay men
White gay men

Direct
action
Media
liaison

Name

Date completed

Jean Carlomusto
Robert Vazquez-Pacheco
Michelangelo Signorile

Oral historians should conduct research at some point on the topic by 1) doing a
literature review, 2) on the interviewees by asking for information prior to the interview
or through background search, and 3) on the oral history methodology being used. Often
some research is done before interviewing takes place, except with grounded theory
methods, where research takes place after the interview and is based on the data
collected.
During initial requests for interviews with prospective participants release forms,
agreements, and other information pertaining to the project should be provided so that a
prospective interviewee can make an informed decision in agreeing to participate
therefore providing informed consent to the process. Researchers/oral historians should
be following the Oral History Association Evaluation Guidelines, to protect both the
interviewee and the researcher. The guidelines, if followed, will help protect the
researcher from claims by the interviewee. (Charlton et al., 2006, p. 136)
Oral history is not just used to fill in gaps of history, but as an approach to
understanding the multi-layers of subjectivity. Asking questions is more an art than
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science in oral history and an oral historian will want to answer the questions first before
asking potential interviews. Oral historians are not just asking the “who, what, where,
when, how” questions, but the “why” question to understand the motivation and the
choices an interviewee made or did not make in a given situation. Interviewees answering
the “why” question are what make an interesting story and bring insight to the data that is
being generated.
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Reclaiming Our Past Transgender Movement Leaders:
Virginia Prince and Sylvia Rivera
As a transgender activist I know progress that I have made has been built upon the
work of those transgender activists that have come before me. I recognize that there has
been a long history of transgender, transexual, cross-dressers, and gender variant people
who came before me that have helped to pave the way for the work of that being done
today, including advocating for a transgender inclusive ENDA. Therefore, I chose to
examine the work and the lives of two pioneers from the early trans movement, Virginia
Prince and Sylvia Rivera. Each represents different ends of the trans spectrum, including
geographic, race, class, and trans identity. Virginia was a white, wealthy, upper class,
highly educated, and self-described straight cross-dresser and transgenderist from
California whereas Sylvia was a Puerto Rican/Venezuelan, poor, lower class, middle
school drop out, and self-described street queen from New York City. Their lives could
not be any different except for that they both significantly contributed to the transgender
movement and the gay rights movement of the 1960’s and 1970’s and even up through
today with their activism and education continues on. I feel that their contributions defy
Representative Barney Frank’s assumption that transgender people have not been
educating the larger public about transgender lives for as long as gay and lesbian people.
Virginia began her activism in the 1950’s and Sylvia began on the night of the Stonewall
Rights, June 27, 1969. Each was out about their trans identity to their families, their
communities, and to the public.
Virginia Prince
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Virginia Prince is considered a leading figure in the cross dresser and transgender
movement in the Unites States and by some academics, such as Richard Doctor, as a
“transgender pioneer.” Prince was a successful chemist and businessperson, developing
personal care products and co-owning a manufacturing plant, Cardinal Industries that
distributed these products. Prince, a white college educated male heterosexual cross
dresser, grew up in California, living mostly in the Los Angeles area. At the age of 55,
Prince sold her business to retire very wealthy, and began presenting full-time as a
woman after thirty years of cross-dressing off and on. She went on to lead several
organizations dedicated to cross-dressers. Just before selling her business, she began a
publishing company, Chevalier Publications, in which she published and produced
magazines, books, and other print media for male heterosexual cross-dressers including
the Transvestia magazine, which she edited for twenty years. Prince was also published
in a number of academic journals including American Journal of Psychotherapy, The
Journal of Sexual Research, and Archives of Sexual Behavior on topics such as
differences between homosexuality, transvestism, and transexuality, sex versus gender,
and expression of femininity in males.
I do believe that Virginia Prince’s work, theories, and organizing has had a
significant influence on the early transgender movement, the medical community’s
understanding of transvestism, and society’s perception of on transvestism,
transgenderism, and cross-dressing. But I am disappointed by some of her gender theories
and rigid moral values regarding homosexuality that she disseminated to the larger
society about transvestism, transgenderism, and cross-dressing. I believe her theories had
a homogenizing effect on society’s understanding of transgenderism. In addition, the
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effects from her work, her educational efforts, and her theories on transvestism,
transgenderism, and cross-dressing continue to influence the larger transgender
movement today and society’s understanding of transgenderism, particularly crossdressing, both positively and negatively.
I became interested in Virginia Prince when I read about her arrest and
subsequent conviction in 1961 for using the United States Postal Service to mail
“obscene” material as described in Susan Stryker’s book, Transgender History. The
“obscene” material sent was a personal letter she wrote with erotic content as a reply to a
letter she received from a person she thought was a woman romantically interested in
cross dressers. The “woman” turned out to be another cross dresser that was being used
by the US postal inspector to set Prince up. Essentially, it was a sting operation together
by the postal authorities to identify those who were sending what the postal authorities
deemed obscene materials. Actions like this by the US postal service were not unusual.
Some of the early gay newspapers and magazines, such as ONE, Inc. also went through
similar experiences in the 1950’s and 1960’s. (Miller, 2006, p. 304) But what was
unusual about this sting by postal authorities was that it was private personal
correspondences between two consenting adults that were being monitored, not
something public, like a magazine.
I found this invasion of privacy to be similar to the US government use of
domestic wire taping today to “stop terrorism.” (Ross, B., Walter, V. & Schecter, A.,
2008) I am reminded that only some of us are really free, because of privilege and access,
while many of us are under surveillance or denied fair and equal treatment because of
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fear of difference. It appears that those who seem different from the “norm” of society are
under this kind of surveillance, this level of scrutiny.
Learning this piece of history about Virginia Price enticed me into examining her
life experiences and contributions to the transgender movement. I was aware that she had
started several large cross-dressing organizations, such as Tri-Ess; she had been a part of
conferences, such as Fantasia Fair; and she had an award named after her, Dr. Virginia
Prince Outstanding Service Award. The award was given through the International
Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE) during their annual conference up until 2003
then it was re-named the Trinity Award. (Docter, 2004, p. 91)
Incidentally, IFGE is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts and Fantasia Fair,
one of the oldest cross dressing events in the country, which Virginia attended for many
years, is held in Provincetown, MA annually. Massachusetts has its own transgender
history. I also have transgender friends that have met and known her through the years.
She has been a familiar name to me, spoken in some of my transgender circles, but
mostly in the older white male cross dresser circles that I often intersect with around
transgender activism. Although most of Virginia’s life and work took place in California,
she has strong connections to my transgender community in my home state of
Massachusetts.
I am able recognize Prince’s positive contributions to the larger transgender
movement, especially after reading about her life and the work she did to lessen isolation
for cross dressers, but I believe that some of her theories have contributed to the
separation of and the hierarchy in the transgender community. I believe that Virginia used
her intellect, charm, and white heterosexual male privilege to successfully advocate for
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herself and others she believed to be just like her, with the medical community and
society at large for the last forty years. But Prince’s theories and the narrative she
constructed for the transvestite and later the transgender community, led to a narrowly
defined collective identity of what it means to be a cross-dresser, transvestite, or a
transgender person. Transgender historian Susan Stryker acknowledges Prince’s key role
in the transgender movement and her contributions, but also notes Prince’s use of
homophobia and class division in structuring her social organizations. Stryker asserts that
Prince’s strict control of membership rules allowing only straight married cross-dressers
in her organizations provided for protection through secrecy and confidentiality for one
of the most racial and economically privileged groups in the transgender communities.
Stryker further asserts that is it also because of this level of privilege of the leadership, in
this case Prince, and the members this allowed for “opportunity to organize first.
(Stryker, 2008, p. 55) Therefore, white male-to-female cross-dressing and/or transsexuals
became more visibly and defined the movement through their educating of the larger
public of what it meant to be trans. Because of Prince’s own writings, theories, and types
of organizations she created, Stryker also asserts that “Prince herself took a leading role
in driving wedges between transvestite, transsexual, gay and lesbian, and feminist
communities, and she did not envision an inclusive, expansive, progressive and multifaceted transgender movement.” (Stryker, 2008, p. 55 – 57)
I come from a vision of the transgender movement as being a left wing
progressive movement working to eradicate all forms of oppression, but particularly
gender identity and gender expression oppression, which includes all facets of the
transgender community and gender non-conforming straight, gay, lesbian, and bisexual
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people. I think it is uniting through commonality, not dividing over difference, that we
will change or even dismantle the socially unjust power structures that are in place, which
use the gender binary to control the larger social hierarchy. I believe Prince’s theories
instead, helped to create a hierarchy in the larger transgender movement that still
continues today. This hierarchy, through Prince’s narration of a community identity
places transvestites (cross dressers) above others whom she considered sexual deviants
such as homosexuals, or psychiatrically disturbed such as transsexuals. Prince also
created and perpetuated a community identity and narrative that was built upon
transvestites being straight men using cross-dressing to express their femininity, therefore
excluding others who may cross-dress or who express a gender presentation different
than the stereotypically one assigned to each sex.
Author Helen Boyd provided an example of Virginia’s stereotyping of gay and
lesbians in her book My Husband Betty: Love, Sex, and Life with a Crossdresser,
referring to Virginia’s booklet The Transvestite and his wife, “Most homosexuals… have
no hesitation about indoctrinating and initiating others into the practice.” (Boyd, 2003, p.
223) Prince’s goes on to explain that this type of behavior is contrary to femmiphiles, a
term she coined to define those men have “love of the feminine.” (Prince, Ekins, & King,
2005, p. 2)
I understand this as Prince using the early negative stereotypes and myths of
society’s view of homosexuality in the 1950’s and 60’s in order to defend her desire to
cross-dress and separate her self and others like her from the gay community. Much of
Prince’s writings and public lectures to medical students, psychiatrists, clubs such as the
Kiwanis, and her television appearance pushed for the disassociation of transvestism
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from homosexuality. I believe she used this reasoning in hopes of gaining public
respectability in order to normalize transvestism (cross-dressing) by holding it up against
homosexuality, which was seen as a sexual deviance, a widely held social belief at the
time and even by some today. Prince may have been a product of her time in the 1960’s
and 1970’s, but even after the gay rights movement gained momentum and some social
acceptability; I do not think Prince’s view changed with the times. Her views were
contrary to some of her actions and sexual behavior that came to light in interviews with
Dr. Richard Docter and from the information he gained about her from the transcripts of
her sessions with psychiatrist Dr. Richard Stoller. These the tapes and transcripts of
Prince’s 24 years of weekly sessions with Stoller were turned over to Prince by Stoller’s
wife after Stoller’s death. Prince in turn gave Docter permission to use the transcripts in
his biography of Prince.
Prince had an ongoing sexual affair with another male cross-dresser for a number
of years. This was in addition to her sexual relationship with her second wife, in which
much of that relationship she presented as woman, often encouraged by her wife.
Because of that encouragement it was often speculated that her wife was really a lesbian.
Prince goes to say that her second wife wanted her to have a sex change so they could
live as lesbian lovers. (Docter, 2004)
Although, Prince has always maintained her heterosexual identity her desire for
women, and her satisfaction with her male genitalia, yet her sexual behavior has not been
so clear-cut. Her own internalized homophobia coupled with a lack of understanding or
recognition of sexuality of transgender people, particularly when sexual desires push at
the boundaries of the gender binary system, could have explained her external
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homophobia and her need to keep out gay identified cross-dressers from the organizations
she started.
In addition to her writings and lectures on the disassociation of transvestism from
homosexuality, Prince also wrote widely about the perils of sex re-assignment surgery
and in turn excluded transsexuals from her early social groups and networks. In her
editor’s column from her magazine Transvestia, Prince often advocated against sex reassignment surgery, both for herself and for others. In a separate publication, Sexual and
Genderal Identity: transsexualism vs. transvestism (femmiphilia) written by Prince and
Susan Valenti, a longtime columnist from Transvestia, Prince’s opening essay she states
that “90%” of transvestites need only to change their gender not their sex and only a
small number need to change their sex (genitalia). Prince goes on to write that those
medical professionals who help a transvestite change their sex through surgical methods,
when the transvestite needed to change their gender through gender expression should be
deemed criminals. (Prince, V., 1971, p. 3)
I interpreted this as Prince advocating for medical gate keeping as to limit access
to medical transition options through the narrow interpretations of who qualifies as a
transsexual. Prince’s own definition of “true transsexual” included if a male “… feels
inadequate, inappropriate, uncomfortable, and unhappy in the male role and by being in
the female sex will [be] released from negative feeling[s] to become an effective member
of society.” In addition, a person who is unhappy with being the “inserter” during sex and
wishes instead to be the “insertee” is then a true transsexual. (Prince, V., 1971, p. 4)
Therefore, with a narrow definition of who qualifies as transsexual this can limit those
who would benefit from medical transition options. Those who do not give the “correct”
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narrative to the medical professionals making the determination, that is a narrative of a
person knowing they were “born into the wrong sex,” can be denied medical transition,
even today.
But there are accounts of Prince, referring to herself, being open to the possibility
to sex re-assignment surgery. One is from her biography, in which she says in passing, if
she had more money she would have gone to Europe [for surgery], but did not have the
money at the time and was scared that the surgical intervention would have been too
physically painful.
Transsexual pioneer Christine Jorgenson viewed Prince’s work as advocating
acceptance for only transvestites and specifically not including transsexuals, but instead
advocating against medical transition. In Jorgenson’s opinion, Prince was a divider,
creating artificial hierarchies between transvestites and transsexuals. (Meyerowitz, 2002,
p. 182) Interestingly, in addition to Prince at various times vocalizing her desire for sex
re-assignment surgery, she did take estrogen for hormone replacement therapy purposes
for six years, which gave her some female secondary sex characteristics.
I believe that Prince developed, nurtured, and spread a collective narrative that
became for many cross dressers a collective identity built upon Prince’s own personal
experiences of cross-dressing, beliefs, and moral codes. A collective identity can be
defined, as is a person’s connection to a community through the perception of a shared
status expressed through cultural materials, narratives, and/or symbols, in which the
identity carries affirmative sentiment for the other group members. (Polletta & Jasper,
2001, p. 285) Collective identity can also be defined as “… a place that is shared with a
group of other people.” (Simon & Klandermans, 2001, p. 321) Place being defined as “…
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a position on any socially relevant dimension, such as gender, age, ethnicity, trait,
attitude…” (Simon & Klandermans, 2001, p. 321) and in this case, gender identity,
gender expression and gender presentation.
I believe that Prince defined and perpetuated the collective identity of
transvestites as straight men only, whose motives and interests were to express the
feminine gender role, but not female sex or sexuality. Therefore a person could not want
to be the opposite sex, as a transsexual would through sex re-assignment surgery by
changing genitalia to female or by desiring the same-sex as a gay or lesbian person
would. (Prince, Ekins, & King, 2005b, p. 2) I believe this became the collective narrative
for those who were a part of or who wished to access the cross-dressing community.
Prince’s theories and writings often included several repeated themes: rigid
separation between homosexuality and cross dressing; only men could be cross dressers;
cross dressers had no desire to be rid of or change male sexual organs, and that the
“…typical transvestite is heterosexual…” (Docter, 2004, p. 66) I believe it was these
theories that helped to contribute to the perception that the transgender people should be
separate from gay, lesbian, and bisexual people, particularly in terns of advocating for
civil rights as one movement.
Prince’s theories also included the separation of biological sex, which is the sex
assigned at birth of male or female based on genitalia, from the psychosocial category of
gender, which about expression on presentation of masculinity or femininity. Deborah
Rudacille, author of The Riddle of Gender quoted Prince having said that “…gender is
what’s above the neck and sex is what’s below the neck.” (Rudacille, 2005, p. xvi)
Prince’s public education writings and theories often down played sexuality in cross-
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dressers, particularly the erotic side of cross-dressing that she herself sometimes claimed
as part of the reason for why she cross-dressed.
Author and academic Vern Bullough understood Prince’s definition of
transvestism as heterosexual men that want to express their femininity, but because the
gender and social roles in society are more rigid for men than women, only men are
cross-dressers. Prince believed that because women in general are allowed in society to
express wider range of emotions then men, women were always able to express their full
personality, unlike men who were not allowed to express the full range of emotions,
masculine and feminine, therefore only men could be transvestites. In addition, Prince’s
definition of transvestism became the definition used by the American Psychiatric
Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual III-R (DSM) and is still used today.
(Bullough & Bullough, 1993, p. 281)
The current DSM IV abbreviated definition of Transvestism includes “…
heterosexual males who have sexually arousing fantasies, urges, or behaviors involving
cross-dressing (wearing female clothing). To be considered diagnosable, the fantasies,
urges, or behaviors must cause significant distress in the individual or be disruptive to his
or her everyday functioning.” (Transvestic fetishism, 2004)
Bullough describes this acceptance by the American Psychiatric Association of
Prince’s definition for transvestism as “…behavioral scientists, including the authors,
blindly follow[ing] the accepted definition by studying club members as if they were the
universe of cross dressers.” (Bullough & Bullough, 1993, p. 302) In other words,
academics and social scientists researched those communities in which they had the
easiest access into, the cross dressers connected to Prince. Researchers sought out
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participants through her magazine Transvestia and the organizations she founded, such as
the Hose and Heels Club, the Foundation for Personality Expression (FPE), the Society
for Second Self, later re-named Tri-Ess, and those cross-dressing clubs Prince nurtured
around the country and in Europe. Prince herself conducted several surveys about crossdressing with the subscribers of Transvestia.
Prince was also a proponent of the “girl within” theory, which was named by
fellow transvestite Susan Valenti, but conceived by Prince. Prince believed that all males
had a “girl” buried inside (as well as a boy), but some males had experiences, usually
early in childhood, such as cross-dressing for Halloween or a mock wedding, which
releases this dormant femininity. Therefore, because of these types of experiences some
men become transvestites. Prince also explains the rewards of cross dressing which
include relief from the masculine role through feminine clothing, symbolically
identifying with women they love, fulfilling the need of personality expression through
feminine fabrics and colors; and relief from the social expectations of the male image. As
much as Prince downplayed the erotic aspects of cross dressing in her public talks and
writings, she did consider it part of the rewards of cross dressing and in some instances
she would throw out unverified statistics such as “…95% of all cross dressers will trace
at least a part of their cross dressing history to pleasurable excitement of sexual arousal
and orgasm.” (Docter, 2004, p. 101)
One of Prince’s first published papers on distinguishing transvestism from
homosexuality and transsexuality was published in 1957 in The American Journal of
Psychotherapy. This paper had an introduction from Harry Benjamin, M.D. which
appeared to be an attempt to give her article creditability with the academic community,
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alluding to her as “…highly educated with a fine cultural background.” (Prince, Ekins, &
King, 2005b, p. 17) This article, Homosexuality, Transvestism, and Transsexuality:
Reflections on their Etiology and Differentiation, laid out her philosophy on the three
types of males that desire to wear feminine clothing: homosexuals, transvestites, and
transsexuals. Prince opens the article with homosexuality having the longest history in
sexually deviant behavior. Prince goes on to cite “…actual case histories of crossdressing individuals frequently fail to show any evidence of overt male-with-male sex
activity…” (Prince, Ekins, & King, 2005b, p. 18)
Prince then breaks each type of male into three categories, three aspects of
womanliness: “sexual woman”, “psychological woman”, and the “social woman.” Prince
attributes the “sexual woman” to homosexuality and that a male who is homosexual
“…will attempt to take the woman’s role in the sexual acts as far anatomy and his
partner’s desires will permit.” (Prince, Ekins, & King, 2005b, p. 19) The “psychological
woman” is attributed to transsexuals who will say they have the “soul” and “feel” as a
woman and who’s “…greatest desire in life will be to be rid of his male genitals…”
(Prince, Ekins, & King, 2005b, p. 19)
Lastly, the “social woman” is a transvestite and became such because as a young
man a dominant woman, such as mother, devalued the male position over the woman’s
role. Therefore the male identified with this role and desires to dress and act like a
woman. In addition, transvestites are heterosexual; many are married and fathers, and
“…values [their] male organs, [enjoy] using them and [do] not desire to remove them.”
(Prince, Ekins, & King, 2005b, p. 20)
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This early article connected her philosophy to her own experiences of growing up,
her early cross-dressing experiences, the relationships she had with women, and
fatherhood. Once I read the accounts of her life I was able to connect back to her
experiences with what would later become the basis for her theories. In turn, these
theories became the basis for the collective identity of cross dressers and later some
transgenderists. I believe that the narrative of being a straight, married man that cross
dressed to release his inner femininity became the collective identity and Prince was a
leading architect in creating and disseminating this narrative for the male-to-female cross
dressing community. I believe that this narrative has been positive for some, because it
provided confirmation and explanation of cross-dressing and transgenderism, created
solidarity, broke down isolation, and provided a place for community building. This
narrative also had a negative effect in which it created an artificial hierarchy between
members of communities, such as between cross dressers, transgender people,
transsexuals, gay/lesbians, and feminists. I think all of these communities have more
points in common than differences. Therefore the creation of narrow definition of crossdresser/transvestitism allowed only a small number who fit that definition to be a part of
that collective identity. For others with intersecting and/or conflicting identities they
would have had to deny parts of their identity or not disclose other identities in order to
be part of the collective identity narrative Prince created. This can be seen as trading one
closet for another. In addition, this narrative contributed to the hegemony of society and
supported the binary gender system to remain in place.
The 97 years of Virginia Prince
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Virginia Prince was born Arnold Lowman in Los Angeles on November 23, 1912
to upper middle class parents. Arnold was oldest of two children and the younger sister,
Elizabeth, was born 4 years after. During her life, Virginia went by the names Muriel,
Virginia Prince, Charles Prince, and Virginia Bruce. Prince’s father, Dr. Charles
Lowman, was an orthopedic surgeon, and started first orthopedic hospital in southern
California. Prince’s mother, Elizabeth (Hudson) Lowman, was a real estate investor as
well as fulfilled the role of fundraiser for her husband’s hospital and for society woman.
Virginia viewed her mother as “unfeminine” and mannish, probably because of her work.
(Docter, 2004), p. 18) Virginia viewed her relationship with her father has either being
deeply hurt from his lack of involvement in her life growing up to adoring and working
for her father’s approval, which she never got. (Docter, 2004, p. 16)
Virginia would usually only talk about her family, particularly about her fathers
being a doctor when she was around academics and/or other medical professionals. I
relate this to be her “psychic armor,” by verbalizing her connection the medical field she
was trying to show medical professionals she is” one of them.”
Biographer Richard Docter described Virginia as having a history of
“disappointing” relationships due to not being as close to father as she wanted. When
Prince told her father about the cross dressing after her first divorce he would not
acknowledge it and was disapproving. Later Prince told her mother who was more
understanding and offered to lend clothes, but Virginia never took her up on it. (Docter,
2004, p. 22)
Growing up Prince has interest in science, was not very social in high school, had
some friends, but not very close ones. Prince begins cross-dressing at 12 years old by
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borrowing younger sister Elizabeth’s clothes a few times secretly. I would argue it is
hard to have close friends when one is keeping a big part of them selves closeted. This
could explain the appearance of disappointing relationships, such as two failed marriages
although Virginia later had close connections and friendships with many cross dressers.
(Docter, 2004)
Virginia attended Pomona College in 1931, majoring in chemistry; 10 years later
she would find out another classmate would come out as a transexual and go through
gender reassignment. In 1941, Prince marries Dorothy Shepard, gets a PhD in
pharmacology and shortly after they move to Oakland, CA so Prince can work for Del
Monte foods. For the first few years of the marriage Prince does not cross dress. Later,
Prince decides to take a research job at the University of San Francisco where she goes to
a lecture about gender issues with presentations from two speakers, Barbara Wilcox (the
former Pomona College classmate) and Louise Lawrence, a transvestite who lived fulltime as a woman in San Francisco. Prince is so intrigued by Louise that she steals
Louise's phone and address from the University files and contacts her. They eventually
meet and this is the first time Prince meets another transvestite. (Docter, 2004)
Arnold and Dorothy have one son, Brent and are married for seven years. A few
years into the marriage Arnold starts cross-dressing, Dorothy does not approve.
Eventually Dorothy leaves Prince and in the divorce case to Dorothy tries to get full
custody without visitation of Brent, by exposing Prince’s cross-dressing during the
divorce proceedings. In the end Arnold does get visitation and judge does not use the
cross dressing to withhold visitation. (Docter, 2004)
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In 1948, Prince moves back to Los Angeles and begins working as a chemist
developing beauty products and veterinary products. Eventually Prince opens a
manufacturing plant with a partner, Cardinal Industries, producing the products Prince
has developed. In 1968, Prince sells her share of the company netting 1000% gain from
initial investment. (Docter, 2004)
In 1955, at the age of 42, Prince is cross-dressing on a regular basis, sometimes
going whole weekends in other cities living as Virginia. Prince begins taking female
hormones for about six years. A year later Prince marries Doreen Skinner, who was once
the housekeeper for her parents, they are married for 10 years. Skinner is supportive of
Prince’s cross dressing, buying clothes for Prince, going out with her dressed as Virginia,
and helping Prince be more feminine. (Docter, 2004)
In 1960, Prince begins publishing Transvestia Magazine, the initial mailing list is
small and of other local cross dressers. Prince is the sole editor of Transvestia and the
office for her publishing house, Chevalier Publications, is in a small building on the same
lot of Cardinal Industries. (Prince, Ekins, & King, 2005a) (Docter, 2004)
In addition to Transvestia, Prince also published Femme Mirror, Clipsheet, and
transvestite fiction books under Chevalier Publications. Clipsheet was a compilation of
newspaper clippings from around the world on transvestites, but it did not last as long as
Transvestia or Femme Mirror. Later, Transvestia magazine was featured in an article in
Sexology magazine and was distributed through paid subscriptions and was on shelves at
adult bookstores around the country. Under Prince’s editorship, Transvestia published
100 editions from 1960 through 1980. It is considered one of the longest continuously
published transgender magazine in United States. (Docter, 2004)
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In 1961, the first meeting of Prince’s Hose and Heels club took place in a hotel
room. Hose and Heels club was a secret meeting of some subscribers of Transvestia, all
instructed not to cross dress but to bring a pair of high heels and panty hose. Once
together they were to all put on heels and hose at the same time so they would all be
implicated in cross-dressing activities if they were all busted by the cops. This did not
happen and Prince later went on to found Full Personality Expression (FPE) and Tri-Ess.
Full Personality Expression was an organization where Prince restricted membership to
male heterosexual married TV’s – Virginia controlled membership and organized the
meetings, which were secretive and held in private homes or hotel rooms. (Stryker, 2008,
p. 55)
Not long after founding the Hose and Heels club, Prince is arrested and charged
with distributing obscene materials, a letter with erotic content, through the United States
Postal Service. Prince is convicted and serves one year of the five years probation.
During her probation she is allowed to cross dress for educational purposes and Prince’s
lawyer sets up a series of talks at various clubs, medical schools, and a television
program. (Docter, 2004)
In 1968, after being divorced from Doreen Skinner for two years and having had
weekly sessions with psychiatrist Dr. Robert Stoller for the last four years, Prince begins
living full-time as a woman, as Virginia. For the next forty years, Prince would travel the
world meeting cross dressers all across the United States and Europe, publish magazines,
educate the public about cross dressing, and start cross dresser organizations. (Docter,
2004)
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In her last years Prince is living is a nursing home in Southern California, no
longer attending cross dressing conventions or writing articles, but her legacy continues
through awards named after her. In addition her own archives are stored in California
State University and some materials previously archived at the Rikki Swin Institute in
Chicago before it closed, which has since been moved to Victoria University in British
Columbia. (Denny, D., 2007) On May 2, 2009 at 97 years old Virginia Prince passed
away at a nursing home in California.
Sylvia Lee Rivera
Sylvia Lee Rivera was a Puerto Rican/Venezuelan activist and self-identified
street queen from New York City, who advocated for transgender rights up until her
death in 2002. Sylvia has been attributed as an icon for both the early gay rights
movement of the late 1960’s and early 1970’s and later in the transgender right
movement of the late 1990’s through today. Her identity, activism, and community
affiliation has been often claimed or denied depending on what part of the LGBT
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) community is invoking her and her activism.
Of all the many accounts written about her, not all were consistent with regards to
her name, the pronoun used, her identity label, or even her involvement with the
Stonewall riots. For example, in Making History: The struggle for gay and lesbian equal
rights by Eric Marcus “Sylvia” is in quotes giving the impression to the reader that Sylvia
was not her “real” name. Marcus also used male pronouns through out the piece. Martin
Duberman who wrote about her in his book Stonewall referred to her by her birth name
Ray and used male pronouns up to age of eleven, but once Sylvia came out, he refers to
her as Sylvia and uses female pronoun for the rest of the book. Sylvia herself had stated
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many times during different interviews that she was just “Sylvia” not wanting to label
herself gay, transvestite, or transexual. However, she did often refer to herself as a street
queen and often claimed that other street queens and trans people were “my people.”
(Duberman, June 1994/September 1995) Yet some accounts written prior to the late
1990’s labeled her gay while many after 1995 labeled her transgender. In interviews and
talk she gave in the 2000’s she often stated that she considered herself part of the
transgender community and that the gay community pushed people like her out of the
movement for liberation. (Rivera, 2007, p. 120) Additionally, the word transgender was
not in use until the 1990’s. Trans pioneer Virginia Prince coined the concept of
transgender, which was those who “…lived full time in gender other than the one
ascribed at birth, but without surgical intervention.” (Valentine, 2007, p. 32)
I spent an afternoon listening to some of the tapes from Duberman’s interviews,
which was for me inspiring and heartbreaking at the same time. I could hear the anger,
sadness, and resignation in her voice as she spoke about her mother’s suicide, her
grandmother not really wanting her, and her first lover of seven years, Gary, leaving her
to marry a (non-transgender) girl. Duberman’s account of those interviews in his book
where accurate to a point, but I believe he did not understand the nuances of her gender
identity. For example, at one point after her speaking for 45 minutes to him about her life
he asks if he should be calling her “Ray” or “Sylvia.” She says to him “you should call
me Sylvia, people know where I am coming from.” (Duberman, June 1994/September
1995)
Some of the accounts about Stonewall that mentioned her and her participation in
the early gay rights movement painted a portrait of her being “…an imposing and loud
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six-foot drag queen…” (Clendinen & Nagourney, 1999, p. 54) and “… a tall and volatile
drag queen…” (Clendinen & Nagourney, 1999, p. 171) I found that this perception of her
was used to contrast the seemingly levelheaded and presentable gay and lesbian activists
at the time as “…professional, middleclass homosexuals, people who understood
government, business, and the media…” (Clendinen & Nagourney, 1999, p. 54)
These accounts of her appeared to come from writers who never directly spoke
with her, unlike Duberman who described her at the age of eleven as being “…scrawny,
but beautifully proportioned, with high dramatic cheek bones, and almond shaped languid
eyes…” (Duberman, 1994, p. 66) Or when she was around the age of 18 when she went
to jail for the first time she weighed about 140 lbs going in, but coming out about 115 lbs,
because of the heroin. She had that heroin addiction for the next five years and I believe
that would have probably kept her on the thin side. (Duberman, 1994, p. 122) Arthur Bell
described her in 1970 as “…gutsy kid, with auburn hair and the Sophia Loren almondshaped eyes…” (Bell, 1971, p. 62)
In the photographs taken of her during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s she did
not seem to be extremely tall, if anything she was probably less than average height for a
man, possibly a little taller than average height for a woman, particularly if she was
wearing heels. I don’t believe her physical presence was as imposing as it has been
described, but her personality and the way she carried herself may have made her seem
bigger. Many of the accounts described her speaking up for herself, sometimes yelling
and shouting, and I have no doubt she probably was abrasive to some. I have often heard
words like “loud, angry, or aggressive” used to describe other transgender social justice
activists, myself included, just as she was described. I also think many gay male authors
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writing about the Stonewall riots in the 1990’s, based their descriptions and perceptions
of her and other trans people on their own bias and stereotypes of transgender people and
lower class Latinas. I would go as far to say that I think their descriptions of her as an
angry, dirty, and a troubled transvestite illuminated the large fractures, such as racism and
classism, in the GLBT movement along with misperceptions of transgender people and
their part in the early gay liberation movement. These are the same biases that fuel the
assumptions about transgender people today including Representative Barney Frank’s
assertion that transgender people have not been out as long or educating as much as gay
and lesbians have.
As Arthur Bell said during a talk he gave with Sylvia in the mid 1990’s about gay
men back in the 1960’s, “…established gays were frightened of gay youth and did want
to help with gay youth or controversial transvestites…” (Duberman, June
1994/September 1995) Marsha P. Johnson noted similar attitudes in her 1970 interview
when asked about relationship between gay men and transvestites: “We still feel
oppression by other gay brothers. Gay sisters don’t think too bad of transvestites. Gay
brothers do.” (Jay & Young, 1972, p. 114) Bell and Johnson may have been talking about
gay men in the 1960’s and 1970’s, but I think those attitudes about transgender people
continue to persist, even today. As stated by gay white columnist Chris Crain during the
push for the inclusion of transgender in ENDA, gender identity is the “…least politically
palatable category.” I would add that is especially felt by some like Crain when gender
identity added to bills that protect on the basis of sexual orientation. I think that
transgender people also challenged the popular mantra “we are just like everybody else”
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which was so often used by gay and lesbians advocating for political tolerance and
equality.
Additionally, gay white men have largely defined the history of the Stonewall
Riots and whom they believed in the gay and lesbian community participated. I also
believe that some of the prevailing attitudes, including stereotypes about transgender
people, have slanted this history and downplayed the level of transgender people’s
participation, particularly transgender women of color, in the early gay liberation
movement. This was most evident to me when some of the claims of Sylvia’s
participation in the first night of the Stonewall riots of 1969 and also her participation in
the early gay rights movement of the early 1970’s differed among gay historical
accountants. There are several books about the Stonewall riots, but most notably are
David Carter’s Stonewall: The riots that sparked the gay revolution and Martin
Duberman’s Stonewall. Both books are based on eyewitness accounts of the Stonewall
riots that began on Friday June 27, 1969. In Duberman’s accounts of Stonewall, Sylvia is
a central figure in the first night of the riot, but in David Carter’s account in Stonewall:
The Riots that Sparked the Gay Revolution there is no mention of her. Carter reported he
did not include Sylvia in his book about Stonewall, because he could not “…find a single
credible witness who saw Rivera at Stonewall.” (Shepard, 2004, p. 13) In addition, Carter
also claimed that Marsha P. Johnson, Sylvia’s long-time friend, told three people “…she
found Sylvia passed out on a park bench in Bryant Park and told her about the raid at the
end of the first night”. (Shepard, 2004, p. 13)
This was contrary to Duberman’s book Stonewall where she is one of the central
figures of the Stonewall riots and the early gay rights movement. Sylvia was also noted as
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having been at the Stonewall bar and participated in the riot that first night in chapters on
Stonewall in Marcus’s Making History: The struggle for gay and lesbian equal rights and
Clendinen and Nagourney’s Out for Good: The Struggles to Build A Gay Rights
Movement in American. Sylvia herself has always maintained she was at Stonewall the
night of the riots and it was that experience that politicized her. Additionally, Sylvia’s
own accounts in other texts and audio pieces about her life growing up are consistent.
From the audio essays, the transcript of a talk she gave in June of 2001, and other pieces
written by her, she tells the same stories about her mother’s death, her family and her
early life growing up in the New York City area.
On the first night of the Stonewall riot, Friday June 27, 1969 Sylvia recalled she
was invited to Marsha’s birthday party, but decided was going to stay home that night
having “…felt strung out” (Duberman, 1994, p. 190) from working overnight shifts at a
Jersey City warehouse. Sylvia’s friend Tammy Novak called convinced her and Gary to
meet her at the Stonewall Inn. (Duberman, 1994, p. 191) Sylvia preferred the drag queen
bars in Washington Square, because to her, the Stonewall Inn was for white gay men. In
an interview on Gender Talk Radio (March 19, 2001) she stated she did not feel welcome
even in gay bars, because she was too radical. “What people never understood was that
the Stonewall Inn was not a drag queen bar, but a bar for gay men.” She was there
because her friends asked her and Gary to meet them to go dancing. Sylvia preferred the
Washington Square bars. (Nangeroni, N. & MacKenzie, G. O., 2001)
When the police raided the Stonewall Inn, Sylvia thought it was just the usual raid
procedure where the police would arrest those without ID’s. As they were lined up, a cop
looking at her ID asked Sylvia with a smirk, if she was a boy or a girl. She almost swung
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at him, but Gary, grabbed her hand in time.” (Duberman, 1994, p. 190) She was pushed
out the door with the other patrons that had ID’s, those who did not have ID’s started to
get arrested and were moved into the police van. A number of versions of what happened
next involved people throwing change at the police (this was to insinuate paying of the
police) and various patrons fighting back. Some said what started the riots was a butch
lesbian in a men’s suit; others said it was a queen, who escaped from the police van and
was caught. The opinion of eyewitness Craig Rodwell about what started the pushing
back from the patrons was not one incident: “There was no one thing that happened or
one person, there was just…a flash group – of mass – anger.” (Duberman, 1994, p. 197)
Sylvia’s part in the Stonewall riots has become part of the legend for some. She is
often credited in throwing the first brick, bottle, or Molotov cocktail. Sylvia was aware of
this legend as she joked with the Latino Gay Men audience during a talk at the LGBT
center in June of 2001: “I have been given the credit for throwing the first Molotov
cocktail by many historians but I always like to correct it; I threw the second one, I did
not throw the first one!”’ (Gan, 2007, p. 131)
It is Carter’s omission of Sylvia at Stonewall along with the downplaying of trans
people in general from early gay rights history that leads me to believe that we as trans
people have always been a part of the gay rights movement. But our visibility and our
contributions have been suppressed or significantly downplayed by particularly white gay
men and women. This suppression has in turn led to the omission of transgender people
and gender identity in legal protections and inclusive policies such as state laws and
federal legislation.
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This was most evident to me when I discovered that the first proposed New York
City gay rights ordinance in 1970 originally included language that provided protections
for transvestites. Sylvia was very involved with the Gay Activist Alliance (GAA), the
group that came up with the ordinance and the strategies to push for it. One of those
strategies was to put together a petition to present to Greenwich Village City
Councilwoman Carol Greitzer. GAA believed that in presenting a petition with over 1000
signatures Greitzer would then be forced to introduce an employment non-discrimination
bill on the basis of homosexuality, which also included language that would have granted
protections to transvestites, repeal the sodomy laws, and eliminate the restrictions on gay
owned businesses in the New York City Council. (Bell, 1971, p. 24)
At the time Sylvia was working the 11 pm to 7 am shift at a warehouse in New
Jersey, but still hustling during the day on 42nd Street. She decided she was going to get
signatures for the petition on 42nd St. near the Apollo Theater. She set up a table and
asked people passing by to “…sign a petition to help change the laws against
homosexuals.” (Bell, 1971, p. 62)
On April 15, 1970 at 7:30 pm the Tactical Police Force was in the area breaking
up an anti-war demonstration at Bryant Park. The police were moving people along and
told Sylvia to move along as well. (Bell, 1971 p. 63) The police officer told her she could
not get petition signatures without having an American flag, she responded that it was her
constitutional right to get signatures and she did not need to have flag to do so. The
officer threatened to arrest her if she did not move, but she continued to get signatures
and was subsequently arrested. Sylvia was the only person arrested trying to gather
petition signatures for that gay rights ordinance. (Duberman, 1994, p. 263) Arthur Bell
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told the story of her arrest in Gay Power; that article and her arrest finally gave her some
creditability with GAA members as an activist and not some flighty queen.
Just three years later in 1973 members of GAA and other gay right activists
working with politicians in the Mayor’s office removed the language intended to cover
transvestites with the assumption that ordinance had a better chance at passing faster.
Ironically, that New York City gay rights ordinance did not pass until 1986. So in my
opinion removing language referring to transvestites did not move the bill along any
faster or make it any more palatable for the politicians. Additionally transgender
protections were not added to New York City non-discrimination ordinances until 2002.
Sylvia: Growing Up
Sylvia was born Ray (Rey) Rivera Mendosa on July 2, 1951, in Spanish Harlem
section of New York City and is the oldest of two children of a single mother of
Venezuelan descent. Sylvia’s father, José Rivera, was Mexican, and according to Sylvia’s
grandmother, a drug addict, whom Sylvia will only meet once at the age of four, after her
mother dies. Sylvia’s younger sister Sonia was fathered by her mother’s second husband,
from Puerto Rico, who is also a drug addict and threatened kill her Sylvia’s mother
through out their short marriage.
In 1954, when Sylvia was only three years old, her twenty-two year old mother
committed suicide by drinking rat poisoning mixed in with milk. Sylvia recalls that her
mother also tried to make her drink the mixture, but after one sip Sylvia refused. Her
mother then mixed the rat poisoning and milk with sugar, but Sylvia didn’t like the taste
so she did not drink anymore. (Duberman, 1994, p. 20) In all the accounts I found of
Sylvia speaking about her childhood, she does not refer to her mother by name. Years
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later Sylvia theorizes that her mother tried to kill her too because “Moms knew I would
have to suffer a long life, and I would be completely different than anybody else.”
(Duberman, 1994, p. 21)
After her mother’s death, Sylvia’s forty-year-old grandmother on their mother’s
took Sylvia and her two-month-old sister Sonia into her Jersey City, New Jersey home.
Sylvia recalls of her grandmother “I called her Viejita, which means old lady, that was
my way of saying I loved her, it is a term of affection.” (Duberman, June 1994/September
1995) After a year or so Sonia’s father came and took Sonia away from Viejita and gave
her up for adoption to a Puerto Rican couple. Sylvia recalls that Sonia’s adoption was
devastating to Viejita. Sylvia only saw her sister once after she left, but recalls that her
grandmother stayed in touch with her over the years. Sylvia felt as though in her
grandmother’s eyes she was the troublemaker and if her grandmother felt she did
something wrong, such as not clean up enough, her grandmother would beat her. Sylvia
remembers her grandmother telling her several times through out her childhood that she
only wanted Sonia, not Sylvia. (Duberman, June 1994/September 1995)
Sylvia also recalled that throughout her childhood that there was always someone
else, besides her grandmother, taking care of her and along the way she went to a couple
of different schools. One of these times was in 1958 when Viejita got so ill that Children
Services stepped in and took her to St. Agnes, a Catholic home for boys. Sylvia was there
for about six months. A few months into her stay her grandmother got better, but did not
come to get her. It was not until the nuns strongly urged Viejita come to get her did
Sylvia go back to live her grandmother. Sometime later, when Sylvia was around nine
years old Viejita paid a friend, Elisa, to keep Sylvia at her home on Long Island, New
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York. Sylvia recalls, “…this woman was a bitch” (Duberman, June 1994/September
1995) She use to beat Sylvia for no reason, once with a two-by-four board for leaving the
yard. Sylvia believed her grandmother knew what was going, but never confronted Elisa
about it. Sylvia fought back against the Elisa during the last beating, and then she finally
left and returned home to her grandmother. (Duberman, June 1994/September 1995)
When Sylvia returned to live with her grandmother, who was now on the Lower
East Side, the neighbors would often comment to Viejita about her grandson Ray (Sylvia)
being effeminate and Ray would grow up to be a maricón, which is slur in Spanish for
gay man. (Duberman, 1994, p. 23) Meanwhile, Sylvia had been trying on her
grandmother’s clothes while she was at work and began wearing makeup to school.
Unknown to her grandmother, at the age of ten, Sylvia was having sex with a married
man who lived in the neighborhood. Viejita often yelled at Sylvia when she was angry,
“You’ll be hanging out with the rest of the maricóns on Forty-second Street!”
(Duberman, 1994, p. 23) Sylvia did not understand what a maricón was, until one day
when she and her grandmother were going by 42nd Street and Viejita pointed out the men
and street queens who were hustling on the sidewalks as maricóns.
Sylvia recalled never feeling loved by her grandmother or by anyone else when
she was growing up. Sylvia felt that her grandmother loved her in own way, but that
Viejita never really gave her love. At the age of eleven, after a fight at school and the
escalation of her grandmother’s beatings, Sylvia quit school and ran away to New York
City’s 42nd Street for the first time. Not long after hanging out on 42nd Street a man
approached her and offered her ten dollars to have sex with him. Sylvia recounts having
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already had sex at the age of seven, so this was not the first time and ten dollars was a lot
of money she thought. (Duberman, June 1994/September 1995)
That was when she began hustling on 42nd Street off and on for the next thirty
years. By the age of eleven, she was hustling on and off while still living with her
grandmother. Sylvia also had the first of her many suicide attempts over her life. Her first
attempt happened shortly after she began hustling when a neighbor saw her on 42nd Street
and told her grandmother who in turn threatened her. The next day in her grandmother’s
apartment she tried to overdose on medication. After she took a whole bottle of pills she
told the upstairs neighbor who called and ambulance. Sylvia was locked up in Bellevue
hospital for two months. After spending a couple of months in Bellevue then let her out
for a home visit, but instead she went to Greenwich Village. On her way there she
bumped into street queens on 42nd Street, and thought, “…there really are more of us…”
and “I just met all these queens and I didn't want to go home. About month or two later I
went home.” (Duberman, June 1994/September 1995)
Once she returned home, her grandmother took her back to Bellevue, for a second
time. She was transferred to a group home where she spent a few months until she ran
away and met her first lover. Sylvia went back to 42nd Street and to a boy she was in love
with, Gary, an 18 year old hustler.
Sylvia and Gary would be together for seven years, hustling and living in cheap
hotels and rooming houses. Years later, Viejita would tell Sylvia “you can't love another
man” (Duberman, 1994, p. 70) and blamed Gary for her hustling. Eventually when Sylvia
was older and she came by for a visit with Gary, Viejita would say, “He’s white! Why
can't you have a Spanish boy?” (Duberman, 1994, p. 70) This statement was the closest
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Viejita ever came to acceptance of Sylvia. Sylvia never lived with Viejita again, but
maintained contact with her through the rest of Viejita’s life, often giving her money over
the years. At one point, when Sylvia was older, Viejita gave back all the money she had
given her so she could go to hairdressing school, but later Sylvia decided not to go. When
Viejita died, Sylvia chose not to go to her funeral. (Duberman, June 1994/September
1995)
Sylvia’s friendship with Marsha P. Johnson
Around the age of 12, after Sylvia had been hustling on 42nd Street for about a
year, she met 17-year-old Marsha P. Johnson, a self-described black street queen. At their
first meeting, Marsha was working at a diner as well as hustling. Sylvia maintained a
close friendship with Marsha for over thirty years and at the beginning of their friendship,
Marsha was Sylvia’s mentor. Marsha got Sylvia her first legitimate job as a messenger at
the diner she worked at. Later, Sylvia was promoted to billing clerk and she would come
in to work in a suit and a tie with “…full face makeup.” (Duberman, 1994, pg. 68)
Marsha often described herself as having “…bad nerves…” (Jay & Young,
1972p. 116) and others described her has having a hard time staying focused. It was said
by some that she had mental illness and that she would be hospitalized for a few months
at a time. According to Richard Wandel, volunteer archivist/historian of the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Community Center, Marsha suffered neurologically
because of symptoms related to syphilis. (Cohen, 2008, p. 246) In Duberman’s interview
with Sylvia in 1994 he talked about seeing Marsha P. Johnson and said, “She looked
good and looked clear eyed.” Sylvia responded saying “She tends to lose time, and I saw
her at the AIDS walk-a-thon a few months back. She knows my number and always has
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a place to stay. Marsha was the first person I met on 42nd Street.” (Duberman, June
1994/September 1995)
In July of 1992 “Marsha was found floating in the Hudson River near the piers in
New York City shortly after the 1992 Pride March. The police “investigation” reportedly
consisted of two phone calls, and they ruled her death a suicide.” (Denny, D., n.d.) Some
of her friends and many in the transgender community do not believe it was suicide, but
that she was murdered. (Transy House, n.d)
Involvement with Gay Activist Alliance and Gay Liberation Front
In March of 1970, Sylvia showed up at her first Gay Activist Alliance (GAA)
meeting after reading about GAA in the Gay Power newspaper. She showed up in full
make-up with another street queen Josie and in some accounts she was hassled at the
door, before being let in. (Duberman, 1994, p. 235) There she met Bebe Scarpi, another
transvestite (transwoman), who later paid Sylvia’s dues even when she stopped attending
meetings. Sylvia had her friends and defenders in GAA, but she was also seen as an
outsider because there too she was described as a loud Latino street queen. GAA member
and lesbian activist Jean O’Leary labeled her and other like her as “parodying”
womanhood and an embarrassment to the movement. (Duberman, 1994, p. 236) Jean was
a founder of Radicalesbians and was later the first co-chair of the National Gay Task
Force.
I think O’Leary labeled street queens and transvestites in such a way, because she
had power, even if was just a small amount of power, that power gave her the ability to
define who got to be a part of the gay rights movement. When feminists like Jean
O’Leary claimed, “…people like Sylvia constituted an unfair mockery of women, in that
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they always had male privilege to return to.” Duberman asked, “What privilege?”
(Musto, M., 1995) He was referring to Sylvia and the oppression she suffered for being
Latino, labeled gay, effeminate, and a transvestite.
From her concern for homeless street youth and her own feelings of not being
fully accepted by other gay and lesbian activists, Sylvia co-founded Street Transvestite
Action Revolutionaries (S.T.A.R.), in 1970 about a year after Stonewall with Marsha P.
Johnson. Sylvia was 19 and homeless herself. Originally the A stood for Actual, but it
was then changed to Action. Marsha also saw the main purpose of S.T.A.R. “… is to see
gay people liberated and free and have equal rights that other people have in America.”
(Jay & Young, 1972 p. 113)
Along with Sylvia as the President and Marsha as the Vice-President, friends
Bubbles Rose Marie, Bebe Scarpi, Bambi L’Amour, Miss Pixie, and Andorra (also
spelled Endora) participated in the building of S.T.A.R as revolutionary group. (Cohen,
2008) p. 91 Sylvia recalled to writer Martin Duberman that S.T.A.R. was very small
“…as revolutionaries we had nothing to lose at that time.” (Duberman, June
1994/September 1995)
Sylvia wanted a place so that the “youngsters” would have something better than
she had and would not to have to live on the streets. The first space Sylvia and Marsha
secured for the street kids to stay in was an abandoned tractor-trailer in Greenwich
Village. Each night there were up to twenty youth sleeping in the back of the truck. Each
morning Sylvia and Marsha returned with food, after hustling in the evenings to pay for
it. Those youth, who did hustle, though it was not mandatory, they were asked to give
small amount of their street income to S.T.A.R. to keep it going. After a short while, the
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truck was reclaimed and Sylvia and Marsha saw it pulling away one morning when they
were bringing back breakfast. Most of youth jumped out as the truck was pulling away,
except for one that was passed out and woke up in some other state, according to Sylvia.
(Duberman, 1994, p. 252)
After losing the truck, Bubbles Rose Marie suggested they talk to Michael
Umbers, known to have been in the Mafia, about the use of an empty building on East
2nd Street. Mike agreed to let Bubbles have the building on 213 East Second Street
providing they pay small amount up front and all monthly payments to be paid on a firm
deadline. Sylvia and Marsha worked to raise the upfront money by hustling and pan
handling. (Duberman, 1994, p. 252)
The building had no water, electricity, or plumbing, and the boiler did not work,
but Bambi Lamour and Andorra got work to get some basics in place. Sylvia had gotten
promises from members of the Gay Activist Alliance (GAA) and the Gay Liberation
Front (GLF), two organizations she had been a part of, to send people to help with fixing
up the building. In the end, only Bob Kohler from GLF showed up regularly to paint and
clean up the place. (Duberman, 1994, p. 253)
Sylvia then planned a benefit dance for S.T.A.R. House to pay rent and clothes for
the youth. She asked GAA to rent her their sound equipment, but GAA turned her down,
essentially telling her they started with nothing and they worked for what they needed,
and she would need to as well. Sylvia was upset. GLF did however help with fronting the
money for beer and other materials. The dance did eventually happen and bought in a
quite a bit of money for S.T.A.R. Even so, Sylvia sat at the door most of the night
collecting the entrance fee, sullen and had not slept or washed in days. Towards the
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middle of the evening Sylvia made a pitch for money for food, clothing, and rent. “This
dance is for the people of the street who are part of our gay community.” (Duberman,
1994, p. 253)
After the fundraiser, S.T.A.R. seemed to be off the ground, each night Sylvia
cooked a big meal for the young people and the other street queens that lived there. She
prayed to St. Barbara for their safety before they all left the house in the evenings. After
about three months Mike Umbers confronted Sylvia for three months of back rent. Sylvia
confronted Bubbles, who did not pay Mike as she said she would. Mike threatened to kill
Bubbles, but Sylvia threatened to call the police if he did. Bubbles left town and Sylvia
went to GAA for a loan, where she was turned down, but they offered to leave a donation
box out. There was not much in the collection box and Sylvia was unable to raise the
money. At the same time Marsha left STAR house because of a major mental health
breakdown after her husband Candy was killed by the police and her dog died. Mike
called the city to evict Sylvia for non-payment of rent. As Sylvia and the other inhabitants
moved out they dismantled all the work they had put into the house. (Duberman, 1994, p.
254) Although S.T.A.R. House on 213 East Second St. was open for little more than three
months it is considered “…the first communal shelter on record that explicitly served
street transvestites.” (Cohen, 2008, p. 131)
Leaving the gay liberation movement
Sylvia stayed actively involved with GAA for three years including planning and
participating in street actions and zaps. Yet, Sylvia moved away from gay rights groups
like GLF and GAA after several incidences of being excluded. At the 1973 Christopher
Street Liberation Day Parade rally she marched with a S.T.A.R banner and was first told
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she could speak at the rally, but was then almost stopped by lesbian activist Jean
O’Leary. As mentioned previously she felt that the participation of drag queens was
detrimental to the movement. Jean pushed the organizers to remove drag queens from the
rally and later made a speech on stage denouncing drag queens. (Glisson, 2006, p. 325)
Sylvia recalled fighting her way up to the stage to speak that day to speak. But
because of that incident, as well as having transvestites cut out from the NYC Gay Rights
Ordinance that she gathered petition signatures for, and the overall lack of acceptance and
visibility in gay community, she no longer felt welcome. In her June 2001 talk for the
Latino Gay Men of New York group she spoke about drag queen Lee Brewster who also
left the movement in 1973 at the same rally, because of the statements made by Jean
O’Leary and flyers handed out by the Lesbian Liberation Front denouncing drag queens.
At the rally, Lee “… got up on stage, threw her tiara to the crowd and said fuck
gay liberation” before walking off stage. What most people did not know or had forgotten
was that it was Lee Brewster who originally put up the money for the first Christopher
Street Liberation Day Parade in 1970. (Rivera, 2007, p. 121) In her interview with Martin
Duberman Sylvia recalled that the “Mattachine society got a lot of help from Lee
Brewster, another drag queen. She helped change drag laws in New York City and the
cabaret laws. Drag queens have done certain things for this movement, I just want to
make that point.” (Duberman, June 1994/September 1995)
Although Sylvia has been considered an icon of the gay movement for some, I
think her life mirrored the experiences of other poor transgender women of color. She
had been homeless several times through out her life, dealt with substance abuse,
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including heroin addiction, several suicide attempts, police harassment, poverty,
depression, the loss of her family, and eventually disconnection with her community.
The irony of her iconic status as a gay symbol versus her everyday life situation
of a person whose gender identity and gender expression pushed the envelop for the
mainstream and gay community is not lost on me. While visiting the LGBT Center in
New York City I noticed a photo gallery of GLBT icons and on the third floor there was a
black and white photo of Sylvia taken by Robert Giard in 1999. In this photo she is sitting
in a cramped overcrowded living room in plush worn out chair across from a bookcase
that looks like it might topple down on her with piles of books, a small old television and
empty packs of cigarettes strewn about. She is looking directly at the camera, not smiling,
but not frowning, but almost saying I am here and I will not be forgotten. What is also
ironic is that she is immortalized in a place that banned her from entering when she was
alive. (Sycamore, 2004, p. 101) She noted this particular irony during her talk at the NYC
LGBT Center in 2001, shortly before her death. The organizers had to get special
permission for her to enter the Center so she could speak about being a Stonewall
veteran. (Rivera, 2007, p. 117)
In my opinion, her contributions to the early gay rights movement in New York
City and her founding the S.T.A.R. House helped to pave the way for that LGBT center
to be in existence. In preparing my research, I had mistakenly made the assumption that
the LGBT archives housed at the LGBT Center would have archives on her activism,
such as newspaper clippings, but instead there were only a handful of photographs of her
and no other materials about her life.
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Martin Duberman interviewed Sylvia, at the age of 40, for his book Stonewall. At
that time she was living in Tarrytown, NY, working in the food service industry, and had
kicked most of her drug addictions. Three years later, at the age of 43, after being fired
from her food service manager job at a hotel chain for speaking up about the lack of
Black and Latino managers in the industry, she was homeless again. She living in a park
in Yonkers and dealing with her drug addiction. (Musto, M.,1995)
In 1998, Sylvia resurfaced and restarted her activism after the death of Matthew
Shepard. She was arrested at a political funeral for Matthew Shepard in New York City,
which was put on to bring visibility to violence young GLBT people faced. For the next
few years Sylvia protested, advocated for homeless transgender youth, and tried to pull
her life together. In 2000, she got sober from alcohol. She had been off drugs for a few
years already, but this was the first time she had been off alcohol since she was 8 years
old. (Nestle, J. Howell, C. & Wilchins, R. A., 2002, p. 71) She was attending the
Metropolitan Community Church of New York (MCC) and became the coordinator of the
food pantry.
In summer of 2000, Sylvia restarted S.T.A.R., now known as Street Transgender
Action Revolutionaries, updating the language to reflect the terminology used today. She
wanted to bring visibility to the horrific murder Amanda Milan, a young AfricaAmerican transgender woman. Amanda had her throat slashed in Times Square by two
men that had been verbally assaulting her. This happened in front cab drivers and
eyewitnesses and it was reported that some of the onlookers applauded and laughed has it
was happening. (Shepard & Hayduk, 2002, p. 157)
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Through S.T.A.R., Sylvia organized a memorial for Amanda Milan shortly after
her death. Sylvia also worked with the New York City Anti-Violence Project to bring
attention of the lack of hate crimes laws that protect the transgender community. She
organized a vigil and a protest march the day before the trial of Amanda Milan’s killers a
year after her death. (Nangeroni, N. & MacKenzie, G. O., 2001)
In the last years of life she was living with her lover, Julia Murray, a transgender
woman, at Transy House, an informal group home for trans people in Brooklyn, NY.
Sylvia was still advocating for the rights of transgender people and homeless transgender
youth. In 2002, while in the hospital dying of liver cancer she asked Reverend Pat
Bumgardner, for the Metropolitan Community Church New York (MCCNY) to start a
program for homeless LGBTQ youth by using their food pantry space for a nighttime
shelter. (Chan, S., 2008) After her death, MCCNY opened up Sylvia’s Place, a 6-bed
emergency overnight shelter for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning
youth housed at the church that continues today. (Sylvia's place, n.d.)
Even on her deathbed she was advocating for a New York City gender identity
non-discrimination bill. “Rivera met with the leadership of the Empire State Pride
Agenda in her hospital room just hours before her death, presenting issues of concern to
the Transgender Community and negotiating for greater support from ESPA.” (National
Transgender Advocacy Coalition, 2002)
She died of liver cancer on February 20, 2002 at the age of 53 surrounded by her
lover Julia, Reverend Pat Bumgardner of the MCC-NY, and her friends from Transy
House. (Dunlap, D. W., 2002)
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Exacerbating the Split - The LGB from the T: The history of the Employment
Non-Discrimination Act
The Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) is a piece of Federal
legislation that would provide employment protections on a national level. ENDA was
based on one part of an earlier bill, H.R. 14752, known as the Equality Act of 1974,
which was introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives by Rep. Bella Abzug (D-NY)
on May 14, 1974. The Equality Act of 1974 would have amended the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, by adding sexual orientation protections from discrimination in employment,
housing, credit, and public accommodations. Over the years the bill was referred to as the
"Gay Rights Bill." (Frank, B., 2007) This bill never came to fruition.

After twenty years of trying to pass the all encompassing “Gay Rights Bill”
gay and lesbian advocates changed their tactics and in 1994 legislators introduced
the Employment Non-Discrimination Act. This would have outlawed
discrimination only in employment on the basis of sexual orientation. (Bull, C.,
1997) Advocates for the bill thought this strategy had the best chance at passing
with newly elected Democratic President Bill Clinton now in office. Through the
rest of 1990’s it was re-introduced in the House and Senate, but never successfully
passed both chambers in the same legislative year therefore, it never made it to the
President’s desk for signing.
In 2004, national LGBT groups such National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
(NGLTF), Parents, Family, and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG), and Pride
at Work as well as local groups such as the Massachusetts Transgender Political
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Coalition (MTPC) began to publicly lobby Representative Barney Frank (D-MA)
and Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA), the two lead sponsors of the past
Employment Non-Discrimination Act bills, expand the legislative language on
future versions of ENDA to include sexual orientation and gender identity,
therefore extending protections to gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people.
(The Human Rights Campaign, n.d.) At the same time local and national
organizations put pressure on the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), the largest and
most well funded LGBT advocacy group in the United States to only advocate for
federal legislation that was inclusive of sexual orientation and gender identity
language. Historically, HRC had not committed to only supporting Federal
legislation that was inclusive of both sexual orientation and gender identity.
(1redstar23, 2007) Over the years transgender activists had lobbied HRC to be more
inclusive of transgender issues, but there had been little success.
In 2003, the pressure by other LGBT advocacy organizations, such as
NGLTF and PFLAG was increasing and there were series of actions led by
transgender activists and organizations from around the country, including MTPC
for HRC to actively advocate for transgender inclusion with federal lawmakers. In
the summer of 2004 the Transgender Menace, a transgender activist direct action
group, led a street protest during HRC annual board meeting in front of HRC’s
headquarters in Washington DC. The culmination of these actions and newly
elected transgender woman, Donna Rose, to the HRC board finally persuaded the
remaining board members and executive leadership to adopt a transgender
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inclusive stance for the organization’s future lobbying efforts with federal
lawmakers.
On April 24, 2007 Representative Barney Frank (D-MA) re-introduced
ENDA in the House, as H. R. 2015 and this was the first time ENDA was
inclusive of sexual orientation and gender identity. This was only the second piece
of the legislation to be introduced on a federal level to be inclusive of sexual
orientation and gender identity. The first was the Local Law Enforcement Hate
Crimes Prevention Act (LLEHCPA), also re-introduced in 2007 and also for the
first time inclusive of sexual orientation and gender identity as well as gender and
disability. LLEHCPA passed the House, July 11, 2007 and the Senate September
27, 2007. When the House version of LLEHCPA was passed there was
considerable optimism in the LGBT community for an inclusive ENDA passing in
the House at least and possibly the Senate, because it had happened with
LLEHCPA. LLEHCPA never made it to the President’s desk because it was
dropped on the Senate side after passing. Ironically, the addition of gender identity
to LLEHCPA did not kill the bill as some feared it might, but it was dropped
because it was attached to an Iraq war spending through an amendment to the
Senate Defense Reauthorization bill. A threat of a veto from President Bush
ultimately pushed the LLEHCPA bill sponsors to drop it as an amendment.
(Matthew Shepard Act, n.d.)
The unfolding of “ENDA Crisis”
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On the morning of September 26, 2007, I received a call from Lisa Mottet, the
Transgender Civil Rights Project attorney at National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
alerting me to the soon to be public news that Representative Barney Frank was going to
drop gender identity from ENDA. She reported that Representative Frank had made
comments in a Washington Blade article that was being released the next day where he
stated he was considering dropping gender identity from ENDA. My own initial reaction
was that of annoyance that this announcement may interfere with my organization’s push
for a Massachusetts state bill for gender identity non-discrimination. Then my next
reaction was resignation, because I had felt that this latest incident this confirmed my
suspicions of Representative Barney Frank’s lack of commitment to transgender rights.
Throughout that day I was getting updates about the attempts to get further information
and confirmation about Representative Frank’s position from Lisa Mottet and other
LGBT activists. By the next day when the news broke in the Washington Blade,
Representative Barney Frank was indeed planning on replacing the inclusive version of
ENDA, H.R.2015, with a sexual orientation only ENDA, H.R. 3685.
On September 27, 2007, Representative Frank and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
gave LGBT activists two weeks to shore up enough support for H.R.2015, the inclusive
version of ENDA or it was going to be replaced with H.R. 3685. I am not able to cite this
from printed material, but from insider knowledge, as I was one of the state leaders
participating in the United ENDA coalition and we were being asked to get constituents
to contact their congress people about H.R.2015. There was a possibility that H.R.2015,
the ENDA version with gender identity and sexual orientation could be put back up for
the House vote, providing enough House members would support it. I had also found out
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that a day or two later there was a letter that was addressed to Representative Barney
Frank and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi which was being circulated to National LGBT
organizations, almost like a petition, asking that ENDA not to be stripped of gender
identity. I had e-mailed Lisa Mottet and asked for my organization, the Massachusetts
Transgender Political Coalition, be added to this letter, as we were the leading state
transgender organization in Representative Barney Frank’s home state. Our name did not
make it onto the original letter, but not long after that letter was delivered the United
ENDA coalition was formed and MTPC was invited to join.
During that two-week period that Representative Barney Frank and House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi had given the LGBT organizational lobbyists and directors, such as
Human Rights Campaign (HRC), National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF), and
National Center for Transgender Equality (NCTE), the time to try to secure House
members votes for the inclusive version of ENDA. At the same time many national and
state organizations came together and joined the United ENDA coalition in order to
coordinate lobbying efforts across the country for H.R.2015. The list of coalition
members started off small, but eventually grew to over 300 hundred local, state, and
national organizations supporting an inclusive version of ENDA. In my own state and
through my organization, Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition, we formed the
Massachusetts Coalition for a United ENDA. (Massachusetts Transgender Political
Coalition, 2007)
The most notable organization missing from United ENDA coalition members list
was HRC. Back in 2004, HRC had made a commitment to only support federal
legislation that was inclusive of sexual orientation and gender identity. HRC’s President
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Joe Solmonese reiterated that promise in early September 2007 to the transgender
community as he stood giving a keynote speech at the Southern Comfort Conference in
Atlanta, GA, one of the largest transgender conferences held every year.
I remembered watching this unfold and thinking to myself on one hand it felt so
awful to be excluded again, but on the other hand to watch all of these organizations
stand up and speak out in support of transgender equality and gender identity inclusion –
that was amazing. In 2004, MTPC had done a couple of visibility actions geared towards
Representative Barney Frank, Senator Kennedy, and HRC for not including gender
identity and federal legislation such as ENDA and Hate Crimes bill. Back then it seemed
as though not too many LGB people cared that transgender people were not included and
only a handful of national organizations committed to supporting only legislation that
was sexual orientation and gender identity inclusive. The National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force and PFLAG were the most prominent non-transgender national organizations that
came out stating unequivocally only supporting transgender inclusive legislation.
Therefore in 2007, to have so many organizations, over three hundred from across the
country plus another fifty from Massachusetts that signed onto the Massachusetts United
ENDA campaign, standing up for transgender inclusion and transgender equality – I was
astonished.
ENDA at the end of 2007
On October 18, 2007 Education and Labor Committee of the House passed out of
committee H.R. 3685, the sexual orientation only version of ENDA, which meant that
that was the bill that was going to the House floor for a vote. HRC, the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, American Federation of State, County, Municipal
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Employees, Anti-Defamation League, Central Conference of American Rabbis, National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, National Education Association,
National Employment Lawyers Association, and Union for Reform Judaism were the
only national organizations to come out in support passage of H.R. 3685. (Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, 2007) On November 7, 2007 the House of Representatives
passed H.R. 3685 by a vote of 235 to 184. (CapNewsNet. 2007)
Additionally, HRC was the only LGBT advocacy organization that supported
H.R. 3685 as none of the other national or state LGBT advocacy organizations supported
the passage of a sexual orientation only version of ENDA. HRC never joined the United
ENDA coalition and by all accounts went back on their promise to the transgender
community in supporting only inclusive legislation.
Through all of this legislative strategy, President Bush had already stated that he
was not going to sign an Employment Non-Discrimination Act if it reached his desk
(Executive Office Of The President, 2007). This meant that there would have had to have
been an override of a Presidential Veto or a re-introduction of some version of ENDA in
the future if it passed the Senate as well. This too, was a sticking point for advocates of
an inclusive ENDA. Why push a bill that is not going to be signed into law, why not wait
until this is a more amenable executive branch in office? Senator Edward Kennedy had
planned in spring of 2008 to introduce a Senate version of the ENDA that would have
mirrored the House sexual orientation only version that had passed. Senator Kennedy
ulitimately never introduced the Senate version of ENDA, in part because he was
diagnosed with a brain tumor in the spring of 2008 and was in intensive cancer therapy in
Massachusetts. Therefore, at the end of the legislative session ENDA, along with any
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other bills that did not pass either the House or Senate, would have to be re-written and
re-introduced for the 111th Congress in 2009.
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Mending the Cracks in the LGBT Movement: Transgender Community Leaders
and the "ENDA Crisis" - An Oral History Project
Documenting ENDA through Oral History
From my own study of qualitative methodology and using oral history as a
research method I came to the conclusion that I wanted to a specific event or issue that
my potential interviewees had in common which they could each reflect back. I also
wanted an additional link between the participants, besides each of them being
transgender. In the course of pulling together a list of possible interviewees I found that
many, if not all, of the potential interviewees had some direct knowledge of and/or
experiences with the proposed Federal legislation, the Employment Non-Discrimination
Act (ENDA) and the 2007 controversy over language in the bill.
The voices of my community
As I had participated on the almost daily United ENDA coalition strategy
conference calls with many other LGBT activists around the country during that the fall
of 2007 it had become evident to me that the leading voices in the push for a transgender
inclusive ENDA were not transgender people, but our allies. I often felt that the only
transgender person in leadership in the United ENDA coalition was Mara Keisling, the
Executive Director of the National Center for Transgender Equality. While I did feel she
should be one of the leading voices, I don’t think she should have been the only
transgender voice. In addition, much of the news stories and opinion pieces in the LGBT
and progressive media about ENDA and the question of if ENDA should be moved with
only sexual orientation language came from the gay and lesbian point of view, not from
the perspective of transgender people. In the blogosphere there was some representation
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from transgender bloggers on LGBT blogs such as Bilerico and Pam’s House Blend and
transgender specific blogs such as TransAdvocate and The View From (Ab)Normal
Heights, but not to the extent of the coverage of gay and lesbian opinions on the matter.
As the days unfolded during that time I began to wonder what other transgender people
thought about what was happening. What they though about the strategies being used, the
way the issues of transgender inclusion were being talked about to legislators and to the
larger general public. Where were the other voices of my transgender community?
I did have some of those conversations with transgender people in my local
community, but most at the time were centered on the immediate need of organizing for a
transgender inclusive ENDA, not necessarily analyzing the strategies being used. It
seemed as though the situation with ENDA changed day-to-day, sometimes hour-byhour. I felt there was not much time for a deeper analysis of the ENDA situation between
myself and other members of my local transgender community at that time. Therefore,
this project has also given me the space and the ability to have that deeper analysis with
my local transgender community, the people I consider my friends, colleagues, and
trusted working partners in the transgender rights movement.
I also chose to use oral history as the vehicle to analyze the local transgender
community angle of the situation with ENDA, because I found in my review of oral
history projects in the United States that there was very few transgender oral histories
collected. Therefore, this oral history project would be contributing greatly to the field. I
was also inspired to use oral history because of the work done in the Act Up Oral History
Project, in which the community historians collected and presented the stories of the
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surviving members of the New York chapter of Act Up (AIDS Coalition to Unleash
Power).
In addition, I wanted to frame this project in order not to focus on the gender
transition process, because those are usually the stories told about transgender people.
Much of the commercially published books about transgender people have typically
focused on the gender transition process with the climax being the completion of gender
re-assignment. These commercially published books include biographies and
autobiographies of white middle-class transsexual people and their early transition, such
as Christine Jorgenson, Deirdre N. McCloskey, Donna Rose, Renee Richards, Kate
Bornstein, and Jamison Greene. I do believe those types of narratives have a significant
place in the transgender discourse, because such stories bring visibility and information
to newly out transgender people and educate the general public. But, as Jay Prosser points
out in Second Skins: the body narratives of transsexuality such narratives are expected by
the non-transgender readers and these are the narratives that have to be told by
transgender people in order to access transgender related care. It is the autobiography of
the clinician’s office where we as transgender and transsexual people are taught to repeat
a medical narrative, a gender transformational narrative, a “trapped in the wrong body”
narrative in order to be legitimized as transgender or transsexual by the medical
professional and a larger skeptical public. Therefore, the body of transgender/transsexual
narratives has tended to be focused on the coming out process and the acquirement of
medical transition.
But for this project, I was specifically interested in the stages after one’s selfdefined transition and particularly of those transgender people who stayed deeply
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involved in the transgender community and in the larger transgender rights movement. I
wanted to create a space for a different transgender narrative to emerge, just as I wanted a
deeper analysis of ENDA and the events that occurred. This led me to ask the participants
about how they defined “transgender”, how they first got involved in transgender
activism, how they identified, the communities they identified with, and how the intense
public debate regarding ENDA during fall of 2007 impacted them. As an insider
participate to the ENDA debate I also have a strong personal motivation for this deeper
analysis, it was way of making sense of what happened. As Ruth Behar explains in her
book The Vulnerable Observer, for some researchers like herself, it is a strong personal
motivation that drives the research and for some using their own experiences as vehicles
in their own research, writing, and teaching. If the writing is personal and connected to
the subject and the personal stories are connecting the observer and the observed, the
outcome is what Behar describes as vulnerability in anthropology. (Behar, 1996, p.14) I
used this method particularly in presenting the field notes of each of my participants.
I also wanted to use this research as my response to Representative Barney
Franks’ assumption that transgender people had not been educating the public or
Congress members about their lives as long as gays and lesbians had been. Which is why
I sought to interview transgender people who had been involved with the transgender
rights movement for at least the last five years. In actuality, the span of time for which
the participants in this project collectively had been educating about transgender lives had
been going on for close to thirty years with the average being between ten and fifteen
years. For myself, I have been formally educating others about transgender lives for the
last ten years and I have probably presented over four hundred workshops to
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organizations, schools, employers, legislators, policy makers, and conferences around the
country in addition to my legislative advocacy work on the local, state, and federal levels.
In presenting the text of the oral histories I collected I am using a similar format
as Benjamin Heim Shepard did in his work White Nights and Ascending Shadows, An
Oral History of the San Francisco AIDS Epidemic. Shepard interviewed thirty people to
tell the story of the AIDS crisis in San Francisco from 1968 – 1995. Shepard used openended questions and attempted to maintain the integrity of each interviewee’s story in the
editing and formatting process. Shepard utilizes the same format as Edie: An American
Biography by Jean Stein and George Plimpton.
Just as Shepard had attempted “…to create a people’s history of the epidemic.”
(Shepard, 1997 p. 6) I wanted to create a space for which a transgender people’s history
of this time period could unfold using oral history interviews to form a story surrounding
a time line of events and the participants interpretations of the transgender movement,
which is often invisibly in larger society. Drawing on my own research of oral history
methods I attempted to construct my research design based on community history, which
is used to document communities that are either geographical based, social community
based, or identity based, and subject oriented oral history, which is often used to record
experiences and reactions to recent past events. (Charlton et al., 2006, p. 106-107, 109110) Therefore, this project’s design mainly focuses on a recent event, the organizing
surrounding ENDA in September of 2007 through November 2007 and incorporates a
geographical community, the Boston area of Massachusetts, and an identity community,
transgender activists.
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I designed a series of open-ended questions and did not interrupt participants once
they began answering each question. I did ask some particular follow-up questions in
order to clarify certain events, people, or terms that may not be known to a larger
audience. Within the transcripts I attempted to provide literal translation of the interviews
with minimal additional context except if needed in order to clarify acronyms or
references to people or certain to events.
Emerging Themes
I had identified several common themes that were expressed by the participants in
the interviews. Some of these themes were in response to a particular question asked, but
all the interviewees echoed several common themes. Some of the main overarching
themes that emerged included: concern about the extreme level of poverty in transgender
community due to discrimination particularly in maintaining or attaining employment and
with that the lack of access to basic needs and resources. Concern about the high levels of
violence and hate crimes directed towards the transgender community. Additionally,
many interviewees had known a transgender murder victim and/or had been directly
involved with trying to get justice for a transgender murder victim though the court
system. The use of “gay panic” or “trans panic” defense by defendants in homicide cases
used to justify killing a transgender women. The acknowledgment of the overlapping of
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender communities, because gay, lesbian, and bisexual
people also defy gender stereotypes of how men and women should act or look like just
transgender people do. Therefore, the core of some discrimination and violence against
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people is gender expression not sexual orientation
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With regards to the situation with ENDA, all of the interviewees acknowledged
the success of United ENDA as an organizing tool as well as it being an example of
support and empowerment of transgender community. Many noted they could not recall
another time when so many organizations and leaders in the gay and lesbian community
had stood up for the needs of the transgender community on such a national level. Also
interviewees felt that the incremental model of political strategy does not work for
moving civil rights for the LGBT communities. For example, on a state level there are
many states still without sexual orientation non-discrimination as well as many more
states without transgender non-discrimination, yet some states are moving marriage and
why aren’t gay and lesbian people outraged at this strategy?
Another prevalent theme that emerged for the interviewees was dispelling the
myth that transgender people had not been educating others for as long or had not worked
as hard as the gay and lesbian community had for their civil rights. Several participants
spoke of feeling insulted by the assumption that transgender people “…were riding on
their [gay and lesbian] coattails” or that we had been attaching ourselves to the previous
work the gay and lesbian community. Instead, interviewees noted that transgender people
had been educating and advocating for civil rights and equality for just as long as the gay
and lesbian community had been and often along side the gay and lesbian community.
When as asked “what would you say to young transgender people today, or to
those who will come along in the future?” Many of the interviewees responded with hope
and encouragement: “Everybody is special in a certain way, being transgender is a
particular way of being special” said Nancy Nangeroni. Grace Sterling Stowell responded
with “I do encourage people to be involved in the community and be a part of the
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community as a volunteer or to be active and to make a difference.” Ethan St. Pierre said,
“They can probably tell me more than I could tell them.” Denise Leclair said after a long
pause “I am sorry. I think that’s what I would say. My generation has not done what it
should have for the people that have come after us.” Diego Sanchez said, “…what I want
young people to know and those who plan to disclose in the future, is that you don’t have
to look like anybody else or be like anybody else.”
I believe the result of this collection of oral history interviews are five narratives
woven around the common thread of hope from five very different individuals connected
by community, identity, and activism. Their commonalities included each being a part of
the Boston area transgender activist community, the fight for a transgender inclusive
ENDA, and their participation and leadership in the larger transgender rights movement
for the ten to thirty years.
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Interview Field Notes: Nancy Nangeroni
Nancy Nangeroni was 55 years old at the time of her interview and lived in
Beverly Massachusetts. Nancy did not have a formal job at the time, she use to be an
electrical engineer until she had been injured in a car accident. Nancy considers herself as
a full-time activist including being the chair to the Massachusetts Transgender Political
Coalition and co-producing Gender Vision, a cable access show about gender and
transgenderism. Nancy described her identity as first being identifying as transgender. “I
identify as a person who was born male who lives as a woman – I identify as a
transgender person. I don’t call myself a woman out of respect for women and women’s
movement and the sort of history of womanhood that is the birth right of every woman
which I do not share and so I think to claim that identity unequivocally… I can call
myself a transgender woman or transsexual woman, I have no problem with that, but I
don’t call myself just a woman for those reasons.” Nancy has been involved with the
transgender rights movement for the last 18 years.
Interview Date and length of time: September 7, 2008, 11 am – 2:10 pm
Interview Location: At Nancy’s home in Beverly, Massachusetts
Equipment: Olympus Digital Voice Recorder DS-2, GE portable microphone, MacBook
Background:
I had asked Nancy to be a part of this project over the summer and during that
initial conversation I gave her a copy of the “Informed Consent” form and “Deed of Gift”
form. I have had a personal and professional relationship with Nancy since 1999. Nancy
has interviewed me several times since 1999 on her past radio show GenderTalk and this
past summer on her new project, a cable access show called GenderVision. Nancy has
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also been involved with the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition since 2005.
Nancy has been the chair of the organization of the Massachusetts Transgender Political
Coalition since March of 2008 and has been the web designer since 2006.
Bio:
Nancy Nangeroni is a longtime transgender community activist, writer, musician,
media producer and host on issues of gender. An MIT-degreed engineer, she joined the
emerging transgender community in 1990, transitioned in 1993, and soon became a lead
voice in the transgender movement, serving a stint as director of the International
Foundation for Gender Education. She has partnered personally and in activism since
1998 with Gordene O. MacKenzie, author of Transgender Nation. Nancy founded in
1995, and co-hosted with Gordene thru 2006, the leading radio talk show about gender
and transgender issues called "GenderTalk" which aired weekly on WMBR-FM in
Cambridge, MA, and continues worldwide via the Web at www.gendertalk.com. She is
currently chair of the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition, as well as executive
producer of a new video series, GenderVision. Nancy received the transgender
community's highest award for lifetime contribution in 2005. (Nangeroni, N., n.d.)
Field Notes:
I took the commuter rail out to Beverly where Nancy met me at the train station
from there it was short 5 minute drive to her home. Nancy lives with her partner Gordene
in a cozy two-bedroom cottage style house not far from the ocean in Beverly, MA. We
came in through the front door into a small entry way with entrances to the living room,
kitchen, and stairway up to the second floor. I asked Nancy where should be most
comfortable sitting for at least an hour for the interview and she chose the living room. I
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set up the recoding equipment on a small table between the couch and Nancy’s special
reclining chair. Nancy had a car accident a few years back and since then she has had a
painful neck injury, which limits her ability to sit or stand for long periods of time. The
reclining chair allows her to sit without putting strain on her neck. The living is a long
and narrow with a large leather sofa against one wall, a fireplace on a smaller wall and a
bank of windows facing the street. There were many houseplants and small trees in front
of the bank of windows creating a cozy tropical atmosphere.
There was one short break during the interview due to audio malfunction. I ran
out of room on the digital voice recorder due to recording on HQ (high quality), which
only gives about 1½ hours of recording space instead of SQ (standard quality), which
provides about 4 hours of recording space. The recording of our interview was finished
on Nancy’s laptop. During the taping on Nancy’s laptop I was unsure of the sound
quality.
Nancy’s partner, Gordene MacKenzie, also videotaped Nancy’s interview for
their personal use. As I was setting up my recording equipment Gordene set up the video
camera on a tripod facing Nancy. She did not stay during the interview and when the tape
ran out Nancy would stop briefly to replace the tape. This was a minor distraction during
the changing of the tapes, but Nancy did not appear to be distracted or uncomfortable by
the video camera.
Nancy appeared to be very open to answering the questions I had prepared and
sharing her thoughts freely with me. She did state several times through out the interview
that she thought she might be going on too long when answering questions. I reassured
her there was not set length of time and that she was to answer the questions as she saw
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fit and to speak for however long or short that she wanted. There were a few points she
may have not given enough detail, because she spoke as though I knew about the details
of an event or the history but with out this kind of context a listener would not know who
or what she was referring to. Therefore I did have to go back and ask for more details to
clarify certain points and provide context. Her take on different issues were different than
what I thought they would be, such as her desire for collaboration and not to be the leader
or the lead voice.
I realized as we progressed that I should have built in a break, because the
interview session went on longer than an hour and half. Overall, I felt that the interview
was very rich and in depth. Even though I have known Nancy for so many years I felt as
though I learned so much more about her activism and as well as local transgender
history. I felt as though Nancy often comes across as very serious, but I found her to be
very funny as well. During the interview she laughed at her own jokes and the humor of
some of the situations she found herself in. Through this interview process I found myself
appreciating her dedication and selflessness she has given to the transgender movement.
She commented that she “liked the attention” as a reason for doing what she did, either
being on the radio or organizing protests, but her actions were not benefit her directly, but
to educate others about the transgender community and struggles many transgender
people face, including murder.
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Interview Field Notes: Grace Sterling Stowell
Grace Sterling Stowell was 52 years old at the time of her interview and lived in
Cambridge Massachusetts. Grace has been the Executive Director of the Boston Alliance
of GLBT Youth (BAGLY) for over a decade and has been involved with the organization
for almost thirty years. When asked about her identity, Grace described herself, at this
stage in her life, as having had several identities, including as a woman, specifically as a
transgender woman, and as a middle-aged transgender woman. These were her primary
identities and the ones she felt brought the most challenge in her life so therefore she was
most aware of these identities. Her other identities have brought her more privilege, such
as being white, middle class, educated, and having a full-time job. These are also part of
who she is, but she does not identify with them as much, because of the level of challenge
her primary identities have brought her. Grace has been advocating for transgender youth
since 1980 and became actively involved in transgender activism in 1986.
Interview Date and length of time: Tuesday, November 11, 2008, 2:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Interview Location: Boston Alliance of GLBT Youth (BAGLY) office in Boston,
Massachusetts
Equipment: Olympus Digital Voice Recorder DS-2, GE portable microphone
Background:
I first saw Grace speak at an event in 1999 at the YWCA in Cambridge, MA
about policies at the Cambridge Women’s Center, which did not allow transgender
women into the center. I can’t remember if I formally met her that evening or if it was
sometime not long after. I feel like I have known Grace all my life, but the reality is I
have known her almost as long as I have been out as transgender, so about ten years. Of
all the people I have asked or have interviewed for this project, I am closest to Grace. I
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consider her my mentor, as I am a new director of a small non-profit. I am very lucky to
have her as a mentor, because there are very few transgender people in leadership or
executive director roles in general across the country. Grace is a fountain of history and
stories about early transgender community as well as the early GLBT youth movement.
She has lived in the same apartment for the last twenty years in Cambridge, MA, has a
number of close friends, and is close to her family of origin. Grace is an avid tea drinker
and collects tea services; she often carries her own teacup to meetings and events.
Bio:
“The director of BAGLY, Grace Sterling Stowell, served as a volunteer adult
advisor with the organization since it began in 1980. She formed BAGLY's Adult
Advisory Board in 1986. She was hired as a part-time director in 1995, and became the
full-time executive director of BAGLY in 1997. Stowell is a founding member of several
local, state, and national organizations for GLBT youth, including the Healthy Boston
Coalition for GLBT Youth, the Massachusetts Governor's Commission on Gay and
Lesbian Youth, and the National Advocacy Coalition on Youth and Sexual Orientation.
She has also been active in the transgender community for many years, serving as a
consultant and trainer for Gender Identity Support Services for Transgenders (GISST)
and the Outreach Institute of Gender Studies, among others. Stowell received her Masters
in Counseling Psychology from Lesley College in Cambridge in 1995 and was employed
as the GLBT Health Access Coordinator for the Massachusetts Department of Public
Health from 1995 to 1997.” (Northeastern University Archives and Special Collections,
n.d.) In 2003, Grace became a member of the Massachusetts Transgender Political
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Coalition and currently serves on the steering committee as the Treasurer. In 2007, Grace
became the vice chair for the Massachusetts Commission on GLBT Youth.
Field Notes:
I met Grace in her office in downtown Boston, which is located in an older office
building across from the Massachusetts State house. We scheduled our interview on a
Tuesday afternoon, which was also Veteran’s Day, a holiday, so no other staff were in the
office. As I was walking up the hill up towards the office, the police were just taking
down the barriers from the Veteran’s Day parade that occurred earlier in the day. I
entered the office after going up to the 6th floor. Once through the door, I was in the main
office space, a large room with the office manager’s desk, conference table, intern desk,
large copier, bookcases lining one wall, a row of windows looking out across into the
other side of building, and doors leading to the two other offices. The space has the worn
hand me down non-profit look, fluorescent lighting, and non-descript bland industrial
carpeting; light colored walls, piles of papers, boxes, and filing cabinets. Grace’s office is
one of four that makes up the Boston Alliance of GLBT Youth (BAGLY) administrative
offices. The organization I work for, the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition,
has office space within BAGLY as well. When I came into the office she was on the
phone, so I unpacked my materials as she was wrapping up her phone call. Grace was
behind her desk leaning back in her chair, she smiled at me when I popped my head into
her office to let her know I was there. I heard her wrapping her call and hanging up the
phone. She comes out to say “Hi” and that she is ready for me.
Grace’s office was dimly lit with the shades drawn across the two windows that
look out across at offices on the other side of the building, and there was hum of the air
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conditioner fan running in the background during our time together. There was a large
overstuffed leather chair in one corner and a bookcase filled with books on transgender
and GLBT youth along with her various awards along one wall. There was small desk for
the accounting consultant and in her desk jutting into the middle of the room. There is a
mountain of neatly stacked Bay Windows newspapers, various GLBT magazines,
programs, and BAGLY materials against the wall behind her desk. On her desk were
piles of papers and stacks of descending small post-it notes lined in rows near her key
board, I could see the her spidery handwriting on the post-its. Having worked with Grace
for a number of years, I know that this is her filling system and that when asked for
something she can usually easily retrieve it from any one of the piles.
I asked if I could take a picture of her in her office, she was hesitant, but allowed
it if she could seat herself away from her desk, which she did and I only took one photo.
She did agree to have photos taken at a different time when she was more dressed up. She
grabbed her shawl and wrapped it around her shoulders and seats herself in the
overstuffed leather chair. I assured her that it would be a head shot and not too close up.
She smiles as I take the photo and then I show her the shot, which she was pleased with.
Grace goes back behind her desk and finishes eating her lunch of yogurt, fruit,
and granola. I tell her to take her time as I set up the microphone and check the levels.
Once she is finished eating I ask her if this where she is most comfortable and if she
needs anything before we start, she says she has her tea and she feels ready. I explain the
project to her and what the audio will be used for and go over the consent form and deed
of gift. She signs the forms and I give her copies. There is a small book case to right of
her that holds her teacups and teapot along with the phone. There is a large framed art
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piece on the wall behind her that looks like a Victorian café scene and a few smaller
framed pieces of flowers on the bookshelf next to her. Her flat screen monitor is on the
corner of her desk, almost tucked away, but in her line of sight. She settles herself in her
chair, which is pushed back away from her desk and she lets me know she is ready to
begin.
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Interview Field Notes: Ethan St. Pierre
Ethan Lee St. Pierre was 47 years old at the time of his interview and lived in
Haverhill Massachusetts. Ethan was no longer employed and was fired from his last job
in the security field, because he came out as transgender. As for Ethan identity he
described not identifying with the girls when he was growing up even though he was
born female: he was attracted to women. For many years he though he was a lesbian, but
did not completely identify with lesbians and often felt alienated from the lesbian
community. Since transitioning, he does not say he’s a man, because he doesn’t know
what it means to feel like a man and doesn’t know male customs, but has felt that is
closest he can come to an identity. “I am just learning what it means to live in a male
life.” Ethan has been involved in transgender activism for the last 15 years.
Interview Date and length of time: September 28, 2008, 4:30 pm – 6:50 pm
Interview Location: At Ethan’s home in Haverhill, Massachusetts
Equipment: Olympus Digital Voice Recorder DS-2, GE portable microphone
Background:
The first time I met Ethan was in November of 2000 at the Transgender Day of
Remembrance Memorial service at Arlington Street Church in Boston, MA. At that time
he had not come out as FTM, but was there speaking out his aunt, Debra Forte, a
transexual woman who had been murdered in 1995. Since then, he has come out as FTM,
gotten married to his partner Karen, started an Internet radio show, a website
(www.transfm.org) and a weekly pod cast. Ethan has traveled around the country
educating people about the violence and bias that transgender people face.
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Ethan has been actively involved with the Massachusetts Transgender Political
Coalition while I have been the Director as the volunteer database manager. Over the past
couple of years I have gotten a chance to know Ethan better as well as become close
friends. He is very funny, sometimes making fun of himself and his experiences of living
in the world as an outspoken transgender man. He has often expressed to me how
concerned he is for younger transgender people particularly the fear he has for their
safety. He hopes the work he does will help to make their lives easier. Through the pain
of losing his aunt to murder and his having been fired when he transitioned, Ethan comes
across as optimistic. Our telephone conversations have always included joking, banter
and laughter along with serious discussion of political strategy. I asked Ethan to take part
in this project in August of 2008.
Bio:
Ethan St. Pierre is the founder of TransFM, an Internet broadcasting network, the
producer of Radical Trannies, an Internet radio show, on the Board of Directors of the
International Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE), and the Database Manager for
Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition (MTPC).
Field Notes:
I set the interview date with Ethan over the phone at the beginning of September
2008. We had planned that I would go to his house to conduct the interview, so I took the
MBTA commuter rail to Bradford where he met me at the station. It was a quick tenminute drive to the house that he shares with his wife Karen. As we pulled into the drive
way he pointed out the house next door as his mother’s. When we came into his house
through the side door, which enters into the kitchen, I could smell tomato sauce. He had
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cooked dinner for us of baked ziti, made with whole-wheat pasta and boneless chicken.
Ethan had told me earlier that he is the cook in the house and that he really likes to cook.
He showed me around his house as I had been to his house only once before several years
earlier. We went into the back yard so I could take a few pictures of him and he showed
me his vegetable garden. We came back in after about fifteen minutes outside where we
sat and ate dinner together in the kitchen. Karen came in a got herself a plate, but did not
stay to eat with us. As we ate, we talked about various people we mutually knew and his
upcoming trip to the Southern Comfort Conference in Atlanta, Georgia. After dinner we
went into the living room and started the interview.
Ethan’s house is on the smaller side, with wood paneling in the living room with a
door leading to the bedroom and another door leading to the home office where Karen
was most of the time I was there. In the living room there was a large entertainment unit
along one wall that housed the TV and about twenty porcelain clown figures. Ethan
moved things around the room so that a leather chair faced the couch with the coffee
table in between the two. He sat in the chair and I on the couch, his black cat sat on the
back of the couch most of the time during the interview. I had placed the microphone and
recorder on the coffee table between us. He had to bring in a lamp from the other room as
it was starting to get dark. The air felt very humid and there were with dark clouds rolling
in. The rain finally broke in halfway through our interview.
Ethan did not appear to be nervous about being interviewed and we had talked
about what it would be like for him to be on the other side, because he has been the one
to interview people for his radio and pod cast shows. He was very concerned with me
being comfortable and I had to reassure him that no matter where I was I would be. I also
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asked that he sit where he would be most comfortable for the next couple of hours. He
definitely appeared comfortable through out the interview. During several points in the
interview he had become visibly upset particularly as he talked about his experiences on
the police force, his transgender aunt being murdered, and his fear for younger
transgender people.
The combination of the hot humid air, the settling darkness, the quietness that can
often be found in the suburbs, and the lateness of the day contributed to my waning
energy level as the interview progressed. I was however, very moved by his explanation
of the make-up of his family, particularly of their acceptance of his Aunt, Debra Forte,
who came out as transgender woman in the 1960's. As he talked about her death and how
that led him to become involved in transgender activism, I recognized an emerging theme
between all the interviewees so far and myself. Each of my interviewees, Nancy and
Ethan, and myself had become more active in transgender rights, because of the death of
a transgender person. For myself, it was the death of Rita Hester, for Nancy, it was
Brandon Teena and Chanel Picket, and for Ethan it was his aunt, Debra Forte. Not all of
us had a personal connection to these transgender people like Ethan did, but their murders
moved us to become active. As Ethan drove me back to the train station I talked about
this emerging theme in my interviews so far that I was recognizing, he was not surprised.
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Interview Field Notes: Denise Leclair
Denise Catherine Leclair was 42 years old at the time of her interview and had a
main residence in Gardner Massachusetts, but also spends significant time in Waltham
Massachusetts and Washington D.C. Denise has been the Executive Director of the
International Foundation for Gender Education since 2002. Denise identified as “first and
foremost as a woman, not a transsexual woman, not any other kind woman, just woman,
first and foremost.” She was fine being identified as a transexual and transgender “…all
of those are fine with me as long as they are something that adds to woman and does not
detract from it.” Denise became actively involved in the transgender community in 1994
and feels that she has been an advocate for the transgender community since 2001.
Interview Date and length of time: Saturday, December 6, 2008, 1:30 pm - 4:00 pm
Interview Location: International Foundation of Gender Education Office in Waltham,
Massachusetts
Equipment: Olympus Digital Voice Recorder DS-2, GE portable microphone
Background:
I believe I met Denise sometime in 2002, most likely prior to September of 2002,
because she had testified at the Boston City Council hearing in support of the ordinance
for non-discrimination on the basis of gender identity and gender expression that month
and I had probably asked her to testify. The following year, I worked very closely with
Denise, because she was the treasurer of the Tiffany Club of New England (TCNE), a
transgender support and social group, which was the fiscal sponsor the Massachusetts
Transgender Political Coalition and of which I was involved with and the treasurer for.
Therefore, I had met with Denise every couple of weeks at her office at IFGE in Waltham
to balance the books, make request checks, and deposit donations. Through these
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interactions I got know her and the work that she was doing on behalf of the transgender
community.
In 2003, Denise and I were also on a panel together for the Danvers Human
Rights Group talking about the issues transgender people maybe facing in their
community. This panel was held in basement of the town library and open to the public.
We both told parts of our coming out and gender transition stories and Denise talked
about her previous career path in the chemistry field in academia. She told the audience
that she had felt if she had stayed and transitioned at that job that she thought she
probably would have been fired. It was that fear that led her to take the position as
Executive Director at IFGE, because there she was valued as being transgender, but she
took a substantial pay cut to do so.
Denise comes across to me as an optimist. For example, when I have expressed
uncertainty or frustration to her she often presents me with some suggestions, but also a
positive spin on the situation. I view her as a very smart and ingenious person; for
example, she converted over her ancient diesel BMW to bio-fuel a few years back, before
“going green” was in. Denise is also the go to person with any computer issues or
questions, for example she was giving me some tips and possible shortcuts to help with
the transcribing of these interviews by using voice recognition software.
Even though I have known Denise for a number of years, I did not feel as though I
had the same relationship with her as some my other interviewees. Through this
interviewee process, I feel like I have had the opportunity to get to know Denise better, as
well as understand and appreciate the work she has done for the transgender community
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on a deeper level. This interview experience has helped me to appreciate Denise and her
work for the community even more.
Bio:
“Denise Leclair is the Executive Director of the International Foundation for
Gender Education. IFGE is a Waltham, MA based non-profit working to promote
acceptance for transgender people through education, and one of the oldest transgender
advocacy organizations. Ms Leclair began her work with the organization in 1998, and
has served as Executive Director since 2002.
Ms. Leclair holds degrees in Chemistry, and Liberal Arts and Sciences. Prior to
her work with IFGE, she managed the Environmental Health and Safety program for
Fitchburg State College, as well as their Chemistry and Physics Labs. Before joining the
staff of Fitchburg State, Ms. Leclair worked with the Army Corps of Engineers
Environmental Lab.
Ms. Leclair has been active in several regional non-profits including the Mass
Public Interest Research Group (MassPIRG), and the Tiffany Club of New England
(TCNE) where she has served on the Board of Directors and as Treasurer. TCNE
recently awarded her their “President’s Award” in recognition of her service, and as well
as their “Founder’s Award”. Ms. Leclair holds a B.S. in Chemistry, magna cum laude,
from Fitchburg State College and an A.S. in Liberal Arts & Sciences, cum laude, from
Mount Wachusett Community College.” (Leclair, D., 2008)
Field Notes
I met Denise at the office of International Foundation for Gender Education
(IFGE), which is off a side street near the main downtown area of Waltham, MA. IFGE
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office looks like a storefront with big display windows, but the blinds were drawn. There
was a small felt board, faded from the sun, in the window near the door with the name of
the organization on it, I.F.G.E. and the Synchronicity Bookstore. When I arrived at 1:30
p.m. Denise was on her cell phone standing just inside the door in the midst of a
conversation, she beckoned me with a wave of her hand as she kept talking. The front
entryway of IFGE has desks on each side with various older computers and monitors and
a cubicle wall on the left side creating a small office space. There were a couple of
bookcases along the right wall with many of the titles IFGE sells such as books on
transgenderism, gender, and cross-dressing. Directly in across from the main doors sits a
large magazine rack with past issues of Transgender Tapestry magazine as well as some
other transgender and cross-dressing magazines. This slightly worn lobby area is cramped
with boxes; piles of papers, computers, and a rack of women's evening wear. There is a
door to Denise's tiny windowless office off the lobby and just past the magazine rack is
the entryway to the back offices. The back office area contains a small cubicle area set up
with two desks, rows of filing cabinets, and further back is a small kitchen area, and
bathroom. Just outside the kitchen is a set of steps heading to the basement where there
are more filing cabinets and boxes of old newsletters, papers, personal letters, and other
documents. There are boxes everywhere, making it appear like the office is in a perpetual
state of packing and unpacking. This could have been because IFGE has been a holding
area for the much of US cross-dressing and transexual communities’ materials, for the
last thirty years at least. Much of the history of the cross-dressing and early transsexual
movement sits in these boxes, filing cabinets, and hard drives of the old computers.
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Denise and I spent the first hour going through some archives, including looking
at past copies of Drag magazine, looking up Virginia Prince's membership records, and
trying to find Virginia’s membership file (which Denise could not find, but she says she
knows it there somewhere in the office). We talked about the historical significance of
Drag magazine, the upcoming IFGE conference, and other transgender community
gossip. At about 2:30 pm, we went into her very small office, which is about the size of
the walk in closet, to begin the interview. Along the wall on the right side is a large desk
and smaller filling cabinets with a laptop perched on top of a stack of papers. There are
other books and files also covering the desk. Above the desk is a large bulletin board with
flyers from past transgender conferences, newspaper clippings, pictures, and other
random things, such as a mix of computer, transgender, and sci-fi images that almost
reach the low ceiling. There was smaller desk on the far wall with another laptop on it.
On the opposite wall there is a row of bookcases with old computer towers, a smaller
desk with desktop computer monitor on it, and a bank of mirrors on the wall above it.
The effect of the room set up was that Denise was sitting in this U-shaped command
center. At any moment she could have turned her chair to reach any one of the computers,
files, magazines, or books, all not far from her reach. I sat in a chair close to the door
across from her; this was the same set up from four years ago, when I would meet with
her to go over the financials for MTPC, but this time I have microphone perched on a pile
of papers on her larger desk ready to begin the interview.
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Interview Field Notes: Diego Sanchez
Diego Miguel Sanchez was 51 years old, living in Lawrence Massachusetts and
working Boston Massachusetts at the time of the interview. Diego was the Director of
Public Relations and External Affairs for AIDS Action Committee of Massachusetts.
Diego identified himself as “…post-operative transsexual man, part of the queer
community, the LGBTQQI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, and
intersex) community and one of the more important parts of my identity is about
progressive equality. And that trying to use progressive strategies to get to equality is part
of my self-identity and also the identity I have in the community.” Diego also identifies
with the Latino community, as a Southerner having grown up in Augusta, Georgia and on
the Panama Canal Zone, and after living in New England for the last 18 years,
“…sometimes as a New Englander.” Diego has identified with the transgender
community since 1986. Since January of 2009, Diego has gone to work as a legislative
aide for Congressional House Representative Barney Frank in Washington D.C.
Interview Date and length of time: Tuesday, December 10, 2008, 5:30 pm - 7:00 pm
Interview Location: AIDS Action Committee Office in Boston, Massachusetts
Equipment: Olympus Digital Voice Recorder DS-2, GE portable microphone
Background:
I formally met Diego in Washington D.C. in 2000 at the True Spirit Conference, a
transgender conference by and for female-to-male transgender men. Prior to this formal
meeting, Diego and I attended a Boston area support group for FTM transmen, but never
spoke to each other. When the conference ended Diego drove back home to Georgia to
deal with his father’s estate, as his dad had recently passed away. When he returned to the
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Boston area a few months later he took a job at JRI Health at the Transgender Health and
Education Program. Over the years Diego and I had done quite a bit of local transgender
activism together including educational panels, planning events, and pushing policy
makers to be more inclusive of transgender people. He joined the Massachusetts
Transgender Political Coalition about six months or so after it started in 2002. In the past
year, he had been doing more national level activism including being the first transgender
person nominated to be on the platform committee for the National Democratic Party
Convention in 2008. I believe it is because of the work Diego had done on the platform
committee, along with other LGBT activists, that the newly elected Obama-Biden
Administration included gender identity in its non-discrimination categories for potential
job seekers in the administration. This was a first for any Presidential office. (The
Obama-Biden Transition Team)
Diego, appears to be politically a middle of the road kind activist, in other words
the more radical side of LGBT activists don’t always see him as pushing a radical left
agenda. Diego’s work previous work background was in corporate America at such
companies as ITT Sheraton and Coco-a-Cola. I think this experience influences him to be
more cautious in the types of activism he engages in such as he is more apt to try to work
the political insider angle as oppose to the being on the outside pushing for a direction
type protest. It is these differences in style of political activism and background that he
has used effectively to push for change. For instance, Diego and I have often used
insider/outsider tactics such as Diego in the suit speaking the language of power holders
at board meeting, and myself in the T-shirt and jeans speaking the language of revolution
and protest with the community.
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Bio:
At the time of the interview Diego Sanchez was the Director of Public Relations
and External Affairs for AIDS Action Committee of Massachusetts, New England’s
oldest and largest AIDS service organization. An openly transsexual man, Mr. Sanchez is
a former member of the board of directors of the National Center for Transgender
Equality. He serves on the Human Rights Committee Steering Committee for Boston.
(Democratic National Committee, 2008) Diego has also been a co-chair of the
Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition in 2006 and he was also nominated to the
2008 Democratic National Convention Platform committee. As of January 2009, Diego
has been a legislative staffer for US Representative Barney Frank (D), representing the
Fourth Congressional District of Massachusetts in his the Washington D.C. office.
Field Notes:
I met Diego at his office at AIDS Action Committee of Massachusetts in the
Downtown Crossing area of Boston, MA. I took the elevator up to the fifth floor and
Diego met me at the door as it was locked, because it was 5:30 p.m. and his office closes
at 5 p.m. Diego was wearing a blue button up shirt, tie and blue jeans. His wearing the
blue jeans was unusual for him, because as long as I have known him, at least ten years,
he very rarely wears jeans. Typically he wears a suit or at least dress pants, dress shirt,
and tie. When I commented on his jeans he said he was trying to be less formal, he was
laughing while he was saying this to me.
Diego reserved a small conference room for us, which was off the main hall, not
far front the front door. There were two long tables pushed together creating a square
table and about 6 chairs around it. The room was stark and small with one blank off-
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white wall, a row of windows, and moveable wall. It was already dark out so I could not
see much out the windows. I asked Diego if we could first take a few photos of him in his
office. We went to his office, which was just few doors down and but was literally the
size of a closet. His office consisted of a few small windows, a very small desk covered
with stacks of folders almost hiding a computer monitor, some shelving above the desk
with books and folders, folders along the window sill stacked up, an office chair, and
another small table with chair. Two people could not be in this office with the door
closed. Instead, I took some photos of him near his office door and in the hallway. After
our impromptu photo shoot we went back to the conference room and I explained what I
would be using the interview for, the consent and deed of gift forms, and what I hoped to
do with in the future. Diego settled into his chair and read through the consent forms, he
did not have any questions, signed forms and then we began the interview.
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How do you define transgender?
Nancy: The way I like to think of it is it is anything that is oppositional to an enforced
and rigid dualism of gender, so anything where anybody moves – changes their gender in
some way, or practices, or displays, or inhabits a gender in some way transgressive of
gender norms. So I think of it as a – it can be a rebellion or it can be a sense of rightness
that is contrary to what someone might expect. Of course there are broader and narrower
definitions, I like a nice broad definition of transgenderism – it’s most empowering.

Grace: We could do a whole training on that, well when the word was first coined it
was meant to be a bridge between transvestites or cross-dressers and transsexuals and it
was really framed as a term that identifies someone who identified as a woman or as a
man and wanted to live full time as a woman or a man but was not interested in having
surgery or hormones. Sometimes, transgender was used to describe a non-operative
transsexual, which we don’t hear as much anymore either or conversely a full-time crossdresser. So that’s how I first heard the term and was really how is first defined.

Ethan: How do I define it? Well I think that transgender is an umbrella term that means
anyone that transcends the gender norm, or what society has deemed the gender norm,
that could be sissy fag, gender queer… anything, a cross-dresser… But people have to
self-identify I don’t think I could turn around and say that person is transgender I think
they have to do that for themselves. There are a lot of people who fit that mold of not
fitting into the boxes of male or female. I think that more people in our society probably
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do and don’t. People are afraid of gender stuff, generally, I think it makes them
uncomfortable.

Denise: One of the big changes that we [International Foundation for Gender Education
(IFGE)] did do when we renamed our magazine Transgender Tapestry’ I don’t know, it
was sometime in the early 90’s I believe, I don’t know exactly what the date was, but I
could go back and look and certainly you can tell just by the dates on the covers of a
magazine. But we were one of the first organizations to use transgender and the way that
it is used now, as an umbrella term. When Virginia Prince was using it, she used it to
refer to somebody who was in between, the term at the time was transvestite, which now
we would call a cross-dresser, and transsexual, because she did not want medical changes
she did not want to change her body, but she wanted to live socially as a woman. So she
came up with the term transgenderist and she has told me personally how pissed off she is
with the way we use it now, “I invented that word and that is not the way I intended it to
be used and you people have it all wrong.”
So she really feels a sense of ownership about that word and is not happy, but
sometime in the 90s we [IFGE] renamed the magazine to be Transgender Tapestry. Now
we say transgender, it is assumed to be this umbrella term, but that certainly wasn’t
always the case. So we have changed a lot over the years, but sometimes it has been
kicking and screaming and sometimes it is has been forward-looking. Changing to
transgender was definitely more visionary, but not a lot of other things have been that
way.
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How do I define transgender? Well in is much as I do have this position in the
transgender community, You know I’d acknowledge the current meaning of transgender
to most people, which is sort of this umbrella term that includes maybe gender queer,
cross-dressers, transsexuals, and maybe some further out there agenderists, two spirits,
and things like that, but I still think that it’s still a really narrow definition. I understand
that is a working definition and if I’m in conversation with somebody that is sort of a
definition that I will tell them, but to me transgender means a transgressive thing, it
means you’re breaking gender boundaries. My background is science, and I sort of focus
on trying to find what is the underlying reality, what is underneath the surface that you
see and when you have definitions I think you need to logically think about what that
definition means and how far does it really extend because there are definitions that
extend to a certain point that everybody acknowledges, but they go much further than
that. So definitions are certainly pretty variable, so I think about being transgender as
someone who is breaking gender boundaries in its broadest sense. That would include a
lot of people who would consider themselves straight. I would argue if you are in a
relationship in a same-sex relationship that is breaking a gender boundary and so to me
transgender includes gay and lesbian even if you don’t look gender variant, if you’re in a
gay relationship or lesbian relationship how could that not be breaking a gender boundary
and if you are how is that different from somebody who breaks any other gender
boundary.
So I can’t see any way to draw the line there, in a scientific sense I don’t see how
you can draw that line, because there isn’t a dividing line; there isn’t one particular place
where it stops being one thing and starts being something else. But I also know I can use
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that definition in my head as a working definition in a more objective sense. But
transgender or gay or lesbian, besides being a definition also is an identity, and as an
identity you can choose to identify that way or not. I think the best example is when
people were doing a lot of outreach around HIV and found huge portions of the
population who they consider to be gay, they defined as being gay, but they couldn’t
seem to do proper outreach to those groups of people. Especially people of color don’t
identify as being gay; they see that as being something much different than what a lot of
gay people see it as being; in fact they see as being a white thing, a lot of people say if
you’re not white you’re really not gay anyway. And so they found they had to use the
term MSM, men who have sex with men, to be able to even begin the conversation with
these people because they simply didn’t identify as gay regardless of how the researchers
wanted to identify them. And it is the same with the transgender community I can define
always people as being transgender, but they don’t identify as transgender so I have to
acknowledge everybody’s right to wear the identity of their choice. So I don’t want to
“transgender” people who don’t want to be transgender.

Diego: I often go back to the healthcare definition that goes back to the Clinton
administration, but stayed in place thanks to the good work of Chris Mason and others in
Health and Human Services system: being transgender exists when a person’s self image
is not directly reflected in how they may appear to other people and that is manifested
either by expression or by identity and it does not necessarily mean someone wishes to
change their anatomy. It is about being recognized for who you are and that does not fall
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within the constraints of generally societal accepted norms. And that’s a long way of
saying, they did it better, but that is my long way of describing that.

What got you involved in transgender activism? Some might assume that
because you are transgender you would obviously be involved in
transgender activism, but is there more to it than that?

Nancy: Riki [Ann Wilchins] had been trying to get me to go to Camp Trans [A protest of
the exclusion of transgender women from the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival which
was held across the street during the weeklong festival in rural Michigan]. So I had met
Riki in late 1994 at Marietta Pathy Allen’s place in New York City she had introduced to
each other and we hit it off right away. So we started regular phone calls chatting,
plotting and planning together and she was trying to get me to go to Michigan, but I was
only you know… I appreciate the issues I think there some good issues there but to me
that is about crashing a party, but to me it was not near as important as people who are
getting killed. Come to me with some place where violence is being done where
somebody is really being hurt and then I am with you. Then she came back to me with
Brandon Teena [female-to-male transgender person in murdered in Falls City, NB] was I
like okay come all over and we worked together on that and we got to meet Ann
Gabrielle from Kansas City we got to work the insider as the home town person and the
three of us pushed that.
The Chanel Picket stuff was for me, very personally important. Chanel Picket was
trans woman of color who had been found strangled to death in William Palmer’s
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apartment. He turned himself in after first going to his lawyer. So he was this well-heeled
preppy. And so he strangled her death in his apartment after doing a bunch coke together
and having sex. Having picked her up at Playland, which was Boston oldest gay bar and
notorious hang out for transexual prostitutes or transgender prostitutes.
When that happened there was an outcry in local community. And I was… my
dad had always been an outspoken guy, very good around issues of rights. He was very
good about speaking up when a wrong was being committed, he was the kind guy to walk
up to somebody in the street if they’re doing something wrong and I had seen him do it,
do stuff like that on a couple of occasions. So I had that sort of fearlessness around being
in the street and doing something, I don’t mean as a valorous thing it was just like I didn’t
have that self-censorship. I didn’t have feelings that I was doing something wrong or
something was going to happen to me so that enabled me to do stuff. I really felt when
the Chanel Picket thing happen – and I don’t remember how I got involved and I would
have to go back to my notes of that time – oh so what happened was when were in Falls
City, Nebraska in summer of 1995 [protesting the murder of Brandon Teena] and while
we were there, Debra Forte [transgender woman] was murdered in Haverhill, MA just
north of Boston. That was shocking to come back while we were protesting one murder
to find another transwoman had been murdered in the Boston area.
So that kind of got us mobilized I was working with some trans friends, and I
know Ed Hatfield in Cambridge and we were becoming good friends, he was very
encouraging around the activism and he was participating then, although he wasn’t
demonstrating or doing street stuff. Then that fall, late that year Chanel Picket was
murdered and that came to light. Over time I learned about the case and then when it
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came time for the trial I don’t remember exactly how this happened or exactly why, or if
it was me deciding to do it, or if others were involved. I could go back and look that emails, but I put out a call for demonstration. I think I was probably reading that stuff.
There ended up being three demos; in the last demonstration the only person that showed
up with Stacey Montgomery and she wasn’t running it so I know I must’ve been doing
this stuff. The newspaper reporting was terrible on it and I was writing letters to
newspapers and protesting what was going on, so I called these protests. I probably had
people empowering me to do it. I led a series of these protests at the court and we got
some good publicity around it.
And it was just a terrible case and a terrible situation where this guy got away
with murder because she was transexual woman of color who was also doing sex work
and was also doing drugs she had 4 strikes against her. And even though he was doing
drugs and he was providing the drugs and he had solicited her for sex or she thought there
was the boyfriend kind of thing or potential boyfriend. Money was not involved
apparently according to her twin sister. But they got one of the attorneys from the OJ
Simpson’s case, who also happened to be a person of color and was terribly transphobic
in his presentation to the jury and unfortunately Adrienne Lynch, who was the
prosecutor, just was not a good prosecutor and it was really unfortunate. I had been
involved with the Haverhill case with Debra Forte’s murder and Adrienne Lynch actually
came to me for advice in the case and I did what could to provide her with arguments and
stuff, but ultimately she was the one giving the summation to the jury, she was the one
prosecuting the case.
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I was not able to watch much of the trial; because of course I was working earning a living. I was able to attend the summation and her summation was just weak
and his was very strong and he repeatedly referred to the bizarre transformation that
Chanel Picket went through when was she was fighting for her life her voice deepen to
more a male register as anybody would, anybody born male fighting for their life. But she
did not counter that effectively, so the verdict came in not guilty on murder. She also
pressed for first-degree murder and I kick myself for not discouraging her from doing
that. She did that because in the Haverhill case they had accepted plea bargaining of 2nd
degree murder and she did not want to do that in this case she was trying to do the right
thing for transgender people. But I don’t think it was first-degree murder, not premeditated; but I think it was a crime of passion, passion was his own self-hatred or
whatever, because of his attraction to transexual women and that he then turned on her.
And so if she had gone for 2nd… so she made argument for 1st degree she did not make
argument for 2nd so the jury did not buy pre-meditated, because it wasn’t, she really blew
it.
Meanwhile, I was handing out flyers and judge was always requesting the flyers
and I was outside the courthouse demonstrating with signs “Open day on Trans” and I
was handing out flyers in which I was calling the murderer William Palmer a liar, he
obviously lied. And finally at the last demonstration at sentencing I turned up for that and
I changed my tactic and on the flyers “even if he told the truth about this than that is not
right.”
And the judge really seemed to change, I don’t know if that was it or if the
previously something else, but up to that point he had been really almost anti-trans, really
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greatly limited the ability of the prosecution to call witnesses who placed him in that bar
on a regular basis, who testified to him to be somebody who frequented, who was on the
lookout for trans people to take home, he wanted male-to-female transsexuals who had
real breasts, he had really specific preferences in terms of what he was looking for, he
knew exactly who he was bringing home. Whereas his whole defense was on him being
shocked that she had a penis. And so the lie was obvious and the judge refused to let
other witnesses be called who could have corroborated the couple witnesses that he did
allow and so the judge seemed biased against the prosecution from the start.
But then at sentencing he [the judge] really changed his tune, he really seemed to
get there was a miscarriage of justice, that he got off with only assault and battery. And I
had changed my tune in the flyers and said, “even if this guy is telling the truth that still
doesn’t justify this.”
I can’t remember specifics, but I can look those up for you, but the judge changed
his tune and threw the book at him for assault and battery, gave him the maximum, which
for first-time offender is very unusual. So clearly the judge sent a signal about that. So
the case was a terrible miscarriage of justice and since that day, that had to have been
devastating for Chanel’s sister Gabrielle who has disappeared from the face of the earth
and people contacted us from New York City to say that they think she was murdered as
well, but we don’t have proof, we don’t have a body.

Grace: Like so many things in my life it was organic, like my youth work, like
everything I would have done. It’s not like “I’m going to do this” it was more like I kind
of fell into it and there it was. I started doing social justice work in the early 70’s when I
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was in high school and college. I started my gay activists work in the late 70’s about 30
years ago now. I guess I would have to say that was my first connection to trans in terms
of me in and in terms of my work. I really do date it around 1979 when I was getting
involved in the community. It’s really inseparable, meeting other trans people finding a
way to connect that to my identity. Having watched the Naked Civil Servant
[biographical film about the life of Quentin Crisp] and read the Naked Civil Servant and
having seen Quentin Crisp interviewed [Quentin Crisp was an effeminate gay man in
who was out in the early 1920’s in London].
Starting with BAGLY [Boston Alliance of GLBT Youth] in 1980 and working
with trans youth, they didn’t use that term, but they were trans youth, and there I was a
very young adult working with them who is also trans but did not use that term to identify
myself. So in 1979, 1980 I started more from a provider’s standpoint, again activism can
be defined in many different ways, like on the street or on the ground activism. We didn’t
even have protections around sexual orientation then, not even the Boston ordinance or
the statewide law. It wasn’t about influencing legislators or policymakers, it was about
supporting young people and providing a place for me and other trans adults to live our
lives. My first connection to a trans organization, well, we [BAGLY] asked Ariadne
Kane to come in and speak at BAGLY in either 81 or 82, possibly 83 that we asked her
come in and speak. She was representing the Outreach Institute and the Fantasia Fair.
That was another opportunity for me and we invited her back every year right up until not
so many years ago, she was an annual speaker. She asked me to if I would be willing to
help out at the office of the Outreach Institute in 1986, so that was my first connection to
a Trans specific organization. I had heard of the Tiffany Club and First Event
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[conference] and all those things, but at the time I thought that was for straight male
cross-dressers and that wasn’t me. I certainly heard about them but my real connection
were street queens, butch dykes, Jacque’s nightclub, not that I went to Jacque’s a lot, but
I was much more likely to go to a Jacque’s or hang out on the streets than go to the
Tiffany Club [cross-dresser and transexual woman social support group]. Jacque’s is a
bar in the Bay Village that caters to a mostly trans woman clientele and men who love
them, whether that is trans women as performers primarily and men who are attracted to
them. So my first connection to a… But I wouldn’t even say a trans organization, because
the Outreach Institute didn’t use that word either. They were not transgender
organizations the Tiffany Club was not an organization for transgender people it was for
cross-dressers and maybe transsexuals that might go to these things. The Fantasia Fair
was for cross-dressers and may be some transsexuals, but none of them were really
calling themselves transgender back then and they might have said a transvestite and
transsexuals. I don’t remember them using the word transgender regularly except in a
more narrow sense of transgenderists, they might’ve said this is for cross-dressers,
transgenderists, and transsexuals, but they were not transgender organizations.
In 1986 as I started helping out at the Outreach Institute in the office and the next
year I went to my first Fantasia Fair in 1987. And in 1992 they gave me an award when I
stopped volunteering and was in grad school. I have been working with trans-people and
trans youth in one form or another in the late 80’s and in the high schools to speak. And it
was the first time where people were invited to the high schools to speak and I went in to
speak as a gender variant person without using the word transgender. I went as Sterling
and as far as I know I might have been the first transgender person to go into any high
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schools in Massachusetts or the Boston area in 80’s. I think of my trans activism in the
broadest sense my GLBT youth work is going on almost 30 years now and since 1986
about 22 years ago now has been trans specific. And then in the early 90’s the word
transgender is being used and I embraced the term and I was doing trainings around the
state with Rebecca through the Department of Public Health. Working on New England
Trans Health conferences and a lot of the trans-programming with threads of which still
exist now, but were being developed back them. My transgender activism continues
today.

Ethan: I started lobbying Congress before I even transitioned it wasn’t even in my mind
yet to transition. In 1995, my aunt was murdered. My aunt [Debra Forte] was a
transsexual woman who transitioned the year I was born. And I honestly… I was very
naïve I was young I didn’t know that she had issues different from what mine were.
Different than the gay and lesbian community and I really didn’t know, because she did
not talk about it that much. She would talk about the way society at large treated her,
police officers treated transgender, but the word transgender wasn’t used back then, but
I’ve use that word to fill in the gaps. She would always say “people like me,” but I knew
she didn’t mean gay men or lesbians she meant trans people, the way the police treated
her, the way that bars, if a cop went into a bar and how a lot of the time she would leave
out the back door. Being pulled over by the police was an absolute nightmare and they
were very afraid they were going to be killed by the police.
So what happened was in 1995 she had a partner that she lived with for thirty
years and they had sort of an open relationship. She went out other men and he sort of
knew it, but he loved and didn’t care. He worked a lot of hours and she didn’t work. She
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went to a bar in Haverhill and she had met a guy and she brought him home and he killed
her. She was found naked, but they never did a rape kit. There was so much that was just
done wrong. And he ran from the police for two weeks and I think if he kept running they
still would not have found him. I don’t think they were looking for him that hard to be
honest with you, they knew who he was because of a coworker. He had gone to work the
next day and he told a coworker that he killed a woman and she went to the police and he
disappeared of course. And two weeks later his family got in touch with him and they
talked them into turning himself in and he did. He was arraigned the following day and
they let him out on bail. Killing someone is bad enough, but it was so brutal. He beat her
to the point where she was so unrecognizable he used the steering wheel club, he
strangled her and broke every bone in her neck. And then stabbed her three times in the
chest with a chef’s knife. She was dead already when he stabbed her with a knife because
she didn’t bleed that much.
And they let him out on bail! And they let him out on bail, because her life
wasn’t worth it, his life was obviously worth more, because he had a family, and nieces
and nephews and his parents cared about him. And it didn’t matter that she had a family
too and we were like what the heck! He walked around for a year and a half before it
went to trial. And it never even went to trial because he did a plea-bargain with the
district attorney because he was going to plead using the trans-panic defense. And they
didn’t feel like the jury would be sympathetic to my aunt’s lifestyle so they gave him 15
years to life in prison. He will be up for parole in 2010.
So I didn’t know what to do in 1995, I didn’t have a computer the Internet was
lost to me and I didn’t know anybody in our community and it took four years. My
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mother got a phone call from Nancy Nangeroni, my mother knew Nancy because they
worked together at Lucent Technologies so my mother knew Nancy before I did. So
Nancy asked my mother if she was interested in lobbying, but my mother could not even
go out of the house at that point she was still suffering from extreme panic attacks and
nightmares, I had to swear to her that I wouldn’t go to a gay bar at that point she was so
afraid for my life. So she said “my daughter” I was still living as a lesbian back then,
“was looking for something to do”. Then Nancy got me in touch with Riki Ann Wilkins,
who was so excited that a lesbian was going to lobby about an aunt that was murdered
and was willing to stand up. It was 1999 and I had not even flown in an airplane or done
anything like that and they sent me a plane ticket to D.C. Not knowing anybody in that
the community, I took a cab from Dulles Airport to the hotel in Washington DC which
was a $50 but I didn’t care, I wanted to do something. I had been in a real bad depression
but when I got there I felt like I was at home when I started to meet trans people, like
Nancy Nangeroni, Gordene MacKenzie, I met all the activists like Kerry Davis and
Vanessa Edwards Foster, all of these wonderful activists doing things at the time and it
was phenomenal, it was a phenomenal time to get involved and yet I was still pushing my
own gender issues.
In May of 1999 I came back to Boston and there was the first vigil the Forget-MeNot Vigil I think it was May 22, and it was run by Rebecca Durkee and Penni Ashe Matz.
I just thought that was so incredible and that’s when I started to get involved. I didn’t
transition for another two years later or three years later, in 2002.
Can you tell what your Aunt’s name was?
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Yes, Debra Forte, we called her Debbie. She was very fun and funny and there are so
many times now that I just really miss her. More now, it is just all the things that are
happening, like the word transgender. Just all of the things I wish I could tell her about
what is going on… you know.

What is your assessment the transgender rights movement?

Nancy: The movement has been an unqualified success. It is amazing! Just ten years
ago nobody knew what transgender meant, I guess 15 years now, but now Nancy Pelosi
knows what the word transgender means. And Barack Obama, our presidential candidate,
knows what transgender means and has transgender supportive plank in his platform.
That is astounding progress! But the real progress is the polls, with 60-70% of people
thinking that transgender people should be accorded the same rights as everybody else
and that means there has been a tremendous shift in popular understanding what it means
to be transgender as well as compassion for transgender people. There is no question we
have made wonderful progress and we still have further to go.

Grace: Oh we’ve come so far, what I am really liking since the days of gay liberation
and gender difference or gender liberation seem to be very much part of this whole
movement and then I got separated out there. Feels like we are both bringing it back
together and at the same time that we are also retaining and reconnecting into GLBT
community we are bringing back to that, which I think is good. And at the same time we
are retaining a focus on transgender as a different identity with its own issues in its own
challenges and I think that’s great, I like it better. It felt like it wasn’t always fully
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attended to when I was subsumed under gay and lesbian, obviously. So I think it is really
great that we actually have a letter in the list of letters and a community organizing
around that so that we are really dealing with gender variance and gender issues in. And I
like also though, that we are finally partnering again with gay, lesbian, and bisexual
organizations where we really do have shared goals and we do have a common interest,
even if there has often reluctance on their part to see that.
So I think the transgender community now is certainly stronger than it has been
before in the history of this country, if not the world in terms of understanding and
awareness and in terms of our visibility. In terms of our legal protections and local
communities, here in what we are working towards on the state level and in other states,
national organizations, certainly in the media, we are more represented and often. Finally,
again in a better way, not always the way we wanted to be, but we are not being
represented always as freaks on Jerry Springer. At least we are seeing more complex and
more views of transgender people in movies and on television in talk shows. We have a
long way to go, but the state of the current trans movement is great. I say great, because
of where we have been. Not that everything is great for trans people we still a long way
to go, but from where we were made significant progress.

Ethan: I think the transgender rights movement is being dictated by white gay men and
I think that it’s being dictated by not all white gay men, but the white gay men that are
entitled to their rights or feel more entitled to their rights. And they have access to
Congress and the money that they’re able to pour into getting people elected. It’s not just
dictated by them, but it moves into Congress and they dictate to Congress where we
should be. I just read an article the other day that was written by Wayne Besen who
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actually came out and said that if Obama got elected it’ll be a wonderful thing because
this is when the gay movement will go and he talked about same-sex marriage and he
talked about Don’t ask Don’t tell, ENDA and Hate Crimes legislation and then he said
when all that is done for the gay community then they’ll start working on transgender
rights. I think that his assessment was hundred percent accurate. I think that if we allow
this to happen any longer that is exactly what will happen. We have a voice and we need
ro stop waiting for permission to use it. And if we don’t take what is ours now, we are not
going to get it. And we have to do it by getting involved with our community and
elections. And if we can’t offer lots of money we have to offer time and help getting
people elected and putting our faces is out there and if not we will be left behind.

Denise: My assessment of the transgender rights movement, well I’m going to say, right
off the bat, I am dissatisfied. I’m dissatisfied all the way around. I think among the
leadership there is way too much rivalry going on and we don’t work effectively with
each other. There are way too many divisions and groups of people hang out with each
other, clicks, I think that really hampers our movement. I think at the individual level, I
am also disappointed because the vast majority of people may have wonderful rationales
as to why they can’t do it, but simply don’t get involved. Conservative estimates of our
transgender community put us about 1% of the population, which means there are 3
million transgender people in the United States. This is not using my definition, which
would include gay and lesbian, gender queer, and butch looking straight women, but just
cross-dressers, transsexuals, the sort of variety, so there is got to be 3 million. And in our
database [IFGE] we’ve got almost 20,000 people who have contacted our organization
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over the years, 20,000 unique names. This is not even counting on the Internet this is
counting people who wrote us letters or called us one or the other. That’s a tremendous
number of people, but one look at the number people actually get involved to the point of
writing a check to support the work, not just IFGE, look at some of the other
organizations, now you are talking hundreds, and at 15,000 names in our database does
not even scratching the surface of the community. And so if you added the budgets of
every transgender organization, the Transgender Law Center, the Sylvia Rivera Law
Project, and NCTE [National Center for Transgender Equality] and MTPC
[Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition] we would be lucky if we broke one
million [dollars], you know that is not enough.
And it is easy for us to step away from our own movement in a lot of ways,
because a lot of people, because we can pass, some of us can pass and we pass on two
ends of the spectrum. There is a lot of the community that are transgender but because
they are still living in their birth gender nobody knows, they simply have never came out,
there’s no blood test for this thank God. And so they don’t have to disclose this, they
may not be happy, they may be very frustrated about it or they may really wish they
could do something different, but they can if they choose remain closeted. And the vast
majority of our community has simply stayed put right there, they may not tell anybody.
I’ve talked to a lot of people including a 75 year old who has never talked to anybody in
their whole lives about this, they carried the secret for 75 years and there’s got to be even
more people who carried to their grave. If you don’t ever come out at all how can you
ever do anything to help change things?
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Among the people who do come out so many of them change from one closet on
one side of a hallway to the closet on the other side of the hallway and run screaming
from our community, really they just want nothing to do with the transgender
community, don’t identify as transgender and all. I mean there’s a huge number of people
right now are claiming that they are not even transsexual, but they have Harry Benjamin
Syndrome, they are not like the other transgender people, they are just women. And
identify that way myself as I said the beginning, that my identity is woman first and
foremost beyond anything else, it is just woman. And I don’t blame them for feeling that
way, but it is first of all disempowering for a community to have a whole other section of
the community disavow their association with us and what are they really proving? It
tends to start to look like hierarchal thing “I am better than because I have a medical
condition” and I think that is a really dangerous thing. There’s a huge proportion of our
community that really wants a biological reason for this, every time a study comes out
that has some structure about transsexuals brains looks just like it does in regular
women… well duh! That this is somehow going to help us and I don’t believe that’s
really true. First and foremost we have to stop telling people “well what I’m doing is
okay because it’s a medical condition.” What you’re really saying is “what I’m doing is
wrong, but I have an excuse, I have a note from my mother that says it is okay to miss
gym class, so I can skip out on my gender assignment, because I’ve got this medical note
from my doctor or I have got permission from a therapist to do this.”
You are still buying into the concept that there is something wrong with your
identity and I reject that. There is nothing wrong with my identity. I am my identity. How
could my identity be disordered? I don’t even understand the basic premise there; it does
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not make sense to me. So using some biological cause it might actually be effective in the
general population, sure may be somebody’s parents will be more accepting of this if
they think there is a biological reason, but why should my civil rights be dependent on a
biological artifact? Why should that matter at all? I think no matter what the reason is that
I deserve the same rights. And so I don’t think it is helpful to us to rely on that. So the
whole Harry Benjamin Syndrome thing to me falls apart because that’s just relying on a
medical excuse and buying into the patriarchal idea that there is something wrong with
breaking gender boundaries.
And going beyond that, but if they can test for this, is that going to be like what it
is in China where there are two boys for every girl, because they test in utero and if you
are a female fetus they are going to abort you. You can imagine that if they could test for
children being gay or lesbian or transgender that there isn’t a significant part of the
population that would decide not to carry those children to term. So I see the eugenics
end of it as being incredibly dangerous and I don’t see our society as being mature
enough to take that information and not harm people with it. I think we’ve shown over
and over again that that’s a real danger and to not believe that is just naive and dangerous.
I have a problem with Harry Benjamin Syndrome approach to the whole thing, and I
wandered off target a little bit here.

Diego: It changes from one day to the next. I get so excited when I see people come
together about issues and I was thrilled when I saw everyone stand up and say, “No you
can’t leave trans people behind in ENDA it’s not right.” They told us that our lives
matter, they told us that we deserve to be viewed as equally. And the “they” were the
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expected suspects and the non-suspected suspects so allies and it was people who were
gay and lesbian leaders and followers and folks and bisexual people. It was so embracing
and then you go back to when people just had their regular conversations and they forget
there is more after gay and lesbian, so I feel remembered and embraced in some moments
and then my heart is broken, because people just don’t think about us. And it’s more than
just saying the words it is actually feeling the affinity enough to remember to say the
words and to feel that those words are all necessary I don’t feel like that’s pervasive
feeling and there is an awful lot of work to be done and I think that ENDA started a
conversation. I don’t think they’ve carried the ball as far down the field with many
players of different types as we should. And I think places like Massachusetts we stand
out differently, but many parts of the country we really don’t so I am hoping we can
bridge some of that in the future.

What do you think so of the key assets or attributes of the transgender
community? Of the transgender rights movement?
Nancy: Same assets as other communities, but unique asset most transgender people
share is the ability to think outside rigidly boundaries. Most transgender people bring
perspective and imagination free of gender shackles. There are a lot of flaws in society
that run along gender lines, not only flaws, but also the transgender community brings
unique ability to see clearly those fault lines and work in and around the fault lines. And
to bring a potentially healing perspective, not everything is healing, but that is the unique
asset that we bring to the table.
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Grace: I would say we are an incredibly diverse community and I think that any
community can be divided up by a lens depending on what that lens is. If that lens is race,
or gender, or if the lens is class, suddenly people can define themselves in different ways.
But even within that there are so many lenses we look through just to understand our
community. One of our strengths is that we are not conveniently categorized, that there
are those of us who are gay or lesbian or bisexual or feel part of the GLBT community,
and then there are those of us who feel straight and part of the mainstream community
and then there are those of us who are men, who are women, who are neither or both/and.
And we are all ages, all races, all ethnicities, all economic backgrounds, I think there is a
wide range of us and I think in many ways we are the intersection of sexual orientation
and gender. So we are almost forced to be more diverse than we even may want to be just
because of that. So I think a lot of our strengths are diversity.
I would also say it’s not something that’s unique to just our community, we have
lots of smart people, lots of dedicated people, passionate people, caring, compassionate;
we are a wonderful caring community with wonderful people who care about the work,
care about making a difference in the world so I think those are strengths. I think we are
fortunate in that we have as a track record, the gay and lesbian organizations, we need to
not forget that many of us were either founders and leaders or activists in the gay and
lesbian organizations. So we are not trans people who are tacking onto the work that
came before us we were part of that work too and now we are just more specifically
focusing on our issues, because they have not always been attended to. I feel that our
assets are the assets of any diverse community, you know how to have fun, and how to
get things done, we know how to work with people. And we stand on the cusp of so many
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things that I think we resist some of the easy solutions or the simplistic answers that the
more mainstream gay and lesbian community have sometimes fallen into.

Ethan: Well I think that like myself, there are people out there who just are not afraid
anymore. They are just tired of it and are smart enough to be able to speak to the people
in Congress. To be… to do it well, to understand what our rights should be and what they
want and want our world to look like and to go to Congress with that and not be afraid to
ask for it or take it when we can. I think we are strong, we’re a very strong group of
people that have been through a lot in our lives, we don’t have anything to lose, that’s
one of our biggest attributes right there. That we don’t have anything to lose and get a lot
accomplished when there is nothing to lose.

Denise: I think a Janis Joplin had said it best and she said “freedom is just another word
for nothing left to lose.” In the transgender community you do not have a lot of privilege
to give up. In a lot of ways were sort of the bottom tier socially and so we don’t have
anything to lose, if we go out and picket the street we can do that. If you look at where
the whole movement started, the whole gay lesbian rights movement, it has been the
transgender people, because they are willing to do it, they are cornered already. So you
have people like Sylvia Rivera and the other people in the Stonewall bar, it wasn’t started
by the gay men it was started by the queens, because they didn’t have anything to lose
and that gives you certain freedom to act that a lot of other people don’t have. And I think
that is why the black civil rights movement was able to do what they did, because they
didn’t have a lot of privilege to lose. So they all didn’t go to work and went and marched
that wasn’t really going to harm them the same way that it would if you got an SUV in
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the driveway and one million dollar house with a mortgage. Those things trap you and
they keep you locked down where you are.
And so not having the privilege is a privilege in and of itself, in a sort of reverse
way. I think that’s actually been the source of what little power we do have and I think in
the cases where people do have the privilege that is where you see they don’t become
involved. They have the privilege of passing and all of a sudden they don’t want take the
risks anymore, so I see passing as one of the more harmful things in our community, it
certainly makes sense on the individual level but it’s a terrible thing on the community
level. So I see passing a sort of our enemy. I see us having lost a lot of stuff is being our
biggest advantage.
Beyond that I can’t say that we have a whole lot of advantages I would be hardpressed to come up with much of the list there. I think we’ve had some great leaders in
our community, unfortunately we’ve tended to try to take them down afterwards, Mara
Keisling is an amazing person, very dedicated, Riki Wilkins who catches a lot of flack
has sacrificed a big chunk of her life for our community, Jessica Xavier, Earlene Budd,
all the people we’ve given Trinity awards to these are people who put their hearts and
souls into our community. So I think the individuals are really the biggest assets that we
have.

Diego: Courage is an asset and an attribute, honesty, self-honesty is a really tough trait
to have, but we need it because it’s the way we can bridge ourselves to our tomorrows.
We really have to get our arms around who we are today to get to better tomorrows.
Selflessness, that’s the other one. We could all go through and have our little shot at our
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little life and do things along seamlessly or invisibly, as possible, but the courage to be
visible and not leave others behind is an attitude that people who are transgender tend to
have. I also think hopefulness when there is not always reason it is like standing on a lily
pad and pretending they can always float on water. We will walk on lily pads and
slippery rocks to get across water that other people may not tread, sometimes it is because
it is our only option, but often it is because we do have hope. Our outlooks are positive
even when our realities can be frightening.

What do you think are some of the key issues facing the transgender
community and why?
Nancy: One of the big issues facing the community right now is sort of a midlife issue,
now that the transgender community has achieved a certain level of recognition and has a
seat at the table, I think taking itself seriously and at the same time not too seriously and
recognizing limitations and remembering what got us here are important challenges.
Sometimes I hear rhetoric around that we should put pressure on “these people”, but
pressure is not a bad thing. There is a tendency on the part of some of the people that
were not responsible for getting us here, but now have visibility and are now highly
visibly in the movement, because of the success of the transgender movement and the
respect people want to pay to transgender people, who are now being listened to who
don’t understand the difference between the power of a movement versus power over.
Who now want to wield the power over to push the political process and try to push for
progress in a way that is not healing, that is more about asserting ones agenda over
someone else’s agenda. And I don’t think that is how we got to where we are. How we
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got to where we are is by winning friends and winning respect and when we did that and
also pulled back the cover on suffering going on in the transgender population so that
good people out there, then when people who are friends with us and saw the suffering
we are under were naturally motivated.
As a new political legitimacy we need to be careful not to adopt other kinds of
strategies and techniques that would be the kind that would lead to the lessening of the
movement, that would hurt the movement, that would diminish our good standing in the
eyes of our constituency and the people we are trying to appeal to. I think this is a midlife
crisis that all movements go through. There are going to be leaders and everybody has an
ego and everybody acts out of ego to some degree or another. And it is a measure of
maturity to the extent that we can put our ego aside and undertake actions, which are
truly beneficial and hurt no one. And this is at odds with those who are concerned with
their standing in the movement, who are competitive. And in terms of getting attention or
getting recognition and those kinds of concerns would torpedo and those are the biggest
issue facing the movement today. I think we continue to have lots of momentum, but I
think pushing too hard or insisting on change quicker than a reasonable pace can be very
damaging and those are the sorts of things that concern me and I think that are probably
are the biggest.

Grace: I think as a community that is a hard one because we are such a diverse
community I would say that depends on what part of the community you’re talking about.
For me, the key issues that are I am most aware of are those facing the most
marginalized. I think that we are a community as a whole economically challenged and as
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a whole because of our difference, because of lack of societal acceptance, because of the
stigma. There are so many of us that are unemployed, underemployed, employed but in
fear for our jobs, struggling in relationships or without relationships, family issues. I feel
like there are a lot of basic things around employment, housing - kind of the basics and I
know that there are members or parts of the community not facing those challenges. So if
I was to answer for those members it would be different, but my instinct and my desire is
to, the starting point is the minimum standard for the most marginalized. Such as
everybody deserves a safe place to live, everybody deserves to have an education, and
everybody deserves to be able to have a job, everybody deserves to be able to live
without fear of violence and to live authentically as to who they are. I feel like that’s a
baseline and therefore that’s were I most want to go in terms of the issues facing our
community. There are many other issues too and for people who have all those things
they may be struggling with legal protections or challenges with their families, children,
spouse or it might be parents, or getting access to surgery or hormones. There are some
other things too; they are all key issues too. I think we have to start with the people who
are [most marginalized] because if we don’t do that we won’t have a community we
won’t have that base of people able to live in order for us to have enough of a base to
make a difference in the world.

Ethan: Employment non-discrimination laws I think are extremely important and they
go hand-in-hand with issues of hate crimes I believe. Although that was irrelevant in the
case with my aunt I think the majority of people who are murdered from the statistics that
I keep have been fired from their jobs because of transition. They lose everything, a lot of
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us lose our families, our homes, and we become homeless. And anyone who becomes
homeless becomes a target for violence and I think that’s just magnified if your trans
person. And I think it’s very important, extremely important for government to step in
and help. I think there’d be huge reduction in hate crimes if employment nondiscrimination laws were passed that protected people based on gender identity or
expression. I don’t think it will take it away completely. And I also believe that as long as
we have the trans panic or the gay panic defense that is part of the legal response, there
will not be any justice. … There is this is defense is based on…
What is the gay panic defense or trans panic defense?
It is based on the premise that that you’re shocked and you kill that person
because you’re shocked. The gay panic defense is based you can’t stand the idea that
you’re gay. It is internalized homophobia and you just kill the person right then and there
– that it is not planned, it is not something you go away for a day and think about and
then come back and kill the person. It’s a crime of passion, that’s it, part of the crime of
passion defense. The trans panic defense is a person that says they were shocked to
discover that the person they were having sex with or just had sex with had genitals
contrary to what they expected to have them. And they were so surprised and shocked
and disgusted that they kill them. And this blames the victim and they eradicated the trans
panic defense in California and I like to see that happen here.
I’ve an issue of hate crimes laws with social justice: there are a lot of people who
just can’t afford to defend themselves. People who are guilty and surely should be going
to prison I think the hate crime law would raise the ceiling for what you actually get, like
jail for life. If you kill somebody, if you kill the girl next door you go for jail for life; but
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if you kill a trans person you should go to jail for life as well. Everything is the same.
This is another human being but we’re not treated that way. The murders in our
community are not treated that way. In one aspect hate crimes legislation will raise the
ceiling of bringing us out to everybody else’s level, to make a level playing field. On the
other hand I think that any group of people should not be singled out and if you kill
discrepant people you should get the same sentence and I realize that hate crimes hurt and
harm everybody in the community. Look at the fear cost to my family and the ripple
effect in my whole community. If you look at the Matthew Shepard murder that caused
great panic through out the gay community and rightfully so. Those things need to be
addressed from an educational standpoint I think. I don’t think legislating that is going to
teach anybody anything. Because people still murder people in Texas and they have the
death penalty.
It’s very difficult for me, because believe me when Michael Thompson killed my
aunt I wanted to see him dead. This is why it is not up to us we don’t get to choose those
things and thank God I didn’t have a choice then, because I would feel horrible now.
So employment, hate crimes laws, and getting rid of the panic defense, the transpanic defense are the issues. I also think changing our drivers’ licenses, the gender
marker on our drivers’ licenses, I think the government doesn’t have any business in
mandating surgery for people and that’s what they’re doing. If your transsexual person or
transgender person who want to live in the opposite gender or sex you were born and you
should be able to do that without surgery I don’t think the government should be able to
mandate that. It is one of the other most important things, a safety issue. It’s all
connected, it’s connected to hate crimes and it’s connected to employment. Our
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documentation is one of the most important things because it helps us to maintain
employment and it keeps us safe.

Denise: I think the single most important issue, the key issue, period, is our being
considered to be psychologically disordered. I think that underlies a lot of our other
problems politically and socially and I think it is a dead-end. And as a movement we
have to admit it was a mistake and turn around go back the other way on that road. It
made sense thirty years ago to some people, but it was…we sold our soul. I think we sold
our soul when we did that. When we agreed to take on the stigma of our very identities,
which is not like having a disease. The way it is defined is that we are a disease. And I
think that corrodes us internally, because we hear things like that and you internalize that
at some level. It affects how you think about yourself and it certainly affected how I
thought about myself.
So I think until we can reject the notion that we are mentally ill and I really think
we have to reject it completely, the notion that we are mentally ill, until we can do that I
don’t see that we can ever really have an equal voice of the table. You’ll always be
considered to be an exotic disease, something that you know “Thank God I don’t have
that.” Because that is the whole paradigm and that frames the way we’ve been trying to
get insurance coverage, it frames the way we try to get non-discrimination laws passed.
And I think that along with the idea that we need to have a biological basis for being the
way that we are and I think it’s also harmful to claim that it is a psychological disorder. I
think it’s the core problem. I know that Stanley Biber [noted surgeon and early pioneer in
performing sex reassignment surgeries] was actually proud of having worked to get into
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the DSM [Diagnostic Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association]. Back
in the 60’s doctors were prosecuted for treating transgender patients in this country, they
used laws from mayhem to prosecute doctors. So any reputable doctor, there were always
some back alley doctors who do things, but any reputable doctor would not work the
transgender clients and if you did, you risked your medical license, you risked your
malpractice insurance because you are treating somebody for a medical condition that
didn’t exist.
So they bumped their heads together and said “well you know if we get this
considered for inclusion in the DSM then we have a diagnosis and we can hang the
treatments on this diagnosis” it seemed like a fairly pragmatic path. I think what they
weren’t seeing was that they inadvertently got sucked into a completely different current.
I don’t think they were actually aware of this because the communities didn’t talk so
well, didn’t have such good solidarity back in the 70’s so when they’re getting up process
of getting homosexuality out of the DSM that left a major hole.
The diagnosis was used as a basis to treat a lot of children, institutionalize a lot of
gender variant children, because they were considered to be pre-homosexual and there
are a lot of places that made a lot of money treating those kids, Dylan Scholinski was a
much more recent example showed that it didn’t go away, and they kept him. The thing
that stuck most in my mind was that he spent years in an institution, because he wasn’t
feminine enough, because he didn’t identify his female in the first place. The thing that
actually got him out of treatment under the institution where he spent his entire high
school time was when his insurance policy at one million dollars and that just tells me
things on so many different levels, it’s about the money they spent one million dollars to
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brainwash this kid and torture this kid. I can’t imagine from having heard his story it
sounds like Gitmo [Guantánamo Bay Detention Camp], if he spoke out they tackled him
and injected him as Thorazine and things like this. They spent one million dollars to
correct his gender, so there is big money at the table here.
So when they took pre-homosexuality in all this things out of DSM, a lot of
people, a lot of institutions are looking at losing a lot of money and they needed to put
something in. And then he had his group of people saying “Geez would you consider
including transsexuals in here we think it’s going to help us.” It was like lightning and it
was likely slipped right into that spot and we did it willingly. And I think a lot of people
in the transgender community at the time that this was going to help them it would get
some treatment, it would get them insurance coverage, they would be covered with nondiscrimination policies and then right off the bat you get things like the Americans with
Disabilities Act that specifically excluded us by name. You are right away shut out and
not making any progress by using the word transsexual. You could not get any political
traction as we locked out of the ADA and now spent 34 years and we still can’t get
insurance coverage 97% of the time. There is like ten people in the whole country they
got their surgery paid for and everybody looks at that and thinks will we have to keep it
in because how we going to get insurance coverage and they ignore the fact we don’t get
insurance coverage. The fact that five people get it isn’t worth screwing the whole rest of
the community with a diagnosis that is not effective and isn’t true. Even if it was
effective it still wouldn’t be true and I couldn’t support it because it think it’s a lie
because I’ve never felt that I’ve had a psychological disorder. I might have an abrasive
personality, but it is not psychological disorder (said in sarcastic tone). And I just think
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until we can say no we are healthy people, we are certainly healthy mentally, I’ve seen
amazing people in our community I have seen doctors, lawyers, literally rocket scientists,
many of whom lost their jobs are being transgender, because it is a psychological
disorder and people can’t get over that. Some of the most brilliant people I know are
transgender people – it is amazing. It isn’t to say that all transgender people are above
average I think we have the whole spectrum, but it is something that shouldn’t even be
considered. If our country really valued men and women equally it wouldn’t matter if we
are transgender. What we really need to be fighting and sexism, we need to be fighting
sexism this is a symptom of misogyny. The way the transgender people and gay and
lesbian people are treated, it’s a symptom of misogyny it is people who are not “real
men.” It is misogyny that we need to focus on getting equal rights regardless of what
your gender is. Let the doctors have a medical diagnosis we don’t need I don’t think it
helps us. It’s like a whole manifesto.

Diego: I think one of the key issues is that there are not enough of us in positions of
influence, and experience, and power. I think the reason why is because there has not
been enough of us in positions of leadership or power. I think the people have a natural
tendency to bring along people who are like them and it takes really strong people to
carry us with them to say “you know what some of these people are not like me, but I am
okay with that and I want more variety then what’s around me and I am going to bring
you with me and teach you things that you need to know, that no one else will shown
you, because I want people like you to have equal access and equal influence.”
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So I think the fact that for so many generations, so many of us have had to be
invisible or have wanted to be invisible. Or society has forced us to be underground or
silent or inactive about transitions, or hurriedly doing transitions so that we can fade into
the woodwork and never to be seen again in our hometowns or go to another reunion.
Those reasons I think that there has not been enough continuity of life. The hope is that
we, the conferences we’ve gone to where we seen young people who identify as
transgender we know that by the time they are 20 or 30 or 40 it will be more a line of life
that will be followed that is when I think more significant change will be able to occur.
I’m actually thrilled that we have so many transgender people who are attorneys because
getting your arms away around the way the country is structured through government and
through law is important and I think that many people in our community are stepping up
to those plates.

There have been references often made by lesbian, gay, and bisexual
people and/or GLB organizations about whether or not transgender people
are part of the GLB community or Gay Rights movement. I very rarely
hear, at least publicly, from transgender people about whether or not they
feel that transgender community is part of the GLB community/movement
or if we would want to be considered part of it. Do you feel the transgender
community/movement is part of the larger LGB community/movement and
why?
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Nancy: Yes, although I was not a member of the lesbian and gay or bisexual
communities before I came out as transgender. And that experience is typical of a lot of
MTF transgender people and so there is a disconnect there, but I think even if we started
a separate in a lot of ways I think it’s part and parcel of the same problem. I think the
nature of the problem is the same, which is gender stereotyping. If you are male gendered
and you are supposed to be attracted to people of the female gender you are supposed to
compose yourself like a man. Likewise, if you gender is feminine you are suppose to be a
woman, to comport yourself like a woman and to be attracted to men. I think gender is
the overarching problem that afflicts gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people. And
so from a gender theory perspective it is absolutely the same issue it’s barely
distinguishable. Although as individuals, there is a significant difference and that of
course being gay or lesbian it is about whom you’re attracted to and not necessarily how
you comport yourself, even though in the gay and lesbian communities there are butches
and nellies, femmes, and queens and so forth.
So there is lots of gender stuff going on there, but that was never recognized a sort
of the it a being gay or lesbian, it was about who you slept with and that was the “ick”
factor that drove straight people crazy, although they were driven crazy by the gender
stuff too. Everybody uses gender to spot gay and lesbian people clearly gender is an issue
that we all have in common. By liberalizing or making our cultures little bit more
progressive attitudes the transgender movement has been a new wave of activism, a new
wave of movement. You had the first wave of feminism with the women’s rights to vote,
the second wave feminism, although I have not historically studied feminism, and then
you have the gay and lesbian liberation movement and I now you have sort of this new
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impetus this which is the transgender liberation movement. It all comes from and routed
in misogyny, that is really the root of it all, men acting like women wouldn’t be a
problem unless you have a problem with women or problem with femininity. I think all
of those things are echoes of something similar in nature, to kind of xenophobia that gets
visited among people who look different or act different for whatever. It’s that old fear of
difference rearing its head. It is part and parcel of racism. It has been part of human
nature for a long time. I think it has its roots in fear of disease, fear of people who are
different in a way that is truly unhealthy, which could communicate disease, which could
really hurt you. So I don’t think the roots are entirely evil, but in today’s society our
world has changed technologically where we don’t have to fear people for health reasons.
We don’t really have to fear anybody else for health reasons for the most part, so we
really need change our attitudes around people are different in the way they look whether
or not it’s socially acceptable to socialize. The people who looked different back then had
to worry about infectious disease so that made sense. So some had something obvious
going on and you did not socialize with them because it could have killed you, but today
we have the cures for those kinds of things. So our society needs to adapt, because we’ve
adopted the technology so we need to adopt an attitude that matches it.

Grace: There’s always reality and perception and I would say whose reality and whose
perception. Yes, we are part of the LGB community there is enough overlap there is
enough similarities, and enough connections and enough work that has been done to kind
of make those connections. Yes, we are part of an LGBT community. That being said I
do agree that transgender issues, politics, and challenges while similar too also have some
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significant differences from gay, lesbian, and bi. So in my head it is GLBT, but I feel like
GLB is more united, because it’s all about sexual orientation and so it gay men, lesbians,
bisexual men and women, because it is about sexual orientation. And then trans while
still connected there are some significant differences. And I think we do have a
transgender community that is different again, overlapping and I also recognize are a lot
of gay/lesbian people who don’t want us to be part of their community and would rather
we were not or have ambivalent feelings about working with us. They don’t get to decide
that, but it is a reality. There are those who would not see us as part of them or would
actively, “you are not part of us.” Yes, we are a definite part of the GLBT though we are
also our own community and we do have some very different issues as well.

Ethan: I think there was time when our [LGBT] communities were more melded
together. Think we are working that direction now. I think we are moving back to were
we once were. That we are getting back to a solid community because the younger people
are teaching us old farts a lot of good lessons and what it means to be a community.

Denise: I guess sort of to ties into the previous question that sure in some ways and in a
lot of ways no, but one the other big days in our community was last year with be United
ENDA movement. I think that would have to be considered just as much as a turning
point in our journey to get civil rights as the other events that I mentioned. Because that
was the first time it was almost perfect unity between gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender organizations doing something for transgender people. Maybe some of them
did it because it they felt it was also going to help them, maybe because it was the right
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thing to do, whatever the reasons were, all those organizations stood up and said
something and that was monumental. I think it really changed history for the transgender
community and it said, “Yeah, we really do belong alongside these other people.” I think
there’s no disputing that transgender people are part of the gay and lesbian community or
perhaps as I said earlier the gay and lesbian community is part of the transgender
community, because you know again the same people are discriminated against, it is
typically because they are gender variant.
So I think that we are definitely all in this together, but I think originally there
were quite the divisions there are now back when they had Hirshfeld Institute we’re all
just homosexuals or inverts, everybody was a gender invert. Maybe some of what they
did with negative when they started applying rules to divide these up in the nomenclature
sort of thing as if you are categorizing different species of pine trees, when you start to
say these are the transsexuals, these are the transvestites, these are the homosexuals, so in
a way they started looking at this in a scientific way which has been good in a lot of ways
but I also think it was the point we started to break into separate communities which
seemed like our interests were not unified anymore. So I think we have gone back and
forth, I think one time there were really no significant divisions between the gay, lesbian,
and transgender community. Since World War II we really start to see huge divisions not
just in terms of the gender and transgender community, but even look inside the lesbian
community when there used to be butch and femmes and then all of a sudden you just
couldn’t be femme you were a traitor to your gender. If you were femme you were
buying into this patriarchy and so the lesbian community has had a huge issues around
gender internally never mind how they dealt with the transgender community. I think we
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had this 50-year family feud, but I think there is no denying that we are family. The
transgender community is like a little sister who is not cool and they don’t want to hang
around us and schoolyard, but when it comes right down to it at the end of the day we all
have to sit down to dinner at the same table. But when you are in public you don’t want
to be seen with your little sister who’s just not cool. They sort of wish they didn’t have to
acknowledge that we are related, but I don’t think there’s no doubt in anybody’s mind
whether they’re in the queer community or not, in the greater community we’re all queer
to them. And we have to acknowledge to each other that we are all queer. That’s why I
like the word queer, it is actually more unifying than transgender it’s sort of a superset
that everybody acknowledges, some more grudgingly than others. That includes
transgender, gay, lesbian, bisexual, almost any definition that’s not the norm fits into
queer quite nicely. Eventually, it will be the word brings us together more than anything
else.

Diego: I do, I think it’s for two reasons one – it’s because the people who don’t like us
don’t like any of us and so are in the same boat by our detractors, therefore we might as
well recognize that we are in the same boat. The other is that so many of our issues are
the same, it’s about stigma, they’re about discrimination, they are about laws not being in
place, they are about what I said earlier not enough of us, there are not enough LGBT
people overall, including L, G, and B and there is not enough clarity on inclusion. As
long as there is heterosexism as a default that it is always okay to have a man and woman
kissing on television, but ire is brought up if it was two people of, who appear to be of the
same sex. Whether they are or aren’t, it means that we’re not at a point of equality and it
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is just not about the kissing, actually is about the ability to work, the ability to get health
care if you have a limb sawed off, the ability to access an ER without bias and not be left
for dead like Tyra Hunter was. There are things in our lives that are inequitable across the
board.
Although marriage for Massachusetts, we embrace our same-sex marriage and our
ability for marriage equality to be had here even to erosion of the 1913 law that allows
others to come here, but marriage is not everything. And in other parts of the country
when see leaders start to talk and get all embedded in marriage they forget about the B
and the T, they are all about gay and lesbian, gay and lesbian to the extent that they call it
gay marriage and don’t even understand it is actually same-sex marriage. They don’t get
that fact in their head so they are forgetting to focus on the rights and not the person’s
identity it is about equality.

Can you recall any times that transgender and/or gender identity has been
excluded LGB movement or have conflict with, what were they and why do
you think that happened?

Nancy: Well, when I came out there was a oasis of inclusion and vast stretches of disinclusion and the one that sticks out the most I guess is Bay Windows [Boston’s Gay
Newspaper] and Jeff Epperly’s [he was the editor of Bay Windows] refusal to be
transgender friendly in the pages of Bay Windows and his insistence in 1988 murder of
Rita Hester and using male pronouns for somebody who had been living as a woman for
seven years and who everybody accepted as Rita. She had a lot of friends, not that any of
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that mattered, she self-identified as a woman and was living as a woman even if it had
been one day female pronouns were the right things to use.
Jeff Epperly was very recalcitrant I couldn’t get them to come around I even had
him to dinner, we were doing Gender Talk radio in those days and we are excoriating him
on the air as much as we could. There was a demonstration that was called and organized,
that was started off at the Boston Herald Newspaper. We were protesting because Bay
Windows refuse to respect Rita Hester’s gender identity, so we marched from the Boston
Herald over to Bay Windows, which was a really fun march. And with the megaphone I
got into a little bit of a rhythmic kind of thing, so I got to use a little of my musical
rhythmic stuff. That is such a privilege - to have people following you why you have a
microphone - it was very empowering. We marched on Tremont Street in front of their
office we excoriated them and excoriated Jeff Epperly in particular with the megaphone
for about a half hour or so. Their office is actually a storefront so there were big windows
and lots of folks inside watching us. It was kind of fun, but it was also a demonstration of
community discontent with New England’s largest LGB newspaper at that time. So we
have this protests and that was at the time we had somebody like Jeff Epperly in this
position of authority in the LGB community who was not welcoming of transgender
participation and was not respecting transgender concerns and that was sort of the most
prevalent one I think I faced.
By in large the gay and lesbian community was very welcoming it was always
gay bars that we went to when we went out for fun. It was gay and lesbian people as
allies that were encouraging us. I know that in Cambridge in 1995 or 1996 I started
attending Cambridge Lavender Alliance meeting and within a few meetings I was
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approached by Sue Hyde, they really welcomed my participation there. And they decided
upon their own initiative to make one of their meeting agenda items to pass a resolution
in the city of Cambridge an amendment to the human rights ordinance that added
protections for transgender people. So they told me that had I volunteered to help with
that, they let me do a lot. I spoke with the Human Rights Commission, although not
legislatively, Katherine Triantafillou, the city counselor, she really made it happen. It was
a couple of folks from [Cambridge] Lavender Alliance who really made that happen. I
provided the transgender content they really knew the workings of City Hall. So that was
a case of getting a real hand up from the lesbian, gay, bi community.
It took a lifetime to see what I was looking for and I adopted almost “Pollyanna”
type of perspective on things in order to facilitate things moving forward as best as
possible. I never wanted to be someone in this movement is pointing out all the bad
things and sort of sniping at people who weren’t marching in line. Rather, I think it’s a lot
more productive to reward those who are doing well and you invite people to participate
and encourage them. I learned a long time ago that negative reinforcement does not
produce particularly good results, positive reinforcement is the only kind of
reinforcement that predictability encourages change in the direction you trying to get.
Negative reinforcement is scientifically proven to be unpredictable. Sometimes it will
push people in the right direction and sometimes of a push people in the opposite
direction. That’s why whenever I participated in street demonstrations I always made it a
positive thing not a negative thing. And that was the mistake that I made with the Chanel
Picket stuff. Where I was attacking William Palmer’s credibility, that was a very negative
tactic and it didn’t work. It was only when I switched it to acknowledging that maybe he
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is telling the truth, but here are the problems with that and I stopped to confronting
directly.

Grace: While I’d always heard about Sylvia Rivera being kicked out of the New York
Pride parade and that was still commonly talked about in the late 70’s when I was getting
involved in the community. But I also had my own experiences there are lots of times.
There was ambivalence in the Boston Pride parades especially when the Boston Pride
March and Rally became the Boston Pride Parade and Festival. And became increasingly
mainstream of Pride and more and more a de-emphasis on drag queens, butch dykes, or
people in leather, the more extreme elements of the community as it’s been defined. So I
had my own experience in many organizations and in many ways, I mean queer
organizations not mainstream, where I was marginalized, or devalued, or dismiss, or not
welcomed. I have had the experience and many other people have shared those
experiences with me. And I have seen it in community in how it has developed how the
GLB talked about itself especially back then and the late 70’s into the 80’s and early 90’s
and I still hear that now. They’re still not enough understanding even among wellmeaning people who are not trying to actively not include us they just don’t have the
understanding to recognize that they are [not including]. I’ve also had experiences of
working in cross-dressing organizations and the threat of homophobia being used and
feeling excluded from that. Having one foot in different communities and the gay
community, I was the queen that people were not quite sure they wanted me identified
with them. And in the straight cross-dressing communities I was the gay one or the queer
one. So my lived experience was somebody who is a freak was I never fully welcome
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anywhere. That’s been a challenge for me personally and it’s been a challenge for me
working with young people, because they face that as well.

Ethan: Not asked directly
Denise: I think they’re been countless times. I think if you go back to the Daughters of
Bilitis lesbian organization on the West Coast, a prominent transsexual woman who is in
a leadership role within the organization and the details elude me, but I know at some
point they ran her out of the organization. And that seemed to mark the beginning of the
whole lesbian separatist movement, that somehow transgender women are still really men
and that they don’t belong and lesbian community. Other things came out of that like
Janice Raymond’s Transsexual Empire book and whoever wrote that book Horse Sex.
There were really some nasty things written and I heard from many FTMs that came out
of the lesbian community and that they were essentially rejected by the lesbian
community where they had felt welcome and safe for a long time. I hear countless
individual stories of people who are rejected by the lesbian community, because a being
transgender. I think the whole thing around drag is kind of dysfunctional in the gay
community, when they go “we are not transgender.” Yet most the gay men and I know if
you push them they have done drag, well that’s cross-dressing. Pretty much every gay
man is at least a cross-dresser on occasion, but they don’t like that word and they don’t
want identify that way. There is even pressure within drag performers if you wearing
women’s underwear and you doing “Transy” drag and you are not really gay man,
because if you’re really a gay man you would have “tighty whiteys” on. But if you going
for women’s underwear then all of a sudden you’re suspect that you’re not really one of
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us are you. “You’re not on hormones are you?” And many drag balls, if you take
hormones you are disqualified, which is simply a way of eliminating the transgender
people, the transgender identified people.
So I see that rift and countless little schisms between the gay and lesbian
community and the trans community. While the organizations that are willing to put us
somewhere on paper, maybe in their name, maybe not, maybe in their mission statement,
maybe not, but are actually willing to do the work that comes along with that, can’t really
get over themselves in a real way when it comes to hiring people, look at all the trans
people working at the national gay and lesbian organizations, there’s one, there is two out
of how many people? How many people work in the gay and lesbian industry, you can
say that it is an industry now that there’s big money there. If you throw in the gay media,
the Advocate, the Logo channel, you got the nonprofits NGLTF, HRC, how many
transgender people are working at these places, very, very few. And when they do have
us, someone, they want to get a princess point, or a star on their forehead, “look how
good we are, we hired a transgender person.” HRC had such a hard time doing this they
had to create a specific job and then go get themselves a transgender person for the
transgender job. They have not considered other transgender people for other jobs, media
director, lobbying, or any of these other things. They didn’t have any idea how to deal a
trans people that they had to create a special job so they can have a transgender person on
staff because they clearly couldn’t seriously consider as for other positions. And I know a
lot of transgender people who applied for different work at HRC, such as production staff
for conferences, but they don’t get hired, don’t interview, and don’t get called back. Their
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resumes are a fine and I’ve written letters of recommendation for them and they don’t get
picked up. So they can claim that they are including us but certainly not as equals.
Again with the United ENDA thing it really seemed like that might be a change, I
don’t know I’m still not seeing a lot of transgender people get hired by organizations. I
think it may then be a lot more introspective about where they are and take long hard
look at it. Are they going to walk the talk? Are they going to say they support transgender
people and are they going to stick with that one might actually cost them something? I
guess that’s the thing, United ENDA was the first time it ever cost anyone anything, it
doesn’t cost any of these organizations anything to put us in their mission statement, it
didn’t cost them to put a T at the end of their name, but when they had to say they were
going to pass up the opportunity to get, maybe get, somewhere in some legislation that’s
a significant price. This is the first time they’ve ever been willing to pay the bill. Some of
them have been subsequently less enthusiastic but it’s still significant that there were
actually willing to do it when there was a cost associated with. So that makes me very
hopeful.

Diego: Yes, marriage equality is one. First in Massachusetts as many of us know,
including yourself and me, that we made a deal, we made a deal early on to be silent
about our lives so we weren’t muddying the waters for other people to have same-sex
marriage and the truth is many of us need same-sex marriage too. So we were asked to be
quiet about our identities, but also about a movement that many of us are part of and that
was very painful and we’re left out, overtly and by negotiation. And so than when we are
invited in – it is love fest of Massachusetts, everybody is coming back for us as they
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promised they would, but a delay is a delay and was it fair? We will never know, but we
do know is that if you’re looking at considering equality at one point or another gay lives
who don’t appear to be transgender people were placed at a higher value in a higher
premium than transgender lives regardless whether they were part of gay and lesbian and
bi that community. So that to me was a really powerful omission for us.
And the employment non-discrimination part of it, ENDA federally, is a place
where we were left out that it’s so hurtful, because it was 2007 not 1777 or even 1977. It
was 2007 and it was just not going to work because there were not enough people who
supposedly thought we would be considered equally. So we were supposed to take a page
out of the Massachusetts history books and we can say we can leave this part of the
community behind. It was painful and as a Latino and I am used to it, it probably didn’t
hurt my feelings as much as it did many of my friends, but I think when I look at how
California people are responding to Prop 8 it probably felt just a little bit like that. For
some of us, we are accustomed to being rejected and left behind and ignored and for me,
and folks like you too, it’s not just race, it’s class, there are all kinds of ways to leave
people behind and that had been done to us. But I think the Prop 8 incident and the vote
to support Prop 8 in California and then all the other states, and poor Arkansas, because
nobody’s even talking about the adoptions [when Arkansas voters voted to ban adoptions
for same-sex couples and single people in 2008] and not just adoptions, but even foster
care, a total rejection. Leaving children without parental guidance than letting “those
people” adopt or foster care that is the one that really upset me the most alongside Prop 8.
Prop 8 was the removal of rights that had already been granted by California Supreme
Court for same-sex couples to have the right to marry in California and be recognized the
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there fully under the law. To have popular vote go back and change a court decision that
makes Prop 8 in my mind terrible, more terrible unfortunately, but in my mind more
terrible than those other states trying to get that [same-sex marriage] Prop 8 in California
and the issue in Arkansas to me were the most egregious rejections of human rights that
happened in this past election.

What are your feelings about federal government legislating civil rights
for transgender people such as non-discrimination? How about the states?

Nancy: Absolutely vital, it is as every bit as important as the civil rights act of 1965, for
transgender people it’s just as important as it was for people of color. There is no
substitute because there are people who will never change their beliefs or perspectives on
transgender people, There are people who will always disrespect us, always believe that
we are perverts, somehow going against the word of God and they will take those beliefs
to the grave of them. It is vital, it is a matter of life and death, that the rights of
transgender people be protected and federal protections is the only way to ensure that in
every city and town in this country transgender people will have the law on their side for
employment rights and nondiscrimination.
[Regarding states] I think from what I seem to make sense and works well,
because the states seemed to provide a proving ground for federal legislation. So if you
want to get federal legislation passed it is helpful to pass similar legislation in the states
so the effects of that legislation can be observed. So legislators on a federal level can
proceed with confidence that there will not be unexpected results from the legislation. So
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I think it absolutely makes sense to pass stuff like that in the states first and it makes
sense before you pass state level to pass local level if you can and that is what we done
here in Massachusetts.

Grace: I think it’s the responsibility of government, state, or nation to ensure that the
most marginalized members of the citizenship are protected and includes groups who are
numerically minority and I feel that it should not be up for public votes or discussion or
opinion. I believe that around transgender, gay, lesbian, bisexual, around gender
generally, around race, [and] class I think that there are basic protections and policies that
need to be in place to protect all of us. And I absolutely think it’s the role the government
in whatever form and appearance of activist judges and Supreme Court or the supreme
judicial Court, or governors, or presidents or legislators they should all be united around
ensuring that every citizen of this country is treated fairly and equitably and has equal
access to all the rights and privileges that every other person has regardless of their
identity or the status.

Ethan: It is wonderful and states are doing this but their states are never going to do this
as least not in my lifetime or our kids’ kids’ lifetime. There are states, like Tennessee,
that are just not moving forward with LGBT thins and some of the other southern red
states that are very Republican conservative states. So if it’s not done federally then those
states will never move forward and not have the same rights like everybody else in the
country. So we need the federal legislation we absolutely need it. It is to the point now
this is the will of the people and they should comply.
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Denise: I certainly have some mixed feelings there. Politically I’m a libertarian and I
think the government should keep their hands off my body and generally speaking, out of
my business. I think our government is very intrusive and encroaches more and more
every year I can’t help but see echoes of that in legislation that might protect us. I’m not
an unreserved proponent of all these things, but when you really look at it there is
definitely a need, free markets are great, but when you don’t have checks and balances
you get a big mess that we have right now. I think the same thing goes for civil rights and
I think as a society, one of the problems we have is we don’t distinguish between
corporations and people. I think sure if you own a little store and it’s just you and your
wife and your not incorporated and somebody applies for a job and you don’t I hire them
because they’re transgender or gay or black or Jewish or whatever reason, because you
just don’t like them that’s fine, that’s your right. But once you incorporate you get
amazing protections from the state, you get amazing privileges from the state that allow
you to do things that allow you to evade things, a vague responsibility that you don’t get
as an individual, it’s like you have superhuman powers. And with those powers and
privileges comes a greater duty and responsibilities. This is a nuance is almost never
really addressed in these things. I think as a society one of the big problems we have is
corporate personhood, which is a whole other rant. It certainly affects my thinking when
it comes to the politics behind all this so any of these non-discrimination laws really
should apply to corporations building they should apply to individuals. If that were the
case then I would be a much less reserve proponent of laws that bind corporations to treat
all people equally. To be gender blind, color blind, race blind, religion blind, I think the
corporations don’t get to consider any of those things, but individual people renting a
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house, running a little shop, I think people are entitled to their opinions, I think that to me
it is really different thing.
And hate crimes, I have mixed feelings on as well. Because it’s not a big jump
from hate crimes to thought crimes and again the Orwellian direction our government
continues to move in scares me fundamentally. And yet, I also know if you really look at
the concept where hate crimes comes from that they are crimes against the community. If
the original concept of a hate crime, by which burning across the someone’s yard, your
not just hurting the person you’re saying anybody like you is in danger and that is
essentially an act of war or group of people. And when you have a situation like that,
individual acts of violence the assaults are against the whole community people and I do
think it’s right for the government to step in and to deal with that and in a more strenuous
fashion than you do with a random crime, like a mugging. A mugging doesn’t say “we
want all of you to leave Boston.” But killing a transgender person says, “We want the
transgender people gone.” There is a fundamental different flavor, but I think lawmakers
have lost sight of that distinction. It is just not a matter of coming up with enumerated list
of identities and we are going to protect these people because of this identity. I think you
could write decent hate crimes legislation that didn’t come up with a list. It’s easy to see
that certain crimes are really against an entire group of people and not just against an
individual. Whether it is hate crimes laws or non-discrimination laws I think there’s
something that’s really important, but I think they are double-edged swords and is very
easy for us to be cut by them and it is easy for the laws that we were proponents of to
help us and too at some point hurt us.
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Diego: I think that people are the most important point and I think if a state has capacity
to honor its people it should take those steps and do it as quickly as possible and
inclusively as possible. I also believe that in this country and we are joined by that
thought by our president elect, that all lives are equal and that it is about honoring and
respecting every American life equally. It is a shame that we need federal laws and
legislation to step in and create equality, because it is supposed to be inalienable right.
Liberty is the one in the middle and that is not the one that changed. he pursuit of
happiness was originally property and we know that’s not an inalienable right, but liberty
was there, so the freedom to work, the freedom for health care, freedom for walking
down the street and not getting killed, those are things that we are all supposed already
have in place. I think it’s horrible that we need laws and litigation and legislation to make
things right, the fact that it is not right makes it a mandate to make it correct and states
need to do everything they can and the country needs to do everything it should.

Can you talk about what kind of advocacy, if any; you have participated in
regarding federal legislation such as ENDA and/or Hate Crimes?

Nancy: Well for federal [advocacy] there was a lobbying effort that we started way
back in the mid-90s, and with what’s her name from Vermont, I can’t remember. Phyllis
Frye, Riki Anne Wilchins, but it was started by this woman in Vermont who it suffered
some sort of accident that obliterated her testicles so she elected sex change as a response
to that. Anyways, she was absolutely fearless in terms of marching to Washington DC
and marching into a legislator’s office and demanding rights for transgender people.
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Phyllis Frye and Riki Ann Wilchins picked up on her lobbying efforts in Washington DC
first as partners, then as people at odds, they had conflicting styles. So I think that
lobbying effort was really important, not necessarily because a law passed, but it was
empowering and it sowed the seeds for later change. It started a process, that like a
staircase, it started process they had to start small and I think that’s vital so I participated
in those early days. Of course that was back when I had an income and I could afford to
travel as much as I wanted to.

Grace: Federal… lets see I never went to any of the lobby days. I think my advocacy
was really around youth stuff on national scale, locally this [referring to BAGLY] and a
lot more, but nationally other than writing a letter or making a phone call it was when I
was on the board of NYAC, the National Youth Advocacy Coalition when we were
setting a national youth agenda. Oh now I am remembering other things I have done, I
guess I have done more than I thought I did. I testified in front of the Center for Disease
Control leadership and I believe I was the first transgender person to do so, maybe 1994.
I went to the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta for a national meeting there and I was
at meeting with the higher ups, Lloyd Colby and we were talking about a number of
things. I believe that there were a number people with us that were talking about HIV or
gay/lesbian, but I specifically talked about gender identity, gender expression, and
transgender issues to them. And I was told at the time by another participant that was the
first time that the CDC had talked to someone in a policy way about transgender issues, I
believe this is 1994.
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As board member of NYAC, we were setting a national agenda on GLBT youth
and transgender was absolutely part of that. When we were founding NYAC I did the
first presentation on gender identity and expression to a group that was full of local and
national leaders from over the country and there was support and there was a lot of fear. I
remember there was a woman from one of the national mainstream organizations it could
have been one of the child’s welfare organization, she said if we include gender identity
and gender expression then we would be accused of advocating for sex change operations
for minors. So there was resistance there, but I was the first person to take the lead and I
was the only transgender person in attendance in these meetings, this was like 1993. So
with my work with NYAC, at board meetings all across the country, I was really taking
the lead on talking about transgender youth issues. And at all of the settings, whether it
was national or gay and lesbian health conferences in San Francisco, presentations in
Atlanta, New York, and Boston, in 1988 with Ariadne Kane, this was a time when there
was nothing on trans or almost nothing on trans at these conferences. But I was really
mostly doing on trans youth issues, but you’re talking about trans issues. I stepped down
from the NYAC board in 2002, but I feel like most of my national advocacy has been
around transgender youth issues. I was involved in developing a lot of the protocols for
working with transgender youth at the Borum [Sidney Borum Jr. Adolescent Health
Center, Boston, MA], and Health Care of Southeastern Mass. A lot that was policies for
working with young people, but what I didn’t do was lobbying legislators or lobbying
Congress, but locally I’ve done that.
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Ethan: I went to lobby in 1999 for the first time, federally, lobbying federally. It is very
discouraging and empowering at the same time. Going to Washington DC for the first
time is empowering thing because you see our government working you see it happening
you get to exercise on of the your biggest rights as a an American citizen - you get to
speak to people that create the laws that affect you and you get to talk about that. That is
part of what it is about to be an American I’m very proud to be American and what we
get to do compared to other countries these are our rights.
On the other hand, the discouraging part is I am often or rarely do I get a chance
to meet directly with a congressperson or senator. I’ve never met with Senator, Kennedy
and the chances of that are looking really slim that I ever will. The man is ill and that is
horrible and I wish him and his family well. I’m not one of those people that they want to
talk to, because of the things that I have experienced, because we are all human beings it
is very difficult for any congressperson to look at somebody in the eye who has suffered a
loss to a hate crime, to violence or lost their job and not on the street and then to tell them
they are going to have to wait. They don’t want to do that and they don’t want to promise
you that they will work on it either when they know they are not going to. So it has been
very difficult I’ve gone through every organization you can imagine including some I
don’t like to try to get appointments with my Congress people but I’ve never been
successful. The first ever Congressperson I ever got to speak to Congressman Frank. I got
to speak to him on the phone I got to thank him for what he did for the hate crimes
legislation when it first went through and passed the House of Representatives. Other
than that I have not been very successful. That’s not to say my voice has not been heard
because when you go and speak to Congress or speak to a legislative aide and they do go
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back and do speak to the congressperson or senator, but they can’t do it with the same
emotion that you do. So there is always going to be something lost in translation. I think
we all have a hard time getting our voices heard in Congress and there are gatekeepers
and that is part of the dictating who gets what.

Denise: I wasn’t really involved in much federal legislation at all until about last year.
IFGE prior to 2006, was avowedly non-political, we really didn’t get involved, we really
didn’t even have much of a voice in saying this should happen or that, you can even take
positions on things. It goes back to the structure of the people on the board and executive
directors and things who were very conservative people and didn’t want any attention, a
lot of them didn’t know what to do legally, how involved we could be in politics. They
were very reluctant to do anything that might bring unwanted attention to the
organization. So originally the most radical thing that we did was to be Gender PAC’s
corporate sponsor. IFGE was originally the legal organization that set up Gender PAC
and sort of spun them off eventually. Which isn’t to say we ran Gender PAC or anything,
but we certainly put a lot of effort out of our own expenses and helping Gender PAC get
off the launch pad, doing their accounting, helping the fundraising and all kinds of things
like that and that was considered pretty radical.
Of course the community at some point was very disillusioned with Gender PAC
and that caused a lot of riffs, some of which are understandable and some, which I think,
were just personal. But then about two years ago, with the different voices they came
onto the board and within the organization, we decided to get more involved and open an
office in Washington DC and I think for the first year was really just me sort of orienting
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myself down there. I wasn’t thrilled with the idea of being in Washington D.C. I didn’t
like politics in general and didn’t really want to be involved. But my inclinations to be
involved or not involved are also dependent on what’s going on. And for a long time we
seemed like a million miles away from being included in any of these things and so it
seem more like practice, the different lobby days and things. For most of the time when
we had lobby days, we were not lobbying for anything, we didn’t have a bill, we didn’t
say, “We want you to pass HR 2015.” We were like “Be nice to transgender people.”
You know, what were you lobbying for at that point… it seemed like a very distant goal
and not very realistic. But certainly the environment, everybody noticed it – that the
environment was changing even this organization noticed that. So I started spending
more time down there and getting more involved local organizations just to try to get a
feel for things.

Diego: The work that I’ve done on the federal side of it has been around working
directly with legislators to hear my story and other people’s stories like me, because that
is where the influence had to happen. It is about going in and doing lobbying with
individuals. On the federal level, I’ve served on different groups, the Human Rights
Campaign lobbying day and also the National Center for Transgender Equality, and also
the National Transgender Advocacy Coalition and when the Task Force does it, the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, they are fully inclusive. Because any time we can
keep getting in front of groups and including my own employer, AIDS Action, and we
are able to go before legislators and make the case for individual lives. So my work has
been on two fronts, both making sure that my story is known and access for other
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people’s stories are made available to legislators and encouraging people and showing
them how to do that, so that we train other people to do that.
The other thing that I did, and some will agree with and some disagree with so I’ll
just put this on my part of the record, part of why I spoke at the HRC dinner in San
Francisco was to put up the message for people to do in district meetings with their
federal legislators. It gets hits still on the Internet people are hearing that message. And
the most important thing for me is to make sure that common people know that we are
not included and that it is not right in that we don’t think it’s right and they shouldn’t
either, which is part of why spoke. And the other was to encourage people who are not
like us to go talk to their legislators about us. So there are things that I will do that will be
the same as everybody else and then they’ll be times that I have a different angle of
access, but I think that we need all us doing all the different things that are happening. I
may never have the courage to stand on steps and yell anything in front of Congress or in
front of the State House, but I have friends that will and they may never be able to write
the most eloquent letter of influence that actually changes someone’s mind, but I believe
that I can. So I think we all have different spheres of access and influence. And the other
part that I will say that I do, which is the same as you do, which is encourage our friends
to do all that they can and to me those of the most important things to get done.

Can you talk about what you know about the Employment NonDiscrimination Act (ENDA) for example any background history, when
you first learned about it?
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Nancy: The act was pretty much in place when I started lobbying in Washington DC.
The Human Rights Campaign held our hand in the lobbying efforts they provided a
person who is with us and told us how to do it, walked with us from office to office and
whatnot. They are of course behind the Employment Non-Discrimination Act and a
fixture already when I first got involved in transgender lobbying efforts as was the Hate
Crimes Act although with less visible and a lot less emphasis on the Hate Crimes Act. I
don’t think we’ve done a good job on answering the opponents of the Hate Crimes Act, I
think the Hate Crimes Act is actually flawed by not answering, I’m not a believer in
enhanced penalties, I’m a believer in enhanced prosecution. That is the biggest
vulnerability in the Hate Crimes Act is the enhanced penalties. I think we can live
without the enhanced penalties and get the enhanced prosecution, unfortunately in
Massachusetts we don’t have enhanced prosecution in our Hate Crimes statute. So I think
it acts more to change people’s minds then it does have any real effect on a prosecution.
But ENDA was in place when we started so I had a respect for the years of work that had
gone into it, getting ENDA introduced and the work that had gone into it. This is
probably around 1995 when I first lobbied. I had met Riki in the fall of 1994 and so we
were looking for things to do, so it would have been not too long after that. Meanwhile,
the International Conference on Transgender Law and Political Policy was a regular
occurrence in Texas – that was Phyllis Frye’s conference, which I never went to because
law and employment policy just didn’t interest me. It’s unfortunate that I missed out on it
now.
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Grace: I forget dates, but I certainly heard about it when I was first filed. You know it’s
interesting it never seemed to have a snowball’s chance in hell in getting past, so I was
aware of in the beginning, but it never felt imminent and never felt it would pass so I
didn’t worry about it so much, until… Really after 8 years of Bush, it really was until all
the controversy year ago and again certainly being a part of the efforts to be inclusive…
to make it inclusive to make sure gender identity and gender expression are included in
great it will never pass but at least it is what it should be. And it wasn’t until Barney
Frank took it out [gender identity] and for the first time there were some sense it would
least past the House and maybe the Senate I went from being just aware of it more to
taking a stand on it. So I added my personal name to the list protesting the exclusion of
transgender people with gender identity and gender expression removed and also adding
BAGLY’s name as an organization. And I participated in some of the calls that HRC had
done after that to try to address the situation. I guess just because for so long it was not
going to pass, it just wasn’t where I put my energy. And now it’s a very different thing
with a new president with greater democratic control in the House and the Senate, now
it’s absolutely critical that we make sure the gender identity and expression are part of
that.

Ethan: I first learned about it when I was working on hate crimes in 1999 and I realized
very quickly, did not take long that we were not been included in this, because employers
they had their own issues and misconceptions about what it is to be a transgender people.
There were people who transitioned successfully at that point at corporations and were
living successful lives but our government didn’t want to hear about that at the time. The
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gay and lesbian community politically at the time and I think still now, has this issue
where well if we are included in the legislation the legislation won’t pass because of us.
The truth of the matter now is that no legislation has passed, its inclusive, there’s no law
yet. The point is right now were all equal, none of us have rights. It’s the people who feel
more entitled that are trying to make us wait. That is when we’re not equal, when we
don’t have the rights and some people have them.

Denise: It’s something that seems like it’s always been there and we have been left out
of it. So it was sort of, it was always there but it wasn’t always relevant until 2007 when
we finally got put in on the bill. So before that, I knew it was there but I don’t recall any
specific awareness around that issue. But I would say in terms of anything was really on
my radar it wasn’t until late 2006 or early 2007 when there was… well probably actually
when I first started coming up was in regards to the Task Force and Matt Foreman
[Executive Director of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) until 2008].
When I started hearing about it a lot was when Matt Foreman was appointed or
hired as the executive director of the Task Force, because he had been involved in the
Empire State Pride Agenda and they had passed an employment non-discrimination act
that didn’t include transgender people. He had been at the time a strong proponent for
passing it without us and then he got really beaten up over that when they hired him that
made him any bad, bad, bad person. And I believe it was down in Miami during Creating
Change in 2003 when he had a “Come to Jesus meeting” with the community and
actually told his story at the meeting, you’re at the meeting [referring to interviewer],
about being a drag artist and then getting hurt and having to go to hospital.
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So it’s been there the whole time, but even in 2003 there was no conception that
we would be included in the bill, because we were in the middle of the Bush
administration and we knew that nothing was going to pass. There was no reason to
think, in fact in 2004 I don’t even think they introduced it, there was one or two years in
the middle of the Bush administration at least one Congress were they never introduced
ENDA at all. So it was like yeah someday but not for a long, long time.

Diego: I learned about ENDA when it first came out, boy am I old I can’t even
remember, but it was more than 10 years ago say maybe 15 or maybe 16 years ago. There
have been times where it’s been comfortable to include us, and times when it’s been
uncomfortable to include us. As if we’re a spare napkin, every dinner plate has a fork in
the knife and the napkin as the table setting, the dessert fork can be optional and we been
treated like that the dessert fork. I have been frustrated and supportive of ENDA through
its different iterations and I know that convenience is often a driver of what ends up
occurring, but I also know that right and wrong are not just about being. And it is up to
people like me and others to convince legislators to do the right thing.
We used to write letters back in the old days too, and I don’t think we were as
compelling as we are today. And I also think in this age of the Internet and beyond that,
legislators are accustomed to getting more visitors than they used to and we show up
more often, we and our allies show up more often than we used to. We are more skilled.
We are more trained. The trainings that you do [referring to the interviewer] across the
Commonwealth to teach people how to talk to legislators are very key. The legislator
assistance handbook that the National Center for Transgender Equality does absolutely
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important and also the probing of the issues that are done by the Task Force and HRC
and looking at what has been the history of this legislation, how many people are
supportive of it, what we need to do to change their minds.
I hope that as we look in the next couple of years when ENDA will resurface that
we have the entire community together with no detractors to say inclusion is the only way
that we can do this, because it is the only fair thing to do. And I totally understand and
nobody wants to lose anything, but if it is losing a vote or losing a community or part of
the community I think that is a deeper conversation that we did not have time to have as
deeply as we should have. But we have the time now to re-explore and let people come to
be on the right side of that issue.

Can you talk about when you first learned that ENDA was going to be
introduced with language that included both sexual orientation and
gender identity?

Nancy: I was of course pleased, but at the same time a little concerned, I had some
misgivings. I was concerned that that language had been introduced because of pressure
on the organization, on HRC, to do that and it didn’t have the grassroots support for
inclusion it needed in order to be successful. So I was little bit concerned there had been
too much push to make that happen. At the same time, I welcomed it as a fortunate thing
if it passed that way, then that’s a great thing, there are people whose lives depend on
that. There are people who are losing their jobs and then losing their lives because of
discrimination on the basis of gender identity and gender expression. So I would never
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oppose anything that would lessen their plight I think that would be wrong of me to do
so. I would never oppose it even if I thought it was premature.
At the same time in terms of my own personal advocacy, I’ve kind of ramped
down. I do participate a little bit in a dialog online, but I really… I did post one piece that
was critical of HRC for some obvious lies, but at the same time I have certainly clamped
down on my own participation in that push because they’re more than enough and I
thought there were some people who were over the top in terms of their criticism.
You see in the transgender community in the early days, especially when I was
the executive director of IFGE, the International Foundation for Gender Education, when
I was the director there the worst, the very worst criticism that I suffered was at the hands
of other transgender people. In fact, I had no opposition from outside the transgender
community in doing that job. I had no obstacles in front of me I was unimpeded nobody
really paid attention to IFGE, nobody who was unopposed to transgender people. I came
under a scathing attack that was very discouraging for me and ultimately pretty much
dissuaded me from wanting to stay in that position. There is a term for that called
horizontal hostility which occurs within groups who are advocating against a larger
group. So you have this transgender movement that is trying to win rights from society at
large and then within the transgender group there is this horizontal hostility and I was on
the receiving end of that. And I thought that was terribly damaging to the community.
This was an ongoing thing for many years long before I came on the scene, a lot of
people catching hell.
So today, now, the transgender community is recognized as part of a larger gay,
lesbian, bisexual community, but this larger community is still trying to win rights from
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society. So for me, for the transgender community to be intensely attacking other people
with in the GLBT community is detrimental. I think it is good to criticize. It is good to
point out mistakes and when someone lies, you call them on the carpet for lying, but
when somebody lies that is an individual act. Even if there is an organizational culture
you still have to go after the individuals for lying, because in every organization you have
good people. So that hostility can be very toxic and undermines the movement as a whole
and can undermine a very significant way. I think we’ve lost some credibility in
Washington [DC] because the way things are going or at the very least we have gotten a
reputation for “eating our own.” Or if you don’t toe the line were really going to come
after and so that is a enviable reputation to have. I don’t believe in a “big stick” when it
comes to social progress. I think Nelson Mandela, Gandhi, and others have set wonderful
examples of forgiving people who have hurt them. I think we, as a transgender
community, need to look at those examples and keep them in mind when we work with
HRC and on the Employment Non-discrimination Act. But not because it’s the righteous
thing to do or because we want to be more saintly than somebody else, it’s because it’s
the most effective thing to do. It’s the best strategy and to me that’s what it’s all about. I
don’t profess to have love for engaging.
In fact I’m one of the more anti-social people I know. Why my fondest dreams
when I was young, on the Twilight Zone there was a stopwatch that would stop the whole
planet and you could just enjoy everything by them self. And I had one of stopwatches.
And I use to fantasize about a world where there are no other people and I can be myself
and just be free to be myself. So I am not someone who sees myself as one of those great
compassionate partners in society, but I think strategically that there are certain things
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that work in certain things that don’t work and it doesn’t work to go out and be an attack
dog. So when it comes to ENDA and in its place when it passed it was kind of a mixed
bag for me it was great that it happened that’s good if we can get our rights that way if we
can slip it in the back door like that, but I do think it’s come at the back door actually.
Although perhaps less so now that Barney Frank thinks he can get it passed. Certainly
polls show there is broad support for it. I don’t object to the forward movement of ENDA
with transgender people in it, I do object to the backbiting and the excessive
incriminations.

Grace: It felt great if the like were finally making progress around being fully inclusive
and the gay, lesbian, and bisexual community really seeing us as a gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community itself is personally validating. It felt great from a sense of
social justice and in terms of what we mean for the young people and their lives.

Ethan: I learned about it when the legislation is being written. I was consulted about it,
some the language that is. I was asked along with some other people about what they
thought about it and that was wonderful to be included. I honestly felt like this was a
huge breakthrough, this is one of those milestones, being included in this. I was like “oh
this is great.” Because I was used to disappointment at that point and it is very difficult to
go “Yeah!” It’s a long fall from “Yeah!” as opposed to the “yeah, but I wonder what is
going to happen.” I had become a little tainted, but it felt great though I allowed myself to
feel “Yeah!”
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Denise: In a word skeptical I heard it, but I didn’t believe it. And I would say that it was
in early 2007 that I had heard that the language was going to be there, but I just thought
the odds are they’re going to talk about this but come up with 20 good reasons why it is
not going to be there. Theoretically HRC was only going to support a trans-inclusive
version and the Task Force was only going to support a trans inclusive version but I was
skeptical.

Diego: I learned about it through a phone call to probe “what would you think if…”
Which was like you know… I don’t remember from whom the call was, but I remember
thinking it would be the right thing, of course is the right time to put that in there, we
know the language to put in. I also felt good because we have so many transgender
lawyers working on that. They worked for 2-3 years on the language that went in to the
inclusive bill, [H] 2015 as it was called in this current [2007-2008] legislative cycle. I felt
that the language had been precision crafted by some of the best lawyers who know our
victories and our losses and that was the best language we could have mustered. Blend
that with those who know the legislative side and they came up with great language.
So to have it stripped, it was horrible. And the feeling that it would be included
felt to me, that the timing was right and it didn’t feel premature to me, because I was 50
at the time and it was a little tardy in my world more than premature. I felt that we had
been having conversations of legislators in a way that would help them understand that
we deserve to be looked at as equally human too.
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Can you talk about when you first learned that gender identity was going
to be cut from ENDA? How did you find out?

Nancy: I remember everything was coming to a head, I don’t think I was terribly
surprised. I can’t quite remember it’s those specifics there was so much communication
going around there were such a flurry happening it was so intense at that time. I know
that Joe Solmonese from HRC had made a promise not to support anything that was not
gender identity inclusive so I was a little bit surprised when happened and definitely
disappointed the HRC had taken that back. At the same time though I should take a back
little bit, because really it wasn’t HRC’s decision ultimately, I don’t know who it was,
Barney Frank or Nancy Pelosi that ultimately made the decision, I don’t remember
exactly. I don’t recall the specifics such as names and such it’s not my strong suit.
[Nancy] Pelosi is not going to bring anything up for a vote that’s not going to pass, just
like here in Massachusetts Sal DiMasi [Massachusetts Speaker of the House] is not going
to bring up something that is not going to pass and I don’t blame them they more work to
do, it’s so hard to get consensus on anything to get something passed why should they
waste time on something they know is not going to pass.
So I totally understand that and I can understand they made their assessment, right
or wrong, with trans people it would likely go down, because they didn’t have the votes.
And Barney Frank seemed very clear he didn’t have the votes for transgender inclusion
so they are the experts at that kind of stuff, they know more about that than I do, then we
do.
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Barney Frank has been in Congress a long time and I do really think he is a friend,
as angry as he might get, I think he’s a straight shooter and he tells it like it is. He doesn’t
lie to our faces and say “I love you and I’m going to do everything I can for you” and
then not do it. Instead he says, “I think you are a pain in the ass and you need to learn a
few things” and that is something I can respect. I really like Barney Frank, but not that I
would be friends with him or anything, I’m not saying I wouldn’t be, I think he has an
admirable quality that way.
So they made the call that they made and I don’t hold it against them, there was
no way it was going to pass anyways, there was no way [President George W.] Bush was
not going to veto it. I think what is unfortunate was that it even came to a vote and I think
it would have been better to have not rather voted on it at all then without gender identity
and expression. Because then what it did do was send shockwaves of the GLBT
community because it tended to split people who thought they should have not included
it, and people who should have. It set up pragmatists and the idealists to set up an
arbitrary binary and shove people into it. There are people who say well pragmatically
this is the only way it’s going to pass, without transgender inclusion and then there are
people say transgender inclusion or nothing we should only stick to that. Unfortunately,
we developed a real schism, I guess that schism was there already, too bad looking back
on it, it would have just been smarter not to vote on it.
They wanted to get a vote on ENDA, a long-term strategy. They wanted to get a
vote on ENDA in an election cycle, so that we could see the consequences for those who
voted favorably, which would encourage more people to vote favorably assuming there
were no negative consequences. Historically, we have seen there has not been negative
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consequences for those who voted in favor of gay rights and in Massachusetts we seen
that those who voted in favor of gay marriage, those who did, got re-elected. So there is
that long-term strategy that makes sense, Barney Frank says rights are won incrementally
and to pass legislation we have to compromise. So far the gay, lesbian, and bisexual
community have been good about coming back for transgender folks. There is the fear in
the transgender community if they say they’re going to come back that they won’t.
Here in Massachusetts they have come back for us, they’ve given us money, they
have given us major support they have been a serious partner with us with helping with
the rights and from the beginning of the transgender rights movement we have always
gotten support from individuals in the gay, lesbian, and bisexual communities and a lot of
times those individuals are people in positions of power, like Katherine Triantafillou on
the Cambridge City Council, who was most responsible for getting the Cambridge
ordinance passed. I understand fear that they are not going to come back for us, but we
can’t let that fear drive our politics. We have to have confidence in our own ability to
muster the support that we need in the success of our movement and the continued
success of our movement and for the fight of transgender liberation and rights for
transgender people. Whether or not ENDA passes with or without transgender inclusion
to me it is just a matter of shifting to when it happens and I would rather it happens as
soon as possible, but I would rather it not happen sooner if it engenders a backlash such
as the passage of a constitutional amendment against transgender people. That is
happening with gay marriage, because gay marriage happened prematurely, because of
the court decision here in Massachusetts. There was not the grass-roots preparation and
support for it and because of that we had a flurry of anti-gay marriage constitutional
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amendments pass across the country. And we don’t want the same thing to happen to
transgender rights and so we don’t want premature passage of an unpopular law. That is
never a good thing. That is some of my thinking on that.

Grace: It was all a blur because it was a year ago, I couldn’t even tell you the month or
the day. I heard pretty much as it was happening and it must’ve been…did we [referring
to interviewer] talk about it? Was it through a blog or was it an email? I think I heard
about it through so many sources that can even tell you where or when I first did, but it
was absolutely through e-mails, blogs, conversations in the office, and news reports. I
heard about it from multiple sources and it was outrageous. I was upset about it, because
we had been in and it had been inclusive then ENDA had been changed and that felt
worse than not having been in it at first, we made that progress. It is kind of how I feel
about California, the Prop 8 decision we are moving forward same-sex marriage had been
legalized then it was taken away and that’s what it felt like. It felt like we had finally
moved forward and suddenly it was being taken away.
So that in it self is really offensive and insulting and more than that, because it
was by our own community it was not anti-GLBT forces who didn’t think trans people
deserve protections. It was our own community, our own allies it was people who should
have known better, people who promise to know better. People who had said something
very different about this then suddenly we were in a position where it either we were lied
to or they change their minds and it seemed like political expediency. And I still felt like
Bush is going to veto this and it’s not going to pass and something is being done to this
so it will go further, but it’s still going to fail. There are so many reasons why it was
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wrong, multiple reasons why it was a problem. That was enough right there to be very
upset, be very insulted, but the added layer was when leadership started saying …when
we were hearing about the justification. When we were hearing what the reasons were for
it. And some of the things that Barney Frank said and some of the things other people
said. And then we started hearing from our own community, at least the GLBT
community, it opened up that fault line, where are we really not part of the community
after all. Those who have been an uneasy and around trans being part of GLBT are now
openly saying, “No, you guys are different thing, you need to wait, its incremental
strategy.” All the stuff is coming up, so hurtful, people saying trans had not been part of
the movement from the beginning. Some people had waited so long, like we hadn’t?
Some people have worked so hard as if we hadn’t. Some people saying they hadn’t done
our work in the last ten years. There is so much stuff that was just wrong and hurtful and
offensive and insulting that came out of that. And that was hard for me to hear as a
veteran 50-year-old activist I can only imagine what the message was sending to young
people about the community. And who is really part of it [the LGBT community] and
what we do [as a community] when the going gets tough and what we do in the name of
political expediency and what we do around moving civil rights forward. It was so much
bigger then it was simply presented as political expedient thing and that it was just a
different strategy and it was so much more than that.

Ethan: Well that is supposed to be confidential, but I don’t care I think it’s important
the movement hear about this. I think it is important it is taken down in history. And I’ll
never be invited to one of these meetings again, but I think it’s too valuable not talk about
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it. There’s meetings that occur twice a year in Washington DC, the National Policy
Roundtable, and the head of every national organization and some local organizations go
and talk about the policies that they’re working on what’s happening nationally, what we
are lobbying on so that we are all on the same page. This was is in May 2007 and the
head of another national organization raised his hand and asked a question while looking
right to Joe Solmonese [HRC] and asked the question if gender identity and expression
was removed from either Hate Crimes [federal legislation] or ENDA would he still
support it? [Joe’s response] He said it depended on how much money they calculated
they might lose by supporting legislation that didn’t include gender identity. What is the
greater gay and lesbian community going to do if they get that far and he opposes it just
because transgender isn’t included? Everybody else at the table pretty much attack the
poor guy at that point, I kind of felt bad for him.
Never before had any organization in Washington DC opposed legislation,
because it didn’t include one form of transgender or gender identity. The first
organization to do that was the National Organization of Women that came out publicly
stating they would not support legislation that didn’t include gender identity. That day at
that meeting all the LGBT organizations committed to opposing that legislation, but Joe
[Solmonese of HRC] was non-committal and he would not say, after eight hours of
talking. We spent a lot of time talking about the scenarios that we [transgender people]
are removed. No one ever came out and said we are going to be removed, but I knew it
was is clear.
In October 2007, I was at the Southern Comfort conference [annual transgender
and cross-dresser conference in Atlanta, GA], where Joe [Solmonese of HRC] stood up in
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front of one thousand transgender people, by the way the Board of Directors [HRC] had
voted at that point not to support legislation [non-inclusive of gender identity], but that
did not carry any weight. But in the past they may have not supported it, but they would
lobby for legislation that did not include us. In October when he [Joe Solmonese] stood
up saying HRC will not only not support legislation that is not fully inclusive, but oppose
legislation that is not fully inclusive and we have taken that message loud and clear to the
Hill. I knew he was lying, because the Board of Directors [HRC] never voted to oppose it
and he said that back in May [2007]. And then it was all downhill from there. I learned
about it quite a distance before the whole thing actually collapsed and we were removed.
And now there is a two-bill strategy, because there are two bills now, one sexual
orientation and one with just gender identity and it’s going to stay that way.

Denise: I was in Washington DC at the Out and Equal conference when in September
last year [2007] they changed the bill. When they basically pulled the bill that was
inclusive of transgender people and then replaced it with the two-bill strategy and very
quickly became the buzz of the conference. Within about a day there was a letter going
around, it was sort of a perfect storm. If things have been a little bit different I don’t
know if things could have played out the way they did, because it just so happened that
everybody was already in Washington, the leaders of most of the LGBT organizations
were at the Out and Equal conference. So we had gathered for an unrelated reason, so
everybody was there so instead of doing this through e-mail or phone which would
include only a small subset of the people who could have been involved. So instantly it
became a real grassroots thing, a lot like wildfire throughout the people in the conference
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to the point where they had to even acknowledge on stage at the big awards ceremonies.
Out and Equal even said that they supported transgender inclusion and for a fairly large
organization to come out make a stand like that in middle of their conference was great,
which was not what they want to focus on.
So it instantly became something that everybody knew about and this letter started
going around one organization signs it and then another organization signs it and then one
hundred organizations sign it. You couldn’t be there and not want to do something, it was
infectious, there was outrage, people were outraged by the whole thing, they couldn’t
believe that this is actually happening and it happen in such a fast and quiet way that it
very much felt like a betrayal. I think that some of that is kind of unfortunate and has
subsequently hurt us, because so many people are so pissed off at Barney Frank now and
I think that’s a really counterproductive thing on a lot of levels.
I had a flight scheduled to come back to Massachusetts the Sunday the conference
ended when all this was starting to take off in. At that point IFGE had for less than a year
an office in DC so I had a place to work out of down there, to try to do things in a place,
to stay down there. So I had a lot of opportunity to make use of the new direction that the
organization was going in. So I called up Mara Keisling and said is there anything I can
do to help with this, she said, “Well, I am sure there is.” I said I have a place I can work
out of that can be there as much as I needed if I can actually do something is going to be
helpful I will be down right away, and she said “yes, we could really use you.”
So I came home did my laundry, packed a bunch more stuff, through a spare tire
in the back of a minivan and drove down to DC. I didn’t know how long I’ve be down
there so I took a little more stuff than I usually do. I spent the next month working out of
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what we call the war room at the time at the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
Basically this whole thing took over NGLTF for about a month. A lot of people
volunteered, bunch of people from DC based organizations coming in every day, we had
the names of the 435 representatives on little cutout pieces of paper and we sticking them
to the wall. We phone banked and everybody took different phones, they were using our
cell phones and blackberries, and fax machines. We had the lists, they came out every
day and we were calling the different offices and saying, “Can we get you to say whether
you’re going to vote for this?” Or to reject a motion to recommit was the big thing.
It seems like a fairly obscure points of law, this is the House of Representatives
equivalent of a filibuster. Barney Frank believed that he actually had the votes to pass it.
For most people to understand the details of the politics, to really judge what happened,
he understood he had the votes to pass the bill on a flat-out vote, but he also knew he
didn’t believe they get enough votes to put down a motion to recommit. In the same sense
of the Democrats still don’t have the majority in the Senate that is large enough to
prevent a filibuster. I think that’s an overrated fear and if somebody wants to filibuster let
them talk until they pass out then pass a law when they pass out. The filibuster is not the
end of the world I think in a lot of ways the Democratic Party’s become inexplicably
fearful of normal procedural move maneuvers like that, I don’t know why they seem to
be so scared of them, but they do.
They didn’t have the numbers that they needed to pass, to overcome them motion
to recommit, so we just spent like a month calling all these offices in trying to get them
on record in trying to convince them if somebody said “we need more information” we
would fax it to them, email it to them, or go visit the office, whatever they needed to have
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done. It was an amazing thing to be able to be part of it was exciting it was a lot of fun.
And it was really frustrating; because it wasn’t just an abstract thing it was our lives, for a
lot of us, not everybody that was involved, but for an awful lot of the people involved. If
it’s not something that was going to directly affect you it was going to directly affect
people that you knew, your friends or your family. So the stakes seem really high. So this
was an interesting experience, from day-to-day you didn’t know was going to happen, the
vote was suppose to happen within a couple days, but we raised enough of a storm. I was
just looking at my date planner the other day, markup is must be a certain day and then I
crossed out that day, and put mark up three days later, cross mark out up again and then
put it a few days later. Each time each time we thought they were going to vote on this on
Friday and then there’s nothing else you can do we can all go home. Then they postpone
the markup again and everybody we come back in and we would all start making phone
calls all over again thinking as long as this thing is still alive we have a chance to make it
go the right way. I didn’t think anybody was thinking it would put it out as far as it did
we ended up pushing it into November.
And I documented a lot of this in the timeline that I put in Transgender Tapestry
magazine the issue that came out after that, because I knew people who are going to
remember what happened and there was going to be a lot of different versions. Where I
had an opportunity to talk to a lot of different people and get specific times and dates
down, I thought this is a good place to start. Certainly a one-page timeline doesn’t get
anywhere near to the heart of what was actually going on, but at least it sets a few things
down.
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In the middle of all that my grandmother passed away and so I left my car down
there and took the train back and went to my grandmother’s wake and funeral, to the
family thing. And then went right back out to DC and spent another two weeks working
on try to get this thing through. It was really disappointing to see in the end that we really
couldn’t do much to change it and it was very frustrating. It still galvanized our
community and made connections that never existed before, it made everybody think
about the fact that yes, standing by transgender people might be something is going to
cost you something and the organizations saying yes, even if there is a price we are still
willing to do this.
I think the bad thing is, the thing that people overlook is that Barney Frank feels
that that bill is his baby, he has been trying to get through for years, for his entire career
basically. That has been his personal project for his entire career and if you’ve invested
your whole career into something you are going to be very, very protective of it and I
can’t blame him for that. He deserves what little credit for having shepherded that bill
from year after year after year, because he has been the one introduces it.
And since in a real way it was his baby the fact that we are included in HR 2015
in the first place was because he did it or he allowed it, he had to persist in that to
passively be on board and that was huge. And the fact that he put us in 2015 in the first
place we owe him a huge amount, because if he hadn’t as in the first place then would not
be anything to throw us out of. And I don’t think people give him any credit whatsoever
for being one of us in there. And from a cold political calculation perspective his position
is quite justifiable from his perspective. From our perspective it should have been
allowed to fail rather than to pass without us, but from the perspective of the person
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who’s been working on for their whole career, he wanted it to pass. And I’m sure he
would have rather to get it through with us than without us. One way or another he
wanted it to go through. As well spoken as he is in most things, he does strike me as a
very good speaker, and very funny speaker, a very interesting speaker, but some of the
stuff he said about transgender people indicates that he doesn’t get the trans stuff and it
came off as being much worse than he meant it. The fact is I don’t think we’ll get back in
without him coming along with us, so for everybody being mad and sending him hate
mail is not going to make him have warm fuzzy feelings about the transgender
community. So I think we need to get over it as a community need to say if not sorry,
how about a truce at the very least. We need to get past being mad at Barney Frank and
get to the point where we say how’d we get back in, we need to get back in and you know
we need to get back in and you know we belong there and we deserve to be there. What
do we have to do?
We need to have a conversation and he’s been saying for a long time. We need to
do the hard work and he’s not wrong. When we have a lobby day and only one hundred
people show up out of three million transgender people in this country, that’s pathetic,
that’s pathetic you know. As a community we need to do way more, we all need to march
our asses down. We all don’t have to go to Washington we can go to our local state
capital and visit the local offices, every representative and every senator has a local
office, get to know them, take a little risk. If we don’t we are never going to get
anywhere. But we need to get over being mad at a Barney Frank about this because we
have to onboard with him we just have to be.
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HRC that’s another matter, I think we are not mad enough at HRC, I think they’re
way more clueless than Barney Frank is in a lot less repented. He put us in the bill in the
first place, HRC didn’t put us in the bill, we owe him something for that, we don’t owe
HRC anything. To them we’ve just been the ballast on the balloon when things aren’t
going well we can throw overboard, that’s how HRC has always used us. It’s hard to say
how they see us because you can’t see in their mind, but they certainly haven’t treated us
well, it just ballasts. It’s okay when everything is good, but we are going to be the first
things to go, because we are the thing with the lowest value. And it’s easy to see that’s
how they regard us because we are the part of the community with the lowest value an
easy thing to leave behind when things get rough. I think we really need to hold HRC’s
feet to the fire, because they actively worked against us and lied to our faces. But they are
not to go away either. Sure we need to be mad at HRC, but I think if we believe we can
put them out of business we are wrong. We need to learn how to work with them to, to
get them to come along eventually it’s going to be hard to do without them, but we don’t
owe them the way that we owe Barney Frank. Again this is something that a lot of people
will probably disagree with, a lot of people are still really mad, but we’ve got the chance
now.
The most hopeful thing I’ve seen is the Obama team hiring Dave Noble, because
really more than anybody, which isn’t to say that Mara didn’t do a lot, but the person that
was the driving force behind the United ENDA campaign was Dave Noble. He was there
every day when I got in the task force office and God knows I don’t have a life, and he
was there every day when I finally went home at six or seven or eight o’clock at night he
was still in his office on conference calls, networking with people, coming up at the
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spreadsheets for who we were going to have to call the next day. He worked like a dog
for this and he is not trans, she’s good guy, a smart organizer, and when the Obama team
hired him away from the task force, I thought what a tragedy for the task force, what a
loss for the organization. While we’ve got somebody on the inside. And everything he’s
written over the last few months and he’s been asked of the priorities are for the Obama
team, while I can’t really say they are all different kinds of things, but I will say that
passing a fully inclusive ENDA is probably our highest priority, so he is on record on
having said that. The Obama people can not have noticed what he was doing almost up
until the time they hired him, that he was the driving force behind United ENDA
campaign and so they have to know he is somebody who has worked very hard for the
transgender community. They have to know what he was working on, if transgender
people made them that uncomfortable, I don’t think they would have hired Dave Noble
even though he’s not trans, because he was so involved in work.
And the transition team putting transgender in their non-discrimination rules tells
me he [Obama] does get it, he’s very pragmatic he may be visionary, but President
Obama seems like a pragmatic person. I am not expecting him to just go waving the
transgender flag from the White House flagpole, but I do know some people in
Washington that worked along side him in Chicago and they said he’s really supportive
of transgender people. I have been told, I don’t know that this is true, but the nondiscrimination laws that passed in Illinois, that he was [Obama] one of the lead people
that pushed those things through. So I’ve had every reason to think you can ago that extra
mile for us, I don’t think he is going to hang major legislation if we are not in there, but I
think in the chances that he has to do something that would include us I think he will, I
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think something that has gender identity lands on his desk I don’t think he will have any
problems signing it. I don’t think he’s going to work to get us out of the bill ahead of
time, so just by not going against us would be huge difference in what we have done with
the last eight years. I’m pretty optimistic I’m thrilled that Dave is working for them I
think that’s a really good thing.

Diego: It felt totally, totally rejected by people who represent me in our government.
They felt a lot like, I didn’t feel the fury that the students in Tiananmen Square felt, but I
bet I felt like those kids when the police came back to beat them up and kill them. I felt
completely unsupported and awkwardly rejected, rejected that anyone would think that it
is okay to say my life isn’t as important as theirs might be. I felt as though our heads were
patted like we are pre-pubescent and I felt that I was too old to feel pre-pubescent. I do
remember how I learned about it on a private phone call and later in a group phone calls
with attorneys and leaders with people like yourself (referring to interviewer) and myself
on the call to try to figure out is this real. How can it be real? And what can we do to not
let it happen, what can we influence. I was not involved in any of the private meetings
where the language is crafted and negotiated and I was not present as the language was
being taken out. I learned about everything remotely, I was here in Massachusetts at the
time not in Washington DC where much of this occurred.

Have you heard the phrase “ENDA Crisis” if so do you think it applied to
the situation?
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Nancy: I think it was a crisis in the minds of many people, in the GLBT community,
because it really was about trusting one another, so it was a crisis of trust, a crisis of
solidarity. In terms of individual lives, in terms of individual suffering I don’t think it was
a crisis now. I’m not aware of anyone who is directly impacted by what went on. It is the
kind of crisis that happens when an organization goes through personnel problems. It’s an
unfortunate crisis and it certainly generated its kind of emotion, the strong emotion that
can be damaging. It’s the sort of thing that definitely warrants serious attention and
concern.

Grace: Yes, yes, and yes

When do you feel like you heard that phrase?

Well again, last year when it was all happening and I think people may have
different views of it I think depending on where you stood from my community
standpoint, from the transgender community standpoint, and the crisis was “oh my god
we are being kicked out of the movement, we are not really part of this, they are not
going to come back for us or whatever.’ But I think those on the other side saw it as a
public-relations crisis, “oh my God this would not have happened five or ten years ago
we would have just made this decision and a few radicals would have squawked.” So I
think they were completely unprepared for hundreds of organizations to sign on including
the leadership of local and national organizations across the country to disagree with the
decision so they had a real political relations crisis on our hands.
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So I figure it was a crisis for many people in many different ways, but absolutely
it was a turning point in our community, because what I do say was that the good that
came out of that was, for me, was to see how much support there was. To say that even
though what was happening is what has happened many times before in my lifetime and
to me personally and to others over the last thirty years of my activism, at the same time
the response to it was different than ever before as well and that really hearten me. Look
at all these organizations that are standing with us when they don’t have to. And that
shows how much progress we have made, to say we really are a GLBT community. I will
get all teary.

Ethan: Yes and all the above. The ENDA crisis began I think when Congressman Frank
actually stood on the floor of the House of Representatives and lobbied against keeping
gender identity included. And then the special conference that he called, the press
conference, to tell them why and then the day that it was voted on and the Baldwin
amendment was taken back. It was introduced in and taken out. Those things to me…that
to me was the ENDA crisis that was the actual legislation in motion happening [and] I
have it on DVD.

Denise: ENDA crisis, I heard a lot of terms used to describe what was going on. Yeah
I’m sure he heard the term ENDA crisis. I guess though it still seems a little ambiguous,
because in one sense it was a crisis for the trans community because we are getting
thrown overboard. The ballast being tossed off, so for us it was a crisis. But I think from
Barney Frank’s perspective it was a crisis also. His crisis was that he really thought the
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bill would go through, he thought it had a chance and then at some point he stopped
believing that and he panicked and for him it was a crisis. And probably for the people
who work with HRC they thought it was going to go through, and then all of a sudden it
became a crisis. And the solution to their crisis was to lose us, which precipitated our
crisis. I think they sort of transferred their crisis. It was like a hot potato “we are touching
too much heat okay so let’s toss it their way. “ So their crisis became our crisis. I do think
it was applicable. In a way the whole thing seem kind of silly, because everybody knew it
couldn’t pass, there was nobody who believed it would be signed into law. This was a
practice run this was a fire drill. I guess ultimately that’s the part that hurts the most, if
this had been a real test, you would have been instructed in where to go in case of
emergency, but it wasn’t real. It had almost no chance of passing the Senate and it had
zero chance of being signed by President Bush. Even if you stuck in nuclear reactors and
weapons, bombers on that bill you could never sweeten it enough for him to sign into
law. It was not going to happen. So in a way it wasn’t really a crisis.

Diego: I have heard the word “ENDA Crisis” I don’t think the crisis was ENDA I think
it was a debacle it was an ENDA debacle. Like if you’re carrying a tray of food that was
really pretty and you dropped it and really it’s on the floor now so you don’t even know if
you want to eat the parts that are still even wrapped in plastic. I have lived through real
crises through my life so I’m more apt not to use that word. I know it’s a commonly used
word, I have supported people in earthquakes and watch parts of buildings fall on
bunches of people and killed them and hurt them those are emergencies, those are crises.
This is something like a train wreck that you could watch coming. Is it a crisis when two
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trains are heading towards each other and they know they’re going to hit each other? No
that is a debacle, it is a very sad thing, but it is not a surprise. To me the ENDA situation,
I can only call it a debacle it resulted before eyes to change from one day, from one hour
to the next and it dissolved. It dissolved like it was one of those dishwashing powder
things that you add water to there was nothing in your hand but residue when it was over.
And shoving through the part that left out gender identity and expression felt
totally like it was erasing us, especially in my head, because we did not get hate crimes
through and to me that’s a more urgent piece of legislation. But it felt like if you are
taking us out of there, how is it not okay to kill us, but we can’t work, what is the line of
logic? I didn’t feel like we are either represented correctly or we’re not explaining
ourselves as clearly as we could and I don’t think it is the fault of the people doing
explaining, because they are good communicators. I just think there was a barrier and
how people are hearing us.

Can you talk about the LGBT public reaction to the ENDA being inclusive
and then exclusive? How did that make you feel?

Nancy: All I know about the public reaction was what I read, so just reading individual
summaries about those reactions. I know that there were 300 organizations the joined in
solidarity to the stripping gender identity and expression from ENDA. I was actually a
little bit surprised at the strength and support for transgender inclusion that was
demonstrated then. And concern at the split, because you had the largest gay and lesbian
organization, the Human Rights Campaign, and had so much of the community align
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against them. And to me that’s a huge split in the community, in the gay and lesbian
community and the GLBT community. That gives me concern for the health of the
movement that kind of a split can seriously damage our ability to make progress on all
fronts. I was surprised at the amount of intensity directed at HRC, I think some of it came
out of the horizontal hostility that happens when anybody succeeds beyond one’s own
level of success, there is always a kind of jealousy and wanting to tear down of somebody
who has gone beyond, especially when you don’t agree with their politics.
The class hierarchy of this culture is very real and HRC comes from the more
privileged segments of the culture and I personally believe while not everybody with
money gained it through the exploitation of other people, the vast majority of them did
either sold inferior goods and services or stole it. So I think there’s a serious class issues
embodied in this conflict that are being played out and reflective of the larger culture
where there has been an intense class warfare or an intensifying class warfare. In this
country there is greater disparity between the haves and have nots, so there are some
intense class issues going on and that is part of what is playing out here. There is
unwarranted suspicion of wealthy folks and their motivations. And at the same time I’m
probably with a majority of those folks who are well intended, but there’s not much
motivation for people who are enjoying the privileges of wealth to be cognizant of class
issues as opposed to those who are not enjoying the privileges. It doesn’t mean they are
bad people you could make the argument people who enjoy privilege and don’t educate
themselves are bad.
So I think I was surprised and I wasn’t thinking about this until just now, I think
perhaps that might account for the velocity of criticism at HRC was so intense that may
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have added to the velocity of criticism and may be part of wire surprised about how much
criticism there was leveled at HRC. Again strategically, if you’re the servant you’re not
going to walk up to your master and tell him you are going to do everything you can to
bring him down, instead you’re going to ingratiate yourself into position that the master
can’t do anything about it, that’s my view of an effective strategy. Instead of making a
big noise about it getting shot down before you get started you try to be as nonthreatening as you can and try to make them fall gentle, if you can, because if you go at
saying “we are going to take you down with a big crash.” You’re going to arouse all
kinds of resistance. But if you say “you know what we’re not out to take anybody down,
but you are going to have to be a little the more generous and you might have to accept a
little bit less, but you got a lot and you can afford that.” Incrementally, that might make
some positive changes. Like the Black Panthers who were doing so much right, but
unfortunately they aroused the Federal government in actively conspire against them,
because of their use of weapons. It was unfortunate, because in many ways it was a very
positive movement.

Grace: Not directly asked

Ethan: There is a lot of anger and there still and I don’t think it’s going away anytime
soon. If the people had a lot of hope… and like I was saying before that we would be one
community, the LGBT community, hat we saw ourselves as being all-inclusive and boy
doesn’t that feel good to feel included in something. That everybody is fighting for
everybody else, that somebody has your back and you don’t have to worry about that and
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this is the way it is. We are all there we are one family we are not struggling. And then to
have a collapse and the thing is I don’t think they could take a community away even
though politically the T was removed or gender identity was removed from the
legislation. I think the people that support that [gender identity being removed] never
supported us anyways, so they are never really part of that community spirit, that
community family, but I think we still have that I think it’s gotten stronger. You can take
the T out of the legislation, but you can’t take us out of community we are still here.

How did that public reaction make you feel?

I felt almost like throwing my hands in the air and going “I told you so.” Only
because for a long time the people that try to have a voice in this and this still happens to
a certain extent, in the political community, there’s two communities. One is the political
community that we get “shut up and shut out” and even in our own community
sometimes. Even if you’re someone who even knows what’s going on or said, “Look this
is what’s happening I have seen this and this leads up to this.” Explaining the whole
scenario, not because we do have some cloud or something it’s because of experience and
what we have done and we know this is going to happen. But they’ll still look to gay and
lesbian organization or gay/lesbian person to tell them or to verify or to corroborate the
story. We need to trust our own leaders and trust ourselves. And know that we know what
we know and that’s it. We should not shut up or be shut out on a political level.
I think that’s one of the things… we talked about with this happening. We talked
about why and how this could happen and it did. And then people acted surprised. It was
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very frustrating for me as a person who likes to talk, they will listen but it’s like they are
patting you on the head and then walk away. Then when it actually happens they act like
they’ve never heard it before and that is really frustrating. The level of anger… I was just
afraid at first. I was angry with them and afraid at the same time that our social
community would collapse, because of it and that people would fight and divide. But that
didn’t happen through our anger and frustration. I hope that we keep that momentum
going and sometimes that’s what it takes, is anger and frustration, to get where we want
to go. That shouldn’t be our motivation but sometimes it’s the fuel.

Denise: I remember a lot of people in the gay community bitching about it and saying
that we were riding on their coattails and one of the leaders of that clique was Chris Crain
who came up with the term trans-jacking which really smoked me. I was so annoyed to
hear that, because we were there from Stonewall on. We have always been here and for
them to say that we are riding on their coattails that made me nearly violent. It really
made me want to go bitch slap them if nothing else and say what the hell are you talking
about. It seemed that there was a vast majority of people were like “yeah of course and it
wasn’t a big deal.” Then there were whole bunch of fairly privileged white gay men who
just saw us as messing up a good thing and that they were privileged and they were going
to be there first and they earned it and how dare we think we are equal to them… sort of
thing. Which just sort of reinforced my feelings about people like that in the first place.
Mostly it was just a non-issue except for a few people that was the public reaction that I
heard. I just don’t recall much of a reaction outside the LGBT community or the TBLG
community whichever way you want to order your acronyms.
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Diego: Yes, I think, my answer may differ than most peoples, but my personal lens, and I
was paying very close attention, I think that when gender identity and expression were
included it wasn’t as huge deal to anybody but the transgender community. We thought it
was great, gay people were like “yeah… yeah… everybody’s in that’s good.”
But when it was removed, when gender identity and expression were removed
from ENDA, the balance of the LGB and ally community joined the feeling of outrage
that the transgender community as a whole felt and still feels, because it is not in and it is
not there yet. I always have to be careful, because as a person of color I know the rush to
feel affinity. I am not confused by what I’m looking at, I don’t feel like suddenly all the
lesbians and all the gay people and all the bisexual people understand and embrace
everything about transgender people, that is not my take on this. This is an isolated
incident and I hope it becomes an issue that is true for everything, but I think the same
people who say gay and lesbian when they say same-sex marriage or call it gay marriage
are the same people who are upset by the exclusion of gender identity in ENDA. It’s that
framing of where the words are included, but I don’t think it’s a total embrace of our
community and I don’t think we should mistake it as that. It doesn’t mean that everybody
embraces us about everything. It means that they know if there is job stuff for that issue it
was there and it was removed just like Prop 8 and that is not right.
So they knew to be angry about that one thing and I think that everybody was glad
that gender identity was included in hate crimes, but there wasn’t like a rallying cry of
like “yes everyone is in.” I think it was more like everybody’s included now it is a good
bill. But I think the outrage on the flipside was unanticipated, but I don’t want it… I
personally do not see it as an all points everybody’s about us now, every transgender
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organization is going to be fully funded by every lesbian and gay person, because that is
not the case yet. It should be the case, it should be the outcome and I hope that is what
happens in the future, that people put their money where their mouth is. If you say you
support our community get behind every organization that is making good differences
and fund them as much as you can. Get our state groups funded so they can do the work
so they can have staff and do things. I don’t mistake it for a full embrace of everything
about our community, but I do hope for that. I do hope that’s where this could take us.

Have you heard the phrase “trans-jacked” and if so where and what do
you think it means? How did it feel to hear that phrase used?

Nancy: Trans-jacked! Ha! I have not heard that phrase used what I can appreciate where
it came from it seems like trans-jacked to me would be transgender people coming in and
claiming the spotlight. Sort of hijacking proceedings and subverting purposes to be
directed towards trans issues instead of more encompassing issues, that is what I presume
it to mean, again, I’ve not heard it used.

How does it make you feel to hear that, do you have any reactions to it?

Honestly, I have dealt with people who were accommodating, encouraging, and
supportive of changing things to benefit transgender people. And also other transgender
people, in my view, who worked on unrealistic strident pressing demands for instant
change so I can see that term coming from two places. I can see it as an embodiment of
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legitimate objection to overly strident demands. I can also see it as a legitimate
opposition raised to inclusion of transgender issues, that would be appropriate, but I don’t
know the source. I can see it being used to denigrate transgender concerns, but I know
enough transgender people that would trans-jack things in a moment if they could. There
is an activist that has done some good things, but she is also pushed and she wrote
something called “using our power.” And I went and talked with her about it, because we
don’t have power over anybody the only power that we have is the power that other
people give us, not the power we have over them. And when somebody starts talking like
that, using our power to force stuff, so that to me would actually give rise to charges of
trans-jacking. So I can understand where that may have come from. I’m predisposed to
being pretty self-critical. So I’m very self-critical of our movement. So I tried to be
careful and not be too vocal about my objections and try to have respectful conversations
with people about what they’re doing when I think it’s going too far I try not to take those
things public.

Grace: I don’t think I have heard that, trans-jacked, but I imagine it would apply to the
situation that somebody coined it to say that we hijacked, trans-jacked. Hijacked out of
the movement, trans jacked, I’m just guessing at the situation where we were part of the
movement when it was convenient and we are removed when we are not. That’s a very
hard message to send to people just on the human spirit level. Forget political strategy,
just what that says to people especially those who are most marginalized in the
community and I think that is something that mainstream gay and lesbian people can
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never fully appreciate and may never be able to. It is certainly something Barney Frank
could never appreciate.

Ethan: Oh yes, Chris Crain my favorite blogger (said in a sarcastic tone). When I first
read it, I think it was Chris Crain who coined that phrase he’s a blogger and the creator of
Windows media, which includes the Washington Blade and Southern Voice. I was
actually hurt. I understand he is conservative person and that’s his right, but I was very
hurt because I felt like you know that the word transgender might have not existed 25
years ago but we were there. There’s no trans-jacking of civil rights we were always part
of this movement. The fact that the assimilationist movement tried to take it over when
only allocates rights, civil rights; to those they believe to deserve them. That was the
problem. Being transgender in our community is not the problem and trans-jacking was a
button to push. I look at it now with amusement more than anything.

Denise: It sounds like a clueless privileged person and I’m pretty sure it’s a Chris Crain
production, he has never been a big fan of the transgender community nor we have him.
Yet, he is sort of a gay separatist as in as much you have the lesbian separatists. Chris
Crain is a gay separatist he doesn’t see that he has anything in common with us. He just
doesn’t see the familial connection and he has an obvious feeling of privilege. He feels he
deserves protections and he tells people he deserves protections and basically the gay
communities done the work and the trans community has not. I think it shows he doesn’t
know his history very well, he doesn’t know a damn thing about social justice. I think it
shows he’s pretty self-centered and I think that it does hurt us, because we start to get that
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solidarity around that this is the right thing to do and he gave a voice to that smaller
group of people who have been and are going to leave us behind. He didn’t apologize for
that he said, “No this is the right thing to do.” And once you’ve got something like that
you have a lot of other people who say, “yeah, yeah what he said.”
And you could see when you post things that would include that phrase online and
you get a whole bunch of comments from people “Yeah, those trannies this and those
trannies that.” Ironic because he got beaten up when he was out in the Netherlands.
Beaten up badly for being gay. So somebody was able to “clock” him, someone was able
to “read” him [as being gay] and that seems to me like a gender expression sort of issue.
So here you got somebody who is recognizably queer enough to get beaten up and yet
doesn’t understand why including gender expression in ENDA helps him. So not only is
he clueless about whether or not we deserve to be in the bill, but he doesn’t even
understand without including these things than he is not really protected either. That most
gay and lesbian people are not really protected and ENDA without gender expression or
gender identity and it is like Don’t Ask Don’t Tell, it seems like it might help, but it
doesn’t. It can be one of those things where it just can be just as easy to get around it that
is not going to be effective. And we are going to be stuck with that.
There’s expression if you don’t have enough money to pay for something, you
don’t have enough money to pay for twice. And that is used a lot when people are
looking at buying something, like buying a tool but is not quite the one that I need for the
job. And then you find it doesn’t really work and you have to go out and buy the one you
should have bought in the first place. And I think the same thing applies legislation like
this, if you don’t have the money to pass an inclusive bill, the political capital to pass an
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inclusive bill, we are never going to have the political capital to produce two bills to get
them past. We are only ever going to be able to make the payment on one and it’s got to
be the right one. It’s no secret that they don’t come back for us, they have a comeback in
Massachusetts they have a comeback in most places. They have not come back yet in
New York. This has been years and they say, “Once we get this passed…” And then we
don’t become their priority, because they got theirs, and then it’s about marriage rights,
which I think is really misguided for the gay and lesbian community. I am completely
supportive of their marriage rights and I think that legalizing same-sex marriage
everywhere can only help transgender people ultimately, because it removes one of the
last or meaning reasons and why the government cares what my gender is. If I can marry
anybody that I want why should they even track it, but is even needed to get my driver’s
license. So I think that same-sex marriage could be hugely helpful, but that only helps a
certain number of people in the gay and lesbian community and you can only fight so
many battles at once. I think they would be better served as a community to focus on
employment rights where there is broad consensus and to spend their political capital on
that. And in other places where they said just make an inclusive bill, just look at Maine,
Maine is not known as a socially progressive state and yet they were able to pass a fully
inclusive non-discrimination bill. They did it once and they did it right they don’t have to
come back they don’t have to buy that tool twice it’s done. I think we just need to look at
it that way, it’s too expensive to do it twice for everybody, it is too expensive for the
transgender community and is too expensive for the gay lesbian community, because the
partial bill doesn’t fix their problem either. So sooner or later they have to come back and
do an inclusive bill and it is going to cost a whole lot more to do it twice.
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Diego: Well I have heard it. I’ve heard it used several ways so not sure exactly I know
that it comes from hijacked. The two, I have heard it used positively and negatively, I’ve
heard someone say trans-jacked when what they mean is that the trans people enter this
and then it becomes hijacked and it is not just about something screwing something up.
The other is that I’ve heard it used where it adds a certain layer of importance and
urgency because of trans-inclusion. And I’ve heard it used both ways and I don’t know if
it’s actually used both ways or because people were just using it having heard it and not
necessarily knowing and just interpreting what it meant for them. You know there are
words in our community that we are probably your allowed to use that others shouldn’t
and trans-jacked I think communicates… I think it’s a word of convenience. I don’t think
it was necessarily structured out of intense thought.

Can you talk the mainstream public’s reaction to the ENDA being
inclusive and then exclusive? How did that make you feel?

Nancy: Has there been a mainstream reaction? I don’t think you can properly
characterized a mainstream public reaction, they’re certainly been a little bit mainstream
press around it I think the publicity has been very mixed. I think there’s been some real
criticism of the transgender community for pushing them on this. I think there’s been
support, but I think people in the mainstream really don’t know anything about it. I don’t
think we been terribly hurt either way by what’s going on. I do know we got a lot of
people to call Senator Ted Kennedy, so the net of what happened from that whole crisis
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situation was that a lot of people came to greater awareness of ENDA and transgender
inclusion and that was very positive for us.
We saw huge change in the number of people aware of transgender rights and the
need for federal protections. I guess I can go back to the mainstream because I know in
my family, my family a birth I asked my brothers and sisters to write to Kennedy and
some of them even did. So I know the awareness in my family grew. It is safe to say that
some awareness grew and the awareness that grew most was probably the need for
support. Some of Barney Frank’s comments were not supportive and but I don’t think
they were terribly damaging but if we take them in the spirit of stuff that we can learn
from it and I thin we can turn it into something positive for the community.

Grace: You know I am so immersed in the GLBT community and the queer community
I don’t really hang out a lot people in the mainstream community. While I know there
was some coverage but I don’t remember it being a lot. It feels like it was a GLBT
community crisis I am not remembering it being a mainstream community crisis. I think
there’s lots more talk about the California decision for instance, although that’s
associated with the election too, then that the ENDA crisis last year, that was my
perception.

Ethan: Yes, first of all there are a lot of uneducated people that didn’t understand what
ENDA meant. So some of the things that weren’t even included in the legislation they
were passing around as reality, like religious institutions would be dictated to which was
not the case. There are provisions made in the Employment Non-Discrimination Act
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[religious exemptions] so there is that group of people that have the false information and
that were spreading false information about what ENDA meant to begin with. And then
about the inclusive side there was polling done in 2002 that has actually showed that
society at large outside LGBT community agreed that transgender people should have the
right to employment and didn’t even know… a lot of those folks didn’t even know that
we were not included in the bills that were passed for gay and lesbian protections. So
there was that I think it was 71% today that agree that we [transgender] should be in
some kind of non-discrimination law.

Denise: Not directly asked

Diego: I have, it is because I do have the good grace of our relationships that touch
beyond just the community the LGBTQQA [lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer,
questioning, and allies] community. What I experienced was the mainstream community,
members of the mainstream community, wanted to make sure that we knew, that we trans
people knew, that they were supportive of us being included and didn’t want us to be left
behind. I saw people and communities of faith and Massachusetts is different, because
we’ve actually already broadened mainstream community to be inclusive of our issues so
we would expect that response in Massachusetts. What I found was no one even in other
parts of the country, were people are saying, “I really think you guys need to be included
in this and it’s really important that the transgender community is part of everyone
getting the right to work.” The thing that always surprises me and I said this to you
[referring to interviewer] it always makes me laugh that people aren’t outraged that gay
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people don’t have employment protections in 2008, talk about where is the outrage. How
can we have marriage equality in some states and not have the right for employment in
our country. There’s something really, like gay people tend to, when they talk about it
they tend to, they do tend to talk about our inclusion if they are talking. I do know people
in the gay community and lesbian community they just want to get something rather than
nothing and if we could just follow the Massachusetts model and shut up for another 10
years than they could get that and make a comeback and get us. The problem that it’s
much later now in that model doesn’t work anymore where you are in a different world.

Can you recall another time when transgender issues or rights where
talked about so publicly?

Nancy: Far and away this is the most public discussion about transgender rights ever
conducted no question, absolutely. It was amazing to have so much public concern over
transgender issues. Understand that when I started out people didn’t even know
transgender existed, so to have so much public discussion of it, for me, it was a
wonderful thing. To actually have serious discussions about it, when I started this work,
the discussion would have had ridicule so to have this discussed respectfully as a major
step forward.

Grace: It gets back to when did we start saying transgender communities, one might
argue that before the 90’s there was nothing, before the 90’s we got murdered and
nobody noticed or nobody cared. It is specifically the organizations of the community
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that has community ways to respond now with rituals, remembrance, Transgender Day of
Remembrance and so forth. So I’m thinking of things that were pretty public at the time
that it happened. There was a fair amount of publicity around Rita Hester being
murdered, there was a fair amount of publicity around the Chanel Picket case and I was
part of the activism with Nancy [Nangeroni] and others around that too in the early to
mid 90’s. But I’m thinking of things that might have surfaced since in the mainstream
press. I am remembering the Chanel Picket case that did surface into the mainstream
press of course we had a community that push back then. I know that people like Ariadne
Kane appeared on Donahue and some talk shows. But still none of our murders get to the
level of the Matthew Shepard [in awareness].
The ENDA crisis was a very visible one. The Boston ordinance [for gender
identity /gender expression non-discrimination] certainly had a lot of publicity around it.
Yes, it’s all relative. I think we are now to place where there is good coverage within
GLBT community, Bay Windows and In Newsweekly things are covered more than ever
before, but largely we have been under the radar. Really it is safe to say we were under
the radar until the 90’s. That’s why somebody like Barney Frank can make it sound like
nothing happened before 10 years ago, because he never heard of it.
But so much happened for decades and decades and decades even before
Stonewall. But the critical mass of awareness and education, people coming out, and
activism call came together in the early 90’s so. For the last 15 years, for the first time we
have what we can call a transgender community that wasn’t just organizing in the street
or cross-dressing clubs that were very under the radar screen, low publicity. We are
actually talking to people in power and we are actually talking to gay, lesbian, bisexual
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people in power and influence that represent organizations. So publicity is increasing
because we’re making sure that stories are in the newspapers and we have people to
speak. That helped make ENDA much more than it would have been. So the last 15
years I can think of lots of things that were more public where there was a resounding
silence for all the time before that.

Ethan: So publicly, anytime that we are talked about publicly, prior to this, well
Christine Jorgensen she was the talk the town she stepped off the plane, Jerry Springer
who was a terrible media person for anything social justice related, but transgender
people have been treated just awfully in the media. Any time a hate crime occurs it is
done in a poor way or if a transgender person is in the media whether that is a crime
against them or crime they’ve committed it is done in a poor way. One person that comes
to mind is the cross-dressing dermatologist who killed his wife, but what does crossdressing or being a dermatologist for that matter have to do with the fact that he killed his
wife. So they will add things into the media as part of a sensationalized account, but
unless we have done something wrong or something extraordinarily good, we are very
rarely mentioned in the media.
Like Candace Kane the transgender actress in Dirty Sexy Money, Isis, the
transgender woman on the reality show Top Model, and other areas like that were we are
becoming more visible. I don’t necessarily agree with the Top Model thing, we are
becoming more visible in a positive way, but with Top Model it is the objectification of
women that I have a problem with. But besides that we are getting towards a more
positive spot in the media. We are gaining a little.
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Denise: No, I really can’t it really seemed like the first time it was in the public
awareness at all. Certainly within the transgender community we’ve talked about it
incessantly. I can go back and look in the copies of Tapestry magazine from the 80’s and
were complaining about not being included in bills like ENDA. So within the community
obviously it’s been something we’ve known we’ve been excluded from for a long time,
but not only were our rights not really considered to be an issue they weren’t really just
considered it all for a long time we were just a non-issue to most people. It was like
“yeah, right, sure.”

Diego: Yes, but in a different context, yes and no. I think that when Christine
Jorgensen’s transitioned and came out and when Renee Richards transitioned, it was very
public, the cover of Life magazine, which was the magazine at the time. Both of them
were profiled on the cover of life, oh I know Christine was profiled on the cover of life. I
know I read a lot about Renee Richards when she transitioned and I have had the good
fortune to have met her, but to me those times were as public as public got. Those were
the times when you waited for Walter Cronkite to tell you the news and then you knew
what happened. It was a different era of communications so as public as in the context of
the time, yes, those two to me would have been. They didn’t have issues then. It was
about a person and about the fact of sex change.

Can you talk about your feelings, reactions, and interpretation about the
strategies used by National organizations last fall (2007) during the push
for the inclusive version of ENDA, such as United ENDA, HRC, the
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National Gay and Lesbian Task Force the National Center for
Transgender Equality etc…

Nancy: I think United ENDA is a great thing, it certainly set a national tone for
solidarity around inclusion in ENDA and that’s a great thing. So United ENDA is a
wonderful thing and I feel that unequivocally. I would be very sad though if the split
between HRC and the United ENDA coalition ended up damaging the movement.
Organizations come and go and if HRC goes away because of it I’m okay with that.
Because something else will rise to take its place, so I’m okay with that.
So if everybody kind of backs down from the precipice and starts playing together
nicely I am good with that too, that would kind of be my preference and I suspect that’s
how things will go. Hopefully we’ll all get over it and we will learn to play together again
and move forward in a successful way. I guess I get a little nervous and when stuff like
that happens because I worry about the effect is going to have with our ability to work
together. And because like it or not HRC has been helpful they were supporting our lobby
day efforts in the early days, they’ve helped us the material ways. I mean it wasn’t Joe
Solmonese helping us, but it was individuals in HRC who salaries are paid by HRC there
to help us and certainly HRC has helped MTPC [Massachusetts Transgender Political
Coalition].
There are lots of aspects of the federal government we don’t like but the federal
government helps us overall, we might hate aspects of it and we might be critical of it but
it doesn’t mean we don’t need it. We need some in Washington and we need as much
influence as we can get in Washington and that’s HRC. I think Mara Keisling [Executive
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Director of National Center for Transgender Equality (NCTE)], though, my feelings
about NCTE, I think Mara got too emotionally involved and started reacting emotionally
instead of strategically and got to loggerheads with HRC. And I think she shot herself in
the foot a little bit with some of her communications around her opposition to HRC and
her anger directed at HRC. I just want to say I don’t understand and I don’t know if I
would have done any better in her position, I might have been just as angry at that, but
strategically I don’t know. I certainly was strategically opposed to Jeff Epperly (former
editor to Bay Windows newspaper) and certainly made no bones about it in a very public
way and it didn’t move him, but over time things changed at Bay Windows and so made
what she has done is just the right thing, I am unequivocally in support of her and her
work. Although I do worry a little bit that she has gotten too emotional but again I’m not
that close to her work. I don’t presume to know, again in the transgender community we
all feel powerless, but the truth is we are all very powerful. They all have more power
than we think we do. So what we do with our power is important. I have exerted my
power in situations where it is at dire consequences, dire unintended consequences. So at
the same time I have also found myself in a position where it has not taken a lot of effort
to make good positive change I just happen to be well positioned and had the skill set for
whatever. So what I do is keep my mouth shut if I’m not certain I know what I’m talking
about. And if I do know what I’m talking about and even then I have to be careful if I
know I’m one of those people who knows the most and I will talk about it or write
something about it.
In the case of ENDA, Mara Keisling and all that, there are lot of people who are
much closer to it than I am, I am just saying cool heads folks. You know we really are all
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in this together and the folks who are opposed to us do not differentiate transgender
people and gay and lesbian people. We are all perverts and their eyes and if we don’t
hang together we will all hang separately. Let’s be critical of each other, let’s keep each
other on our toes, let’s sharpen our wits together, but let’s not destroy each other. Let us
do it in such a way that we are not tearing each other down let’s do it in a way that’s
empowering and educating one another. We are all ignorant but at the same time we have
gems to share with one another and the important thing is to find ways to share the gems
that enable other people to receive them. We have to find ways because we are all
traumatized, we are all victims of trauma and that makes it hard to open up and accept
and to see what is of value sometimes. We have to find ways to be gentle with one
another.

Grace: In putting myself in other people’s shoes, I really do appreciate the position that
Barney Frank was in and Nancy Pelosi and others. And position the HRC was in I know
that was the very tough position and I know that they’re not actively anti-trans or that
they don’t want trans people to have legal protections. And I know that they probably
sincerely believe that they wished they had not had to have done that. So I get that and I
especially get the HRC was probably in the most delicate position of all trying to
preserve relationships and working with the most powerful homosexual in Congress and
yes I get all that.
So I guess I’d start by saying I still disagree with what they actually did (Barney
Frank, Nancy Pelosi, HRC), but I understand it was not a simple decision, that it was
complex and they were juggling different things. And I guess if you’re somebody who is
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just from a pragmatic standpoint thinking of this as incrementalism, I don’t buy that
because incrementalism is more around… but that is not how I define incrementalism I
define incrementalism around okay first let’s start with hate crimes let’s start with not
killing people let’s start with letting people get jobs. I get that, that’s incrementalism to
me. Chopping off certain classes of people to me is fundamentally discrimination and that
is a different thing to me so I actually didn’t buy that argument, that was a rationalization
and I didn’t buy that. Like were to get legal protections for African Americans first and
then come back for Latinos you just don’t do that, that’s not where you divide.
So I appreciate the position they were in at the same time I disagree with the
choices they made around it, but even more I just wish they had been honest, “this really
sucks and I absolutely get why you would be outraged you should be, and this leaves me
between a rock and a hard place.” That would have been much more forthcoming than
the kind of rationalizing, patronizing, insulting stuff, offensive stuff that came out when
they try to justify what they did and make it sound like we didn’t work hard enough and
you haven’t been around as long and you don’t get the political process and this is how
things work and this is incrementalism. I don’t buy any of that so that is on that side.
On our side I thought it was so powerful and to see that ever-growing list of 300
organizations local and national people signing up in. The stand that NGLTF took as
counterpoint to HRC, the advocacy that NCTE took, the advocacy that we did at MTPC,
and all the other trans organizations across the country. And I was so heartened to see so
many organizations that were GLBT and those who started off as G or GL and really
coming there in a strong way and having conversations with people. For me, talking to
friends on the local HRC steering committee board and the fact that they got it and we’ve
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been having conversations. I had been going to that dinner [Boston HRC annual
fundraising dinner] since the 80’s and they gave an award to me in 1994. And talking to
people and I don’t mean Diego [Sanchez] or David Wilson [Boston HRC members], but
talking to people who really just were mortified about it and struggling with it. And one
person, said “Grace I feel like I couldn’t look you in the face.” I mean there is just that
sense of… I was just very pleased. I am getting a little teary. I was pleased to see the
support for our communities that for so long, someone like me at my age… for me 30
years in this community, where it just was not there. For somebody that’s been
marginalized in our community or devalued or disrespected in so many ways and so
many little ways and not so little ways that to mean… I just did not expect that, because I
expected the same old. I expected the silence or the same old the way things are and to
really have some most people reach out in that way indicated to me how much things
have changed.
So I love those strategies, MTPC and other organizations we all have different
strategies for bringing attention to this and for some it was protest, others is the letter
writing campaigns and for some of those phone calls. And really I think we did
everything that we could do and it was very clear that Barney just was not going to
change and HRC felt that they had no choice but to back it. And I guess I felt like the
only reason it didn’t push me over the edge is because I knew it wasn’t going to pass that.
The not inclusive ENDA wasn’t going to become law. It will fail anyways and I will live
to fight another day.
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Ethan: I think that I was very proud of our community back then. The push was
complete all-inclusive and anybody that could afford to go to Washington DC could have
or even making phone calls if we couldn’t afford to go. The work - the people that you
never see really working side-by-side where working side-by-side and doing it tirelessly
up all night and went above and beyond. These are people who were paid for what they
do but volunteers as well. In the regular workday people who work in non-profits it is
never an eight hour day and I was extremely proud of our whole community for the work
is being done and I still am.

Denise: My first reaction, my feeling about it is that strategy is to kind of word. It
seemed to me that there really wasn’t a strategy. Then it was all sort of pulling it out of
their armpits and making it up as they went along. The only person who seemed to have
any concept of a strategy was Dave Noble [political director at the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force] and he seemed to have an idea how to approach the problem. But it
didn’t seem to me he really had the tools to do that either. So I guess I say strategy is
more than just having an idea of what you might want to do because the strategy was
basically “we’re going to prove that the numbers are there we are going to call all these
people.” And basically do what the whip is supposed to do and get a count of all the
people. But they weren’t even equipped to do even that. They didn’t seem to have any
sort of a database that allowed them to identify what each individual office what their
positions were or who was in charge of this issue or if anybody from the LGBT
community had even gone talk to them. It seemed to be… every day was like having
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Alzheimer’s, every day you get to meet new friends. It seemed like every day they were
starting from scratch.
And I’m not blaming Dave Noble for this because he was trying to tap into the
disorder group mind in DC, which was largely the Task Force (National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force) and HRC and also LCCR, the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights.
[LCCR] who is sort of shown themselves to be one of the problematic issues in DC.
LCCR seems to be old-fashioned civil rights law, like the black community looking to
get equal rights, and the head of that is Wade Henderson and he seems to look gay rights
in general with a little bit of skepticism. And transgender rights as fringe of the fringe and
that we should be honored that we are allowed to be in his office and that he’s even
taking the time to work on this stuff. He seemed a little contemptuous, more than a little
contemptuous of the efforts overall and he is supposed to be the go to person on all the
stuff that nobody ever sees. You never read about him anywhere, he’s never in any
articles in the Blade [Washington Blade, GLBT newspaper] or anything. But when it
came down to it everybody including Joe Solmonese would go to his office and pay
homage to him so he is obviously a person with a great deal of power and influence and
in the case of trans stuff a great deal of skepticism.
Maybe they have a concerted lobbying team, I don’t know, I guess I was surprised
I thought that lobbying really meant that you went and talked to these people and that he
went, there’s 535 members between the House of Representatives and the Senate and you
went and talked all these people and you got their constituents to talk to them and you get
them to say something. HRC’s version of lobbying was they gave this person $5000 for
their campaign so they owe us a favor and there’s a couple dozen people in that category
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that they funded. As and outsider I don’t see that HRC has all that much influence with
anybody there, in terms of… people recognize them, but it does not seem like they’re
communicating. I thought lobbying was about communicating and what I saw was there’s
almost none of that going on. Whatever communicating is going on it’s all sort of back
office or a meeting at the bar and we will have a drink sort of stuff. Not what I ever
considered to be traditional lobbying. And so strategy didn’t seem to be there at all. It
was disconcerting and frustrating to me to see how disorganized the whole thing was
because it is a lot of money. You would think an organization like HRC bringing in $30
million a year, the Task Force is bringing in a few million that they could buy a copy of
the database and at least track the stuff so they would know when the question came up.
And if they didn’t have that level of organization, you need that, there’s the basic
infrastructure that you would build a strategy on so basically they lack the foundation
from what I could see.
On an individual basis a lot of the people there were very good and knew their
craft, people like Becky Dansky who works at the Task Force. She knew just off the top
of her head awful lot of people, she knew the staffers were she knew who was working
on what. So a lot of the individuals were very talented and very knowledgeable. But there
is nothing that would allow them to share that information, to work in a cohesive fashion.

Diego: Sure, my personal feelings were that my heart was absolutely broken, my spirit
was not crushed, but I had to fight for that to be true. And I felt that everybody did
exactly to this day what everybody feels like exactly what they had to do. And I feel close
to all four of those units you just mentioned [United ENDA, HRC, National Gay and
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Lesbian Task Force, and the National Center for Transgender Equality]. And I think that
United ENDA is actually about to become a formal organization which it wasn’t. It was
people with an affinity with a stake in it in a position of no exclusion of transgender
people that was what United ENDA was all about. I felt that each one had a different
perspective; National Center for Transgender Equality has to do everything it can to
make sure that we are included in everything. And that is why we financially support
them and we are active in their organization, because they have to lead the way on those
things, it is their job. The Task Force is structured more along the lines of real civic
engagement and this is just my personal perspective, my personal feelings are what you
asked for, in civic engagement on a grassroots level. So always focused on we got to get
the right thing done, we had to do what is absolute right to do and then they send in Lisa
[Lisa Mottet, Transgender Civil Rights Lawyer with NGLTF] and laws change and things
happen in states and cities all over the country including the District of Columbia, just not
our country.
And then I think the perspective of HRC had was it felt that they couldn’t amass a
vote from the people who were talking to them that would’ve gotten us to the majority
number. So yeah I felt left behind, I felt left out and why shouldn’t I because I was, we all
were. Having worked in large corporations most of my life I can understand how they got
there, I don’t love it, and I didn’t like it at the time, it broke my heart, but I can
understand why. If what you’re running is a machine that has to focus on tactical
deliverables toward strategic gain I can see why they did what they did and that they felt
that they had to do that. And I also understand why everybody else feels that they didn’t
have to do to, because it is not their lens and I think that our community as a whole is
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best served by having all those organizations. My wish is that they could all be doing,
feeling on the same side of stuff, I recognize because of how their distinguished there
may be times when it’s not always going to be the same perspective.
Including things on the case of Thomas Beattie (he was an FTM who got pregnant
and came out in the media as being a pregnant man) all organizations and are going to
feel or decide on the same lens or perspective on Thomas Beattie, some may support,
some may think they have no right to make an opinion about individuals lives, others
going to say my job is to protect absolutely everyone so I’m going to stand by his side
and his family side, he’s not trying to kill himself. He’s trying to have a family and I’m
going to support him. And others are going to say that’s very loud and off our agenda we
really don’t need that. Which is the same thing but a different entity, but it is the same
thing that HRC was accused of doing with ENDA, yet there are other organizations that
did that with Thomas Beattie.

Who is Thomas Beattie?

Thomas Beattie is a transsexual man who is pregnant with his second child and
just had one.

This is very different because he came out publicly being a transgender man who chose
to become pregnant after his medical transition.
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After his medical transition he wanted to have a baby because his wife could not
physically bear a child, the medical diagnosis said that she could not do that. So they
elected, they wanted their own child. I am adopted and I respect their right to do that, to
have their own child, I can understand that. And what I am told is that Thomas Beattie
from what I’ve read and from what he has said and organizations have not refuted that I
have seen publicly that he approached organizations and asked for counsel, “How do I
this? What do I do I am pregnant?” and that some of the counsel he got was “we are
trying to get some stuff done could you really be quiet over there.” So my lens of support,
action as the PR person who is helping him, and I hope they help him more and better
than he was helped before and better. My feeling is like every individual has to live their
life the best they can we are all just trying to get from one day to the next. Why wouldn’t
I support this man’s ability to have his family the way he chooses, of course I support
him and what can I do to help him, because it is the same as “you looking like that and
doing this is a problem for the rest of us over trying to do stuff.” That is exactly the
ENDA argument. It is the argument that says if you transgender people were not in this
we could just have our nice ENDA and we will take care of you later. Equally restrictive
to Thomas Beattie was trying to have a baby and he was told if he could just be quiet so
they could get this other stuff done and then we will come get you – it is the same thing.
Some who criticized HRC for that in my view did the same thing with Thomas Beattie
and probably for different reasons with different lens. But from my perspective I see it as
someone who felt that they were equally human and was told not be included told that
because it was getting in the way of other things, and that is just my unique perspective
on it.
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What do you think the strategies should be in moving forward and pushing
for transgender inclusive legislation, if at all?

Nancy: Oh, of course it should be [a strategy for inclusive ENDA]. I think we should
absolutely be pushing for a trans-inclusive ENDA it is essential. It is essential for
efficiency and our community we need it and we should not slack on our efforts at all.
But one of the strategies for getting something like that done is to go to the people who
are going to be voting and asking them what we should be doing and listen to them and to
do what they tell us to do to get it passed. Keeping in mind you have got to know your
friends are, because if you ask he who is not your friend what you should do their going
to send you on a wild goose chase. So you do have to know your friends are that is
something we all have to learn in life and if we don’t. I do think we shouldn’t back off on
our activism and also focus a little bit more on our interpersonal skills.
I think Barney Frank is one of our friends, but he’s not a saint and he’s not our
only friend. And we can… we do a little bit more listening and a little less criticism or
attack. Listen and look for ways to collaborate especially with those who are going to be
the ones voting. If we don’t have someone’s vote we should be asking them, “what will it
take to get your vote, what would we have to do in order to make you feel comfortable in
voting for this?” And then we should make it our business to do that and impress upon
them what good collaborators we are. If we can get people tell us that. If we can’t get
people to tell us that then we can go to the people who are going to vote for us and say,
“you have worked with some of these other people what you think you can do?” You go
for the low hanging fruit and those close to them and educate, educate, and educate. And
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we just keep educating and it will happen. I think everybody wants to work on it and keep
working on it, but we don’t want all our eggs in one basket.
ENDA is not the whole bill that is going to change our lives, changing our lives
is going to come one step at a time and is going to come by the education of the culture at
large. Education that is conducted in a zillion places and a zillion different levels from the
classroom to the street to boardrooms to playgrounds you name it. There is a lot of work
to be done out there and passage of ENDA is not going to fix our problems. Passage of
ENDA is one more thing that does create legitimacy and it’s a good thing to do in a major
achievement only do it, the passage of an inclusive ENDA. But there is only so much you
can do to push them forward and it only takes a segment of the activist population, it
doesn’t take all the activists working on ENDA that is not the way to get it passed, the
way to get it passed is to people whose job it is to work on and do but the majority of us
need to work be working on grassroots support for ENDA, for transgender rights, for
homeless shelters, for engineering environments you name it all needs to be changed you
need to be out in visible, friendly and respectful.

Grace: I think very clearly and this is true Massachusetts, as well, education and
awareness, and talking with local legislators to even people who are allies or want to be
allies don’t know how to be allies. A big strategy needs to be educating legislators and
educating Congress, really educate people about our lives, about who we are, about our
needs, about the challenges, dispelling myths about what this legislation is. I think about
how close it was for Proposition 8 in California, it passed we didn’t want to pass. I realize
they were so much misinformation and it was so close with 48% to 52% or whatever it
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was. I would have not taken much for how many people to just shift their votes and vote
differently and it is because they believed the lies. I think there are a lot of people who
believe the lies about us. That trans women are a threat to women, non-trans women in
bathrooms, that trans people of all identifications are a threat to children, that trans people
are freaks that we are everything from that we shouldn’t be seen, that we shouldn’t be
talked to, that we shouldn’t be heard or talked to children about. I think that is the biggest
thing that we can do [education] and I think that’s an area in my training experience I
excel.
On top of that we need a rock solid political strategy both locally and nationally
and I always defer to lobbyists. There are people of more legislative or lobbying
experience than I have around really knowing how best work that in terms of key people
in key positions in who you need to get. Making sure we have a really solid lobbying and
political strategy. I also think that we need education and awareness on the level of public
relations, media, mobilization of larger community. You need to get the whole GLBT
community behind us not just trans people and some of our friends and mainstream
people. That’s education but that’s also community organizing, which I think is your
strength [referring to interviewer], pulling people together to say… not just thinking of it
as the right thing but working to do that. I certainly think that what pushed Barack
Obama over-the-top. To really bring people out and get people organized on this issue.
They were people who may have not worked on these issues before. Maybe it’s my threetier thing community organizing, public relations, and lobbying and political strategy and
the ongoing education and awareness.
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Ethan: Well I think this going to be very dicey, because one of the things we did, I did
not disagree with it at the time I just did not have the foresight to think about a time,
when we came out with the whole “we don’t have the President right now that will sign
the bill into law so why wouldn’t you include gender identity. Let’s see where it goes,
let’s see if it will pass.” They didn’t want to test that water and I think it would have
passed. I think we had the votes. And now what are you going to do if you have a
President that will sign the bill into law and they move forward anyway with his sexual
orientation only bill. Are these organizations that signed on to United ENDA going to
stay there or are they going to oppose legislation that they know will protect this many
people [gesturing with hands spread apart about halfway] and have the President sign it
into law what will they do?
I think to have a fully inclusive bill, if they really believe that that we are all one
community, that people need to stick together and its going to be hard, this is the real test.
Last year [2007], that was the beginning 2009 and 2010 that’ll be it. That’s the strategy,
we need to stand firm, we need to stand together, and lobby that way. And we need lots
of people to lobby and call because the more people that do it the more people know I’ve
have all these constituents they are going to fight for the people that are in their districts,
that live in their states. If you don’t have anybody calling your office then you are going
to toe the line and go wherever everybody else is going.

Denise: Well, the grand unifying theory – what should the strategy be? It is certainly
easier to tear holes and other people’s strategies than it is to actually formulate one of
your own. I think the key is education and when it comes right down to it most of the
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people in Congress have never met someone who trans knowingly face-to-face. They
have never considered us as people, we are an issue, we are a problem, we are a fringe
group, but we are not people. And so I don’t think they really take it seriously at all. So I
think the first thing is that we need to have a transgender person, hopefully somebody
who looks well put together, not beautiful, but looks comfortable in their skin to go into
the office and introduce themselves and say, “Hey, I’m one of your constituents and I
have been trying to get a job for years and I’m having a really hard time.” Just to put a
human face on it. That’s step one, is to introduce ourselves we have not been introduced.
We can’t have a conversation because we haven’t been introduced. So I see that has
really as a first step.
If I had one million dollars to spend after I bought a database and got everybody’s
name into it and figured out where their positions were and how they voted on this stuff. I
had one million dollars I would take whatever money is left and I would bring my mom
down to DC and say, “You go talk to representatives.” I think if we get our family
members to go and say, “You know this is about my child” and frame it that way. And
instead of walking in and saying me, me, me… to have parents walk in and say this is
about my children. Because everything is around children every time they want to make
an issue move they frame it in terms of the children. They want censorship on the Internet
they frame it as this is to protect the children. If they want to ban guns if to protect the
children, it is all about protecting children. And we need to fight fire with fire and we
need our parents to go in and say, “We need this law to protect our children.” And I think
that would be the hardest thing for anybody to fight back against. To say that your child
is not nearly as important as my child is and take it a step out of our hands. I think would
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be my strategy I don’t know if that’s really necessarily doable, but on the other hand you
look at organizations like PFLAG [Parents and Friends of LGBT] and I think in terms of
their lobbying they are actually effective, because they are not going in there
unfortunately or fortunately not looking queer, they just look like parents and they talk
about their children and they get appointments that we don’t get. They get face time that
we don’t get and I think that is a much more effective strategy and then going in there
and saying “I am out of work.”
Because when they look at somebody like myself and if I go in and say, “I can’t
get a job because I am trans.” You think in the back of their minds they are going “well
Jesus, if you just take off the dress,” even though I’m going in a business suit, “if you
would just dress like a real man and cut your hair you could have a job, why do you
persist in this delusion that your gender is somehow different.” Because they are looking
at you and deconstructing you as they look at you and as they listen to you and they are
not really judging whether you deserve rights they are looking at how well you pass.
Which is the trap that we all fall into with all the people who we have tried to gain as
allies whether it was psychologists or surgeons or endocrinologists. They look at us they
deconstruct us and say, “well how much do they conform to the gender stereotypes, but
they really men, are they really women… umm I understand why employers don’t want
to hire you.” We need to take it out of that arena we have to stop going in there and being
a litmus test on an individual basis and the idea that is the right way to approach it I think
is the basis of why the gay community doesn’t want us involved. Because they know
when we walk in there that people are going to deconstruct us “Is that really a guy that
wants to be a girl or is that a guy who used to be a girl? Is that a guy who wants to be a
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girl?” They are taking all these things and they are not paying attention to what we are
saying. And the gay community has worked really hard on the whole concept of “we are
just like you except for who we sleep with.” And so they all go in there, in their business
suits and short haircuts and they spend their time at the gym to try to look straight,
frankly. And they think they have succeeded at looking straight as long as they have
succeeded at looking normative and that we are going to blow that whole thing. It has
certainly worked better for them than it has worked for us, but I don’t think it has worked
all that well for them either.

Diego: Yes, Gunner I do, yes sir I do. I think whatever the number is going to be and
however it looks however I will defer to the trans lawyers who did a great job the first
time, and our legislative people who need to do better this time. It needs to be inclusive
of gender identity and expression. The strategy I believe, your question was what is the
strategy? I think it is to reach, it is to do what Barney Frank said to do and that people got
mad at him about it, but Congressman/Chairman Frank told us to get in front of
legislators and keep telling our stories.
We in Massachusetts, the more we do that for our bill the better gains we will see.
And it was what we were told to do in the city of Boston you led the way on that. There
were a few of us who did those things and it does make a difference when they can meet
us. I really think a report card and have every person go down the list until they’re done
even if it is in district, in your city, going to legislators and making them responsible for
your life. Letting them know who they answer to and it gives them an opportunity to care.
It is our opportunity to be human in someone’s face so I think the strategy is to do that. I
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think there are some backsides strategies to such as knowing which congressional
districts matter and getting on the phone talking to people individually or frankly. Taking
road trips to those districts and organizing events with communities of faith and affinity
groups, and labor groups, people who are natural allies. And doing things like a meet the
trans people on Saturday night. Let’s cook you dinner, we are pretty good, we do things,
we are pretty functional. I think there are things we can do to demonstrate ourselves more
as community, neighbors, and friends to our elected officials and common people in our
neighborhoods across the country.

Have you been discouraged, or thought of quitting by this experience?
Why/why not. IF so why did you continue?

Nancy: No, ENDA discouraging? It is a small speed bump to me it’s not a big deal in
terms of my work, because to me it is the frosting on the cake if we get it passed. There is
so much other work to be done and we are making progress on almost every front, every
front I can think of me are making progress to me it’s a great time to be a transgender
person. Of course it would have been better to be born into a culture that was a little bit
more transgender friendly, but better today than 50 years ago.

Grace: While I would say I wouldn’t be human if there were not many times over the
last three decades I have not felt like it’s just too much. And if there were been many
times, specifically times around BAGLY, not even about trans necessarily. But there
have been many times over the years I have wondered is it, because I’m doing too much?
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There’s nothing wrong per se, I’m just doing too much, not getting enough rest, don’t
have enough emotional support in my life, and don’t have time to recharge, and I’m
reaching burnout. That’s when I feel like I should just quit. Why can’t I just work from 95 job somewhere and go home like a normal person and not be doing all these crazy
meetings, weekends and stuff, and not having a life? But I never seriously think about
that, it’s a fleeting moment and may I just need to get more sleep and I’ll be fine.
I think the harder times are with our own community. I am rarely if ever
discouraged by “the crazies” they are annoying and I’ve had to deal this for way longer,
this goes back to my childhood. I spent 45 years, as long as I can possibly remember,
maybe when I was five so maybe 46 years, I’ve had to deal people who are anti-GLBT
my whole life. Both directly with kids in school kids and in the neighborhood, in the
media, on the streets, on the MBTA, or whatever through the 60’s and 70’s, 80’s, and the
90s. Now with the blogs, websites, and at times I get annoyed, but rarely do I get truly
discouraged, because they are crazy and I know that. They’re not rational people, they’re
not people of good will, or good faith, and nothing I can do is going to change their
minds. The hurt for me is when people who are supposed to be allies, people who are part
of our community, that has been much more hurtful. When I’ve had situations with
people in our community who have been hurtful. Who have just been hurtful, even out of
their own fears or own ignorance. An e-mail that I got during that whole ENDA thing
from somebody saying trans rights were about heterosexual rights. While I think that
trans people should have rights and that has nothing to do with gay, lesbian, or
bisexual… that e-mail is much more hurtful than anything Amy Contrada [of Mass
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Resistance, anti-GLBT group] could have said. Because it was a gay man that I knew in
this community.

Who is Amy Contrada?

Amy Contrada was a conservative woman who has a blog off Mass Resistance
and actively use to blog, attacking gay, lesbian, bisexual, and especially transgender
people and me in particular and others. And she said some really, really mean and hurtful
things about me, but they never bothered me as much a so-called people from our very
own community have said.
So have I wanted to quit? I’ve never seriously wanted to quit for the most part,
but for the very few times when I’ve feel like I have come close have been around those
times when I just really wondered… I can think of a couple times in the 90’s and things
are very really hurtful around here (BAGLY) internally. When we transitioned from all
volunteer to hiring me and staff in 1994-95. With the board, felt like I was rolling. There
is one period there that I got through it and it resurfaced again in 1997 with a different set
of people, same thing but different people entirely, rocky roads there. The 90’s were very
hard time for me. From age 35 in 1992 through the age of 45 in 2002 there was a lot
going on personally and professionally, but I think a lot was happening with the work of
BAGLY, with the organization, and the community, and went to grad school. I
transitioned and I got hired here. It was a very, very tough time and there are at least a
couple times I was almost done. Now for the last six years, I feel like I’ve gone through
the worst of it.
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Specifically around ENDA, no I don’t think I felt like I wanted to quit, but I
definitely felt hurt. I just kind of re-doubled my efforts and thought we will just keep
moving forward.

Ethan: There is not a day in my life that goes by that I don’t think about that and I don’t
get aggravated or hurt, but the truth of the matter that is not going to help. Not doing it
isn’t going to help. I would only get an ulcer if I didn’t do it. If I wasn’t part of it would
drive me nuts I would always want to know what was happening and then be bitchy about
it. I took the red pill (says laughing) what ever the one on the Matrix is that you cannot
come back. Once you become an activist there is no going back. You can’t get your
innocence back no matter what. So yeah, have I thought about it? Sure. Is it a reality for
me? No way it’s too important to me.

Denise: About once a week, yeah about once a week, sometimes more often, it is
frustrating work. It is hard to see progress on a day-to-day basis of something that… look
at Barney Frank he’s been working on this for 30 years and I have only been here for a
decade. So you really have to look at it in terms of 20 years, 30 years, a quarter of a
century and that’s a long time to pin your hopes on something. I could make a whole lot
more money doing almost anything else. I have a degree in chemistry and I ran physics
labs. I could do a lot more things that would help me in a personal sense. And the fighting
inside the community and having to constantly justify the work you’re doing and why
people should support you gets tiring. Watching the divisions in the community and
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people who should be supportive, not necessarily of me, but of other people and all the
backstabbing that goes on. It gets discouraging, it really does.
In a personal sense in terms of my transition, I think having this job has been
incredibly harmful to me fitting in as an average woman in our society, because I went
from a job where I didn’t have a whole lot of authority to a job I where I have to hire and
fire people. And I have to be involved in politics and lobbying and to take on a much
more masculine role in an ironic way, than I ever had to when I lived as a man. So I went
from being nobody to being “the man” and this sort of way at the same time I transitioned
socially and the first day of my transition was the first day I worked for IFGE. And I
work in queer space so I don’t have to check my voice I can let my voice gone down to a
much lower octave and where it’s easy to do and not think about it. If I were to any other
job I would have to be really careful and make sure that my voice never drop down that
low (as she is illustrating when saying the sentence) because then I’d be afraid that
people would recognize me as being a transsexual.
So here I am allowed to let gender clues leak out all over the place and almost
have to. Most transsexuals who can afford it have facial feminization surgery, but I think
I would be counterproductive for me being an advocate to the community, I don’t think
it’s necessarily a good thing in a role model sense. And if I’m going to lobby people I
don’t think being perfectly passable actually helps me as a lobbyist I don’t that it does. It
is better to just be who I am and to be proud of that, but that’s easier said than done. So
being in this job means not passing in a lot of ways and it’s made me a very visible public
figure in a society where publicly recognizable transsexuals are killed on a weekly basis.
It means I can never have a private life because you can Google Denise Leclair for the
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next hundred years and read about all things I have to newspapers and television
reporters. I would have to change the name again to ever reclaim a private life. So all
these things add up.
The travel, because it makes it hard for me to maintain my relationship, because
I’m gone so long, three weeks out of four. If I can get two weekends when I’m actually
home and I can see my boyfriend that feels like a vacation. If I can get two weekends in
the month you know. Look at during the United ENDA thing, I spent the entire month in
DC and I only came back my grandmother’s funeral in the night of the funeral went back
down to DC. I have no, very little private life as a result of the work.
On the other hand I feel incredibly privileged to be in the middle of what I do feel
like is the forefront of the civil rights movement. It seems almost like a random thing I
could not have predicted I would be here. I never intended to end up in a job like this, just
things get thrown at me and I tried to deal with them and make things as good as they can
and do whatever I can on behalf of the transgender community. I feel very passionate
about that. So I feel really lucky to be in a position like this even though it’s at
considerable cost. I know a lot of people are probably very envious, most than probably
have no idea how much work it actually is. A lot of days to just say “I don’t know if I get
out of bed I have so much stuff to do” and it seems impossible you will ever get through
all the work.

Diego: I never thought about quitting the fight, because the fight has to happen, he know
if I quit every time I look at her young person’s eyes even knowing their children behind
us and makes it feel unfair you know, Cesar Chavez for my Latino community stood
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brave Bayard Ruston, Martin Luther King Jr., Robert Kennedy, JFK, and Mahatma
Gandhi. When we look at our leaders who have the strength to go and I think we should
continue to go. I’m heartened each year when I see something, I laugh to myself, like the
Harbor to the Bay ride. I’m not living with HIV, I am not riding the ride and there are
people, the positive peddlers who are, who have to take medications and they can do the
ride. And so there are things I sit out of that I feel bad about. Our fight for our rights is
something I can make a difference and I didn’t think about quitting. I would also miss my
friends I think there are a lot of good people doing this work and I enjoy my community
an awful lot. I admire the courage and I want to be with them and I want to be around
good change. And I also think that sometimes I have a different avenue for approaching
things than many of my people do and I think that all together we make a good mosaic,
but we are not all the same and that is good thing so I want to do my part to contribute to
that mosaic.

Did the situation with ENDA impact your local work or local community
and if so how?

Nancy: Yes it did, I have to admit it. Ted Kennedy’s recalcitrant stuff on Hate Crimes
in the Senate kind of mobilized me to work on a local level, because I do believe you if
you pass a law on a local level, it makes sense. Forget pragmatism in terms of what I
think is right and democracy, I think it is right to pass a law on a smaller scale, do
something on a smaller scale. In fact anytime you’re going to do a huge project, no matter
what it is, you are best off doing something small first, proof of concept they call it. And
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so let’s prove not only can we get these laws passed in local areas but that they work and
that’s really important to me. So I drafted myself into working at the local level. I started
first by flapping my gums and talking about it and then I got involved with the
Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition in support of getting statewide protections
passed and that really was a big motivating factor behind my recent involvement with
MTPC. I would have been involved early but it was the same night as my radio show
[Gender Talk] so wasn’t an option, but then the radio show moved to Saturday so that got
me involved. Yes, no question I significantly changed and there were other things going
on in my life at that time which became a really positive thing. I had an injury which
made it so I couldn’t work in a regular job, I also moved here to Beverly and started to
feel very isolated personally in general, not just transgender community wise and so not
having any work relationships anymore and so I was very isolated here. So also it is a
social thing for me getting re-involved.

Grace: While certainly in all the ways that we talked about it I do think it did. I think it
impacts our local trans community and a lot of the ways. I talked about it impacting me.
It impacted our allies and the way I talked about. I think it actually helped in a lot of ways
because it got us talking about it, having a dialogue and conversations going and since we
the state legislation we are trying to pass, HB 1722 [Massachusetts bill: An Act Relative
to Gender-Based Discrimination and Hate Crimes which adds gender identity and gender
expression to state’s non-discrimination and Hate Crimes laws], I think it gave some
sense of trying to provide more support for that. Even though it failed this year I think a
lot of people turned out and wanted to testify who might not normally do so or made it
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such a priority among our allies. If nothing else, it got Barney Frank to submit testimony
[for Massachusetts House Bill 1722, An Act Relative to Gender Based Discrimination
and Hate Crimes]. I think there’s something, so the fallout that helped to support our
work, but overall I think in terms of the personal stuff in a similar to what I talked about
myself.

Ethan: My local community, that is very weird I have such a broad community. Well I
live in a house that is surrounded by my family, but they’re oblivious to some of this
stuff. Not because I don’t talk about it around them, but I might as well be speaking
another language sometimes. And that is all right they understand the basics, that it is
wrong to discriminate and that we all need jobs and they are for that, so that is fine. I
think that people act out in a variety of ways, even adults, not just young people. But I’ve
seen people but I’m not sure how much harm people do to themselves, drink, take drugs,
commit suicide and I don’t know but I’m sure that’s part of the impact that these things
have on our community.

Denise: Oh yes, I spent a month in DC straight when I didn’t really have much of a
home down there so I was not in my office at all for a good five weeks solid. I came
home one time because my grandmother passed away and I took the train home and I left
my car down there. I took the train home went to the wake, went to the funeral, said “Hi”
to the relatives and jumped on the next train and went back down and went back lobby.
So yes, I put my entire life on hold for a good solid month. I guess that’s why I’m
sort of more critical about their strategy or their organization in these regards because a
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lot of people put a lot of effort into this. A lot of people besides myself, but certainly
including myself said “I’m going to put everything on hold.” And I know a number of
people who went down to DC and volunteered to help in different capacities. And the
whole effort and without a decent infrastructure behind it, it was a waste of time, it was
PR and not reality. We had a conference call every day; sometimes two conference calls
everyday and I don’t know if any of that was an effective use of our resources. I really
don’t. In some respects to get attention to the issue and it was a good thing, but in other
respects the person who we need the most, who was Barney Frank, you don’t have to like
him, but we need him and we just pissed him off something fierce. We absolutely
alienated him in as much as he is very much key to our being included in any future
legislation. Which I don’t think he likes and we don’t like, but that’s the reality of it I
think we actually made some negative progress. We gained traction in other places, but
the place we needed the most we lost a lot. We basically started saying we are Dorothy in
the Wizard of Oz and all we had to do was click heels three times and we would get an
inclusive ENDA. Well in that respect it was not a good thing and for so many people to
follow the strategy of one or two of our leaders in approaching things in the way that they
did was a waste a lot of people’s time.

Diego: Yes, I think the impact of inaction on ENDA, the act of not including gender
identity and gender expression, has made people walk more gingerly around transgender
people and issues. And having on the checklist of if you’re really a cool organization and
you have got something that addresses us is what I hope will occur. Is more like what
MassEquality has done which is made in a primary part of their work and that they are
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partnering with our state organizations, the Massachusetts Transgender Political
Coalition, to make sure that the work is taken seriously and done by the best. I think that
between the work that you do as a director [referring to interviewer] and that
MassEquality has brought us with their lobbying expertise is a combination in earnest
shows you are truly committed to creating the kind of inclusion that we need.

What would you say to young transgender people today, or to those who
will come along in the future?

Nancy: I would say that you are a very special person in a culture that may not
understand you are maybe a family that doesn’t understand you or doesn’t appreciate
your special-ness as a person or what makes you special being transgender is being
special in a certain way. Everybody is special in a certain way, being transgender is a
particular way of being special. And I would say find yourself people who appreciate that
special part of you, find yourself a community to be part of. It is an unfortunate aspect of
our culture that we have designed our society to isolate people into families instead of
encouraging more integration into communities, community is a wonderful thing, there is
community for transgender people, but it is what you make it. Like anything else how
you feed it determines what it grows into. So I encourage you to feed yourself well and
surround yourself with good friends pay special attention to your community and what
you feed your community. It will be a good thing for you being transgender can be a real
burden but it is also real resource for you to draw them and encourage you to make most
you can of it. My dad told me when I came out to him “well, what you do with it.” I tell
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young folks reach out to other transgender people and I tell activists to get involved in the
community and make it into something he’d be proud of.

Grace: While always cautious to say when people say, “Grace, you tell young people to
come out. You tell young people they should have surgery.” I never tell them to do that I
encourage young people to try to determine what they want in life personally,
professionally, and politically in whatever ways. To explore who they are and who they
want to be and what they wanted to the world, and in their community and to make a
difference I do encourage that. I do encourage people to be involved in the community
and be a part of the community as a volunteer or to be active and to make a difference. I
encourage people to make healthy choices that are healthy for them at whatever stage
they are at and if that means being out and being open about their identity and living their
lives authentically in a way that expresses that then I support that. I certainly want to
make sure they know the challenges are or might be, resources and options if or when
things become problematic, but I also support people to make the choices whenever they
are at any point in time so they can’t be open or don’t want to be then that is okay, I don’t
push people to be a certain way.
I think life is a journey and we are all on our own journeys. For some people
being out in open is what they wanted an early age and for others that comes later or not
all. I do encourage people have a sense of social justice and to develop an understanding
of social justice and recognizing the links between all kinds of oppression and not to be
single issue or to get too focused on one thing and not when the victim game or the blame
game of whose oppression is bigger or who has it worse off. The poor me, I think I also
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don’t have a lot of patience for that, we all have challenges in our lives even those who
on the surface look very privileged in the world it just is not useful to play that, we need
to find ways to recognize that we are all connected and not divided. I do encourage young
people to seek how they are similar to other people and connected to other people and
how we are part of moving forward and not to get too caught up in victim hood or their
own identity or their own “poor me.” I say that to adults too.

Ethan: They can probably tell me more than I could tell them. But honestly, first of all
learn your history about the LGBT movement you don’t want to reinvent the wheel. And
stay in school we need more educated people in our movement to carry the torch. Get
involved in government, get involved in the process, work on a campaign, because we
need more people on the inside, we don’t have large amounts of money, we need more
out legislators, get involved.

Denise: I am sorry. I think that’s what I would say. My generation has not done what it
should have for the people that have come after us. Way too many people have completed
their transition and disappeared into the woodwork and created what I call an attractive
nuisance. In legal terms, if you have a swimming pool and the neighborhood kids see the
swimming pool and gets in the pool and hurts themselves you are liable even though you
had a fence up, even though they trespassed in your property. You had something that
people could see and you should know they are going to want it and that if they try to get
it they are going to hurt themselves. You have a responsibility when you have something
like that. And I think for all the people who have been visible in the transgender
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community we have made it seem like it is okay, come on in the water’s fine and it is not.
It is very dangerous to be a young transgender person, I think people my age look at
younger transgender people and they are jealous, they think that somehow that is a
magical thing isn’t it wonderful that you can come out when you’re so young and have
your whole life ahead of you. I think how a naive, this person may get thrown out of their
house. You know they’re going to be harassed in school; it will probably be nearly
impossible to finish high school, never mind go on to college. They are not going to have
the resources they need if they come out younger most of the time to medically transition
because insurance won’t pay for it and if you can’t medically transition you can’t get
legal recognition, you can’t get your ID changed and without that ID you can’t work.
So in a very real way people who transitioned without enough resources to go
through the whole medical thing and have been undocumented workers. They are like
being illegal aliens in their own country. That is nothing to be jealous of and I don’t think
as a community we do nearly enough to make that better. The things that I would like to
change, the reason I stay at this, it isn’t because I think it’s going to benefit me, if I
wanted a job with a personal benefit I could have been the Director of Environmental
Health and Safety at Bridgeport University. I was offered the job last year, three times the
salary I am making now. But I could have said, “screw all this” but I have privilege, I
have a lot of privilege. Just because I own a house, it’s not much of a house but
nonetheless it is a house, but I could refinance the house so I could get the money I
needed for medical transition. So I could change my social security card and driver’s
license, I had enough money for my SRS. I had enough for myself, but I know just being
here has made a lot of people jump even before they were ready.
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There is no good answer if you just want to get through this you are almost better
not to come out, to keep the privilege that you have for as long as you can and take care
of yourself. Put some money in the bank, buy a house, and get some assets so you can get
through this process. This is what you need to do, because nobody is going to help you.
But that means you have to lie about who you are and you have to deny your identity for
greater or lesser amount of time and that is a high price to pay and I don’t know and I’m
certainly glad it’s not my decision what everybody should do, try to earn that money so
they can get through medical transition, maybe a lot of these people don’t even want a
medically transition, but they feel that they have to in order to be legally recognized in
this country and that is a horrible situation to be in. I think that the UK is the only
humane place on the planet now in regards to that because you can change your gender
and the identification without having had surgery, and I think that’s something that we
really need to work on. So until you made it safe for younger people, until they can get
the treatment that they want or need without having to prostitute themselves, without
having to bankrupt themselves, without having to live a life that they have to put money
away. Until we make this world a better place, none of us should be resting. So yeah, I
would say sorry.

Diego: First, I would say don’t just listen to people who say, “Come out, come out
wherever you are.” And with safety first and if it is safe to disclose do so. Do it as
narrowly or is broadly as you feel safe to do. Know that you have champions, people like
Gunner Scott and myself and others who will always have your back. We won’t be the
ones they’re trying to put your name on a list as this person came out we won. We win by
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saving lives not by exposing names or disclosing identities. Our job, what I want young
people to know and those who plan to disclose in the future, is that you don’t have to
look like anybody else or be like anybody else. You have the right to be the unique you
that you feel. And if you bump into something or someone who feels like they are where
you want to be that’s fine. And if you don’t, don’t be discouraged, because part of our job
as leaders is to make the world open enough so that you can be safe in it, affirmed in it,
and successful in with every protection that every other American has.
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Autoethnography: Personal reflections and reactions to the oral history interviews
and the historical research
Vulnerability, Violence, and Acknowledgement
I was inspired by Ruth Behar’s writing and theories in The Vulnerable Observer:
Anthropology that breaks your heart. Behar’s emphasizes the use of vulnerability in
research and writing style, particularly using one’s experiences in relation to what is
being observed. (Behar, 1996, p.14) In The Vulnerable Observer, each of Behar’s essays
are on different subjects, cultures, and communities she has observed, but she has
threaded together the subject or community with her multiple identities, connections, and
her longing for her homeland of Cuba. Like Behar, I feel as though I have a consistent
thread that has been stringing together my activism and my writing, the murder of Rita
Hester. Rita was an African-American transgender woman from Allston, MA that was
brutally murdered in 1998. I can’t seem to stop writing or talking about what happened to
her, her unsolved murder, or the injustice of her death. In past essays I did previous to my
time at Goddard I have included my thoughts and feeling about what happened to Rita,
yet, it feels as if I have not fully “written” this experience out of my system.
Violence against transgender people has also emerged so far as a topic in my oral
history interviews, but I am not surprised by this occurrence. I think I would have had
significant doubts about my project and the questions I had drafted if violence against
transgender people had not emerged as topic area each of my participants reflected on.
Like the participants in this oral history project, violence against transgender people as
been one of my motivating factors in doing transgender rights activism.
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October 7, 2008
It Must Be This Time Of Year Again
My paid work as the director at the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition
and my senior study research about transgender history and the early gay rights
movement are at this moment overlapping. I have wanted this to happen. The research I
have done is now informing my day-to-day work for transgender rights. This overlap
between my job and my research informing my work has been playing out particularly in
the last few weeks with a situation involving a national organization, the Gay, Lesbian
and Straight Education Network (GLSEN) and what I feel was their co-opting of the one
only transgender created and led annual events, the International Transgender Day of
Remembrance (TDOR), which has been held every year on November 20th.
International Transgender Day of Remembrance was started in 1999 by Gwen
Smith, a San Francisco transgender activist, as a memorial event to publicly remember
transgender victims of murder due to hate violence. (Smith, n.d.) Smith’s inspiration for
this annual remembrance was the 1998 march and vigil in Allston, MA, which was held
in honor of Rita Hester, an African-American transgender woman found brutally
murdered in her apartment on November 28, 1998. (Touzet, n.d.) Nancy Nangeroni, a
participant in my oral history project, organized this 1998 march and vigil for Rita
Hester. I had met Rita on street corner near Bay Village in Boston, MA about two weeks
before she was killed.
Rita’s murdered occurred 37 days after the murder of Matthew Shepard, a young
white gay male college student found beaten and tied to fence post in Wyoming. Matthew
Shepard’s murder captured the attention of the media and the nation like no other murder
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of a gay or lesbian person had before. There were candlelight vigils held all over the
country for him and it was the first time I could remember ever seeing such a public
outcry against hate motivated violence against gay people.
I attended one of these candlelight vigils for Matthew Shepard in Boston, which
was held in front of the Massachusetts Statehouse. It was one of the first public actions I
had taken part in since moving back to Boston from the central part of the state. I
remember coming into the city from my corporate job in the suburbs and meeting up with
my friends to stand outside in the cold evening air. I held a candle and listened to people
speak out against violence and murder of gay and lesbian people. I remember that there
was anger and sadness in the air that night, but also determination to stand up against
violence.
Sometime after that night, I had met Rita on a street corner in front of a 24-hour
convenience store in the Bay Village neighborhood of Boston. I was introduced to her by
one of my roommates at the time and he had known her from the Boston drag and gay bar
scenes. I remember she had an easy smile and as she shook my hand she swung her long
braids off her shoulder. It was just a quick chat as we were all heading off into different
directions that night.
In the early evening of November 28, 1998, Rita was found in her apartment in
Allston, MA with over twenty stab wounds in her chest. The police called it “overkill”
and there were no signs of forced entry. The most of the media reports including the gay
press called her a “man dressed as a woman,” “leading a double life,” and published her
former male name and used male pronouns for her, even though she had gone by Rita and
lived as a woman for a number of years. Nancy Nangeroni organized the march and vigil
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just a few days after her murder that went through the streets of Allston, a section of
Boston. The march started at the Model Café, the bar she was last seen at the night she
died and then winded through the streets of Allston to her apartment steps at 21 Park Vale
Ave just a few blocks away. (MacKenzie, 2007)
I was late getting to the vigil, because I was trying to find parking. I dropped
everyone that was with me off near the Model Café and drove around until I found a side
street to park on. I got to the vigil just as the speakers were beginning to motivate the
crowd to take to the streets. Each one of the speakers took their turn standing on a milk
crate and shouting through a bullhorn to the crowd. I don’t remember who most of the
speakers were that night, except for Nancy. Nancy was the last to speak and she gave the
crowd instructions as candles were passed around and lighted. She led the march with
Rita’s mother, sister, and other family members as the crowd came in line behind them. I
remember seeing Rita’s mother crying, sobbing uncontrollably, and being supported by
her family members as we all slowly moved down the street. I felt as through I was in a
sea of candles and our quiet presence seemed to blanket the neighborhood in somber
silence as we winded our way through the narrow streets. Once we arrived at Rita’s
apartment building Nancy and each member of Rita’s family said a few words, lighted
more candles, and placed them beside the flowers that were already on the steps leading
to Rita’s door.
Following the march, there was a little more coverage in the local media about
Rita’s murder, but it was in no way the same magnitude of coverage that Matthew
Shepard’s murder had received. What media coverage there was, the reporters continued
to disrespectfully refer to her by her old male name and often putting Rita’s name in
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quotes as if to say her name was not real. She was not portrayed as the woman I had met
that night in Bay Village, but instead as some imposter. I felt as though she was barely
portrayed as human, as the victim of a brutal crime, or even treated respectful in death.
As if it was her own fault she was murdered, because she was transgender.
A few days after the march, I was helping to plan my first big demonstration with
local activists groups the Lesbian Avengers and Queer Revolt. We were planning to stage
a protest in front of two newspapers, the mainstream newspaper, the Boston Herald, and
the local gay paper, Bay Windows, because of their biased and disrespectful coverage of
Rita Hester’s murder. During the first week of December on a weekday evening around 5
p.m. I was standing in front of doors to the Boston Herald holding a sign with about
forty-to-fifty other transgender people and allies demanding justice and respect for Rita.
We also joined in solidarity with a Puerto Rican group that was protesting a Boston
Herald editorial that referred to Puerto Rico as an “island of dogs.” After a couple of
hours in from the Boston Herald we then marched over to Bay Windows and held a
“speak out” in front of their offices, demanding an apology and better coverage of the
transgender community. Their staff had locked themselves inside and watched from the
front window. (Nangeroni, 1998) Ten years later, Rita’s case as yet to be solved.
In 1998, after Rita’s murder, Gwen Smith began recording our dead electronically
on her website www.RememberingOurDead.org. She would put up the names, dates,
photos, descriptions of how each transgender person was killed, the source of the
information, and if it was known, the alleged killer. On November 28, 1999, Gwen called
for a vigil in San Francisco on the anniversary of Rita’s death, to remember all the
transgender people who were murdered that year due to hate motivated violence. This
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was the first Transgender Day of Remembrance, which then grew to be an international
event. A few years later the date was moved to November 20th as not to conflict with
Thanksgiving. That date incidentally was the anniversary of a murder of another of
Boston area transgender woman, Channel Picket who had been murdered in Watertown,
MA in 1995. Nancy had also organized demonstrations at the Cambridge, MA courthouse
during the trial of Chanel’s murderer, William Palmer. Also in 1995, Debra Forte, a
transgender woman and the aunt of another participant in my oral history project, Ethan
St.Pierre, was also murdered. For the last nine years there have been vigils held on
International Transgender Day of Remembrance all over the world.
Gwen’s website is updated each time a transgender person is murdered, which is
approximately one person a month, somewhere in the world. For some of the victims, we
never find out their names, instead they are listed as they were by the media or the police
as an “unidentified.” These victims are more often listed as “unidentified male in
women’s clothing.” Each year the names and the unidentified are read aloud at
International Transgender Day of Remembrance vigils held around the world in different
communities, schools, support groups, LGBT centers, and sometimes even in people’s
living rooms. This is to say that International Transgender Day of Remembrance is an
established event run by transgender communities all around the world.
On September 21, 2008, I saw posting on the LiveJournal transgender group blog
from someone looking for information about what to do for TransAction! Day on
November 20, 2008. (aloremipsum, 2008) I clicked on the comments and posted that
November 20th was Transgender Day of Remembrance and linked to the Remembering
Our Dead website page that has suggestions for holding a vigil. The original poster then
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commented that TransAction! Day was new this year and linked to GLSEN’s website
about it. The poster had also made a mistake on the date and it was November 21st not
Nov 20th that TransAction! was taking place. I checked out GLSEN’s webpage and I was
annoyed at first, but then I got progressively angrier as I read further down the page:
“GLSEN is proud to be sponsoring a new national day of action: TransAction!
This is a day for action, a day for education, celebration, and a day for people who
do not identify as transgender to become an ally and stand up for the rights of
individuals who have been the victims of harassment, bullying and name-calling
because of their gender identity and/or gender expression.” (Gay and Lesbian
Student and Educators Network, n.d.)
Even further down the GLSEN webpage there was a small mention of
Transgender Day of Remembrance and activities youth could do at their schools, but
there was no explanation about what International Transgender Day of Remembrance, no
link to RememberingOurDead.org, or even a list of transgender youth that had been
murdered.
My anger stemmed from a place of “who do they [GLSEN] think they are coopting Transgender Day of Remembrance.” I was so annoyed and I was trying so hard
not to take it out on the young person that posted looking for help. Gwen Smith also
posted to this person’s blog request after me noting that it felt as though International
Transgender Day of Remembrance was being co-opted by GLSEN. I felt has though our
history and our only annual event as a transgender community was being hijacked with
an attempt to erase it’s meaning by this organization that was not transgender led, nor has
any transgender leadership. GLSEN has been a gay/lesbian led organization and
historically focused on gay and lesbian issues.
The erasure of transgender community through the rewriting of our history
including diminishing our contributions to the early gay right movement has been not
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something new. I learned through my own research that there have been many different
accounts of the Stonewall Riots of 1969 and numerous discrepancies about the
involvement of street queens (many of street queens might be labeled as transgender
people today and some have taken that label themselves later on, such as Stonewall
veteran and activist Sylvia Rivera) being present and participating in the riot that first
night. I have often been told by House Representative Barney Frank and other leading
gay activists that because transgender people have either not been a part of the early gay
rights movement or we have not been as visible as gay and lesbian people that we are
instead seen as a new addition, therefore we must wait our turn for civil rights. This type
of incremental strategy I don’t I agree with, particularly the reasoning on why
transgender rights will be last and in many cases after same-sex marriage.
My own research had shown that transgender people helped to fund the early
gay/lesbian pride marches, such as Lee Brewster, a drag queen/crossdresser who funded
the first Christopher Street Liberation Day Parade in June 1970. (Rivera, 2007)(Shepard,
2004) Reed Erickson, a wealthy Female-to-Male (FTM) transsexual put up the money for
ONE magazine and the early gay rights group ONE, Inc. in the 1960’s. (Devor, 2005) It
has also been gender variant people who have been the target of biased laws, such as
banning cross-dressing, violence, and police harassment through even today. Our
transgender icons have been subsumed by the gay/lesbian culture, like disco idol
Sylvester and activists Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson, or erased like Reed
Erickson, Lee Brewster, and Renee Richards.
I had almost forty years of suppressed anger built up, “trans rage” to be exact and
I tried so hard not to release it onto the Student Organizing Director at GLSEN, who was
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probably less than 25 years old and this was probably his first job out of college. He was
also probably thinking, “Who is this crazy person on the phone ranting about co-opting a
movement, disrespecting transgender people, and erasing history?”
He told me to “take my tone down” after a heated a debate about what he was
calling the difference between TransAction! Day and Transgender Day of Remembrance.
Which was in his words “…the day after Transgender Day of Remembrance.”
He then wanted me to speak to the Student Organizing Director through a
conference call the following week in order to “collaborate” on the issue and come to
some kind of solution. I reluctantly agreed while also stating to him that the solution was
to change the date. The conference call was set up for the following Wednesday and also
included another GLSEN staff member, the Days of Action Associate, and an MTPC
youth member.
A week and a productive conference call later, it appeared as though a solution
was reached. This was after some education by me to these GLSEN staff, some
understanding by these staff, and finally an apology to me from GLSEN. The two
GLSEN staff people that had thought up this new Day of Action had expressed that they
were doing so out of requests from their student members. They had reported that student
members wanted another day that focused on celebrating transgender identity. The date
was chosen in hopes that students would organize a week of activities at their schools that
included Transgender Day of Remembrance, as well as TransAction!, and other
transgender related educational activities. Both staff members recognized that their
website and the materials about TransAction! did not reflect this line of thinking. They
had also restated several times that TransAction! was not meant to replace Transgender
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Day of Remembrance, but after having reviewed the current webpage on it they could
understand why it was coming across that way to the public.
I had patiently explained to these staff some of the history about GLSEN with the
transgender community and why there has not been a lot of trust with GLSEN. I also
explained some of the general history of the gay/lesbian community re-writing
transgender people out of events and experiences. I had told them about the time a few
years back just after the first push to include gender identity and gender expression in the
federal Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) in 2004, how GLSEN had
authored a federal anti-bully bill that only included sexual orientation and not gender
identity. In addition, GLSEN had not worked with any other gay, lesbian, bisexual, or
transgender organization in writing that bill. GLSEN had not even told other national
organizations that it was going to even push for a bill of that kind. I conveyed this bit of
history to the two staff members at GLSEN, who stated they were unaware. The antibullying bill did not pass, but GLSEN’s actions at the time had showed to the larger
GLBT community that GLSEN was a not a team player. Their lack of inclusion of gender
identity in that anti-bullying bill I felt had conveyed the message that transgender youth
were not as valued as gay and lesbian youth.
I also conveyed some of the accounts of transgender people and cross dressers
who had been a part of the early gay rights movement, but were left out of the gay history
books and timelines. I suggested that GLSEN might want to get a copy of Susan
Stryker’s book Transgender History and they should look at some the dates of early riots
were gender variant youth fought back against police brutality and discrimination prior to
Stonewall as possible dates for TranAction! day. I specifically suggested looking the
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dates of the riots at Cooper’s Donuts in Los Angeles or Dewey’s Lunch Counter in
Philadelphia, as transgender, gender variant and gay youth fought back against the police
trying to round them up. (Stryker, 2008, p. 59-63)
During the hour-long conference call I had really tried to push for them to make a
connection between the title, TransAction!, with actual transgender historical events. To
hold this “Action day” on a date that had some transgender history behind it, instead of
tacking it on to a day that already has deep understanding and meaning in the transgender
community. I don’t think there are any negative reasons why transgender communities
cannot have two days during different times of the year that observe transgender
struggles and transgender visibility. I also suggested that GLSEN use Transgender Day
of Remembrance to bring attention to the younger transgender and gender variant people
who have been murdered and how for many, harassment and violence in school led to
them dropping out. I suggested that this year, GLSEN should focus on the death of
transgender and gender variant youth like Lawrence King, a 14 year-old gender variant
gay youth that sometimes cross-dressed, who was shot by a classmate in school.
(Cathcart, 2008) Or Angela Zapata, an eighteen year-old transgender girl who was
murdered by man she went on a date with. Angela had dropped out of school earlier,
because of the bullying and lack of support from school officials. (Frosch, 2008) Or the
recent case of twenty-two year old Ruby Molina, a transgender girl who should have
been graduating from college, not being fished out of a river and being described
“…biologically was a man, was in the process of transitioning to a female and presented
himself as a woman.” by the police and the media. (Minugh, 2008)
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Finally, I had suggested that GLSEN reach out to transgender led organizations
before creating another “transgender” event. I asked that GLSEN National recognize that
their organization was not transgender led nor did they have any transgender people in
leadership. Given the past mistakes of the organization and their lack of community
building with the transgender community I did not think that GLSEN in general had done
much to build trust in the transgender community. I also believe it was because of this
lack of trust, their latest action, TransAction! day had been received by the community
negatively and was seen as co-opting of a long-standing transgender led event. In general,
GLSEN National should have been encouraging their local chapters to collaborate with
local transgender organizations and activists.
The MTPC youth on the conference call had also expressed the desire to have the
date moved, because many of the schools this youth had worked with already did
something either on or near Transgender Day of Remembrance. The youth had also stated
that some of youth were confused as what to do or what this new day was. The
conversation closed with the GLSEN staff thanking us for having participated on the call
and having been willing to talk through the issues. The staff again apologized for the
confusion and said they had heard “loud and clear” from myself and other transgender
community members that the date was not going to work, because of the confusion it
having been so close to Transgender Day of Remembrance. We had been assured that
GLSEN would send out a press release stating the cancellation of the Nov 21st date with a
new date change and an apology for the misunderstanding. I felt as though this
interaction and intervention with GLSEN was small step in preserving our history and
passing it forward to younger and newly coming out transgender people.
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I often come back to 1998 and Rita’s death, I think because it was a turning point
in my own life. On one side, it was the year I had begun to look at myself and started to
develop my own sense of self and my own identity. I began to recognize and
acknowledge that I could be transgender and no longer had could anyone to stop that
process, as it was by my mother when I was 16. I had also begun to see my identity and
what my future could be reflected back to me through other transgender people I was
starting to meet. I also felt that the gulf between my new community, the transgender
community, and my old community, the straight world, had become so large that I could
no longer cross it.
I had also truly begun to understand the magnitude of the level of violence
transgender people faced, particularly transgender women of color. Since 1998, there
have been other transgender women I have known that have been murdered, as well as
few transgender men who have I known who have committed suicide.
I considered this time of the year, the cool crisp fall of 2008, my ten-year
anniversary of being a transgender activist. Some days it has felt as though I have had
more trauma than victories. In Massachusetts we are still not any closer to transgender
rights as we were in 1998. I also sometimes just want to stop being an activist, just pass
through this world being seen as male, and not be out as transgender. I sometimes want to
be invisible and without the responsibility of educating non-transgender people about our
lives. But I can’t, because Rita is always with me and really I don’t want to be invisible,
but I would like some more victories.
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Collective Anger Does Not Collect All of Us
November 15, 2008
Today, I attended the national Join The Impact: Unite For LGBTQ Equality! rally
that was called in order to protest the passing of Proposition 8 (Prop 8) in California.
Prop 8 was a ballot initiative allowed voters to decide whether or nor marriage should be
extended to same-sex couples. The passing of Prop 8 took away the right of same-sex
couples to marry in California after having gained marriage equality through a court
opinion just a few months earlier.
Thousands of people came together at Boston City Hall, but there were rallies
happening across the country at the same time. I felt that this was a showing of collective
identity, of a politicized collective identity. The article Politicized collective identity: a
social psychological analysis examined collective identity with regards to groups
struggling for power in larger society. The themes that make up a politicized collective
identity are that those who are acting in power struggle, are part of a social group, and the
struggle is about changing the larger social system. (Simon & Klandermans, 2001) I
believe that these Join The Impact rallies from across the country embodied that
definition.
Over 5000 GLBT people and allies descended on to Boston City Hall to protest
the loss of GLBT rights in other states. I was actually surprised that so many people
showed up. I had actually expected far less. I had expected apathy – we have marriage
equality here in Massachusetts, so why would people care about California. I often
wonder what drives people to show up to a protest, to take action, particularly if it does
not directly affect them. It could be argued that Prop 8 in California and other Defense of
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Marriage Acts (DOMA) in other states and federally directly affect all gay, lesbian, and
some bisexual and transgender people (GLBT). But if you have marriage rights here in
Massachusetts, does this still directly affect you? So what brought people together? It
may have been anger, fear, frustration, or maybe a sense of wanting to do something and
not feel helpless.
I have to say I was not that enthused about going to the rally or speaking at it. I do
see marriage as an issue worth addressing in the GLBT community, but in the larger
scheme of things, discrimination in employment, health care, housing, and education are
what I see as the front line issues, the issues that need attention and resources right now.
Marriage rights are, in my opinion, are somewhat a luxury. It is a luxury that you find
another person in this world that will love and care for you, that will put up with your
habits, quirks, and someone that does not try to change you or vice versa.
I was really somewhat annoyed to be asked to speak at a rally about the same-sex
marriage losses. My connection with my own gay identity and with the collective identity
of the gay community often takes a backseat to my transgender identity and my
connection with the transgender community. It is not that I feel any less gay than
transgender, I don’t have an identity measurement in me, but it is more that transgender
issues are so often left out of the larger GLB community conversation. Transgender is
sometimes literally left out, in the media, by prominent activists, in legislation, or other
social forums. Generally, what is said and what is heard is “the gay and lesbian
community.” I would also add that bisexual is left out of the conversation almost just as
often.
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As I waited in line, literally in a line on the ramp up to the stage at the rally, I was
standing next to two Massachusetts Federal Congress people, Rep. Mike Capuano (DMA) and Rep. Nikki Tsongas (D-MA), both whom voted in favor of the non-inclusive
Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) back in 2007. They each talked about
ENDA in their speech and about how it took over thirty years to finally pass it in the
House. I was so disappointed as neither acknowledged that it was not transgender
inclusive or that next time around it needed to be transgender inclusive. It was like they
both came to speak at the rally to get their “gay points” for the day and their rainbow
sticker for being there. If I was not transgender, maybe I would have been impressed with
the fact they both showed up and committed their support to ending the Federal Defense
of Marriage Act. I can’t excuse either of them for not knowing about the removal of
gender identity protections from ENDA. All of the members of the Massachusetts
congressional delegation were contacted numerous times by their constituents during the
“ENDA crisis” in the fall of 2007. In addition, MTPC wrote, faxed and emailed a letter to
Massachusetts House Congressional members requesting them to push for the inclusive
ENDA bill and to not vote on a non-inclusive version. At the time, few of their House
colleagues, such as Rep. Anthony Weiner (D-NY), spoke out for the need for an inclusive
ENDA. Most of these legislators were straight and the only open lesbian Congress
member, Tammy Baldwin, pushed for an inclusive ENDA. Should I be expecting these
straight Congress people to get the nuances of the GLBT community, to understand that
with out sexual orientation and gender identity the whole community is not
acknowledged or included?
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So I stood and listened to the non-inclusive ENDA get props from my own
Congress people. I listened to a gay activist who was influential in introducing the
Massachusetts Hate Crimes Law that only included sexual orientation back in 1996. A
law that passed one year after the brutal 1995 murder of Chanel Picket, an AfricanAmerican transgender woman killed by man who received less than 2 years in jail for
killing her. If gender identity had been included in the original Massachusetts Hate
Crimes bill that passed in 1996, by the time her trial came around her killer might have
gotten a heavier sentence instead of being free today.
I am back to wondering how I merge my gay and transgender identities in the
larger community. As I looked out across the crowd I saw but a handful of transgender
people, so many less than I know to be in the community. How do I not become bitter at
either side?
How do I merge these collective identities? Maybe I can’t, maybe I just need
them to coexist more peacefully in my body. I have one foot in each community, far part,
but I want my feet closer together. On this day, I stood and spoke out loud my truth of my
warring identities, coaxing them to be a little bit closer inside of me. I tried to merge the
GLBT communities for the first few moments of my speech, trying to connect the gay
collective identity with the experiences of the transgender collective identity. I knew that
it worked for a moment when there was absolute silence from the 5000 people in front of
me as I told the story of a homeless transgender woman turned away from a shelter for
being transgender. This silence continued as I recited our collective history of the early
gay and transgender community in a story about a street queen named Sylvia Rivera
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being arrested for gay rights in the 1970’s. And for those few moments my collective
identities were at peace within my body.

Text of my speech:
November 15, 2008
Hello I am Gunner Scott, and there are some things that not everyone knows
about me. First that I am gay and I am transgender and I am gay married. This means for
me, here in Massachusetts I can be gay married, but fired from my job because I am
transgender.
After a bittersweet election – I am sure many are wondering “How can this
happen – How can a whole group of people lose rights and privileges – how can a whole
group of people be discriminated against?”
Like you, I am feeling that sting – it is added to the thousands of other stings I
already had… as a queer trans person just trying to get through this world. But unlike
some of you… I was not shocked – because, I am a bit numb, it is an unfortunate side
effect of being trans. You see, everyday here in Massachusetts transgender people face
blatant discrimination and outright violence and hostility.
My numbness comes in part of hearing the stories, sometimes daily, of
transgender people losing their job or being denied jobs simply for being whom they are.
I have been working with a transgender woman who was denied access to a homeless
shelter because they don’t work with “her kind” – a homeless shelter – it is bad enough
that she is homeless, because she can’t get a job, because of being trans, but then to be
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turned away from a program that is suppose to help people at the bottom of the economic
ladder – where does she go now?
And why are my tax dollars paying for this kind of discrimination – why is my
community being treated this way?
Now you might be thinking – what does this have to do with Prop 8 or marriage
being taken away in California? It has to do with anger and frustration. Anger because
this is the same kind of thinking – the same kind bias that fuels these awful and hurtful
ballot initiatives across the country.
Lets stand up to that bias – right here in our own home state – lets change the tide
Let’s become a state that not only has protections for gay, lesbian, bi people, that has
marriage equality, BUT also lets us be in a state that says NO gender identity
discrimination, NO to violence against transgender people.
As many of you may know, here in Massachusetts we are working to for gender
identity and gender expression non-discrimination and hate crimes by trying to pass
legislation – A bill that would give transgender people the same civil rights straight, gay,
lesbian, and bisexual people have. This bill will not pass without support and work from
the whole community. A bill that did not get to the floor for a vote last year. A bill that is
being refilled.
You might be thinking – “but I am gay” or “I am activist for marriage equality
what do trans rights have to do with me?”
I want to tell you a story –
During early gay rights movement of the 1970’s a street queen named Sylvia
Rivera was sitting at a make shift table on 42nd street in NYC gathering signatures for the
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first gay rights bill in NYC, a gay rights bill that included trans people. A police officer
arrested her for “disturbing the peace” because she did not have an American flag at her
table as she gathered theses signatures – she was the only person ever arrested for trying
to pass that early gay rights bill – a street queen from NYC asking for gay rights.
A year or so later when the gay right ordinance was finally being taken up by the
NYC city council Sylvia was barred from the meeting – why - because a deal was being
made to cut transgender people out in order to pass it – Sylvia knew this was happening
and climbed up the side of city hall – in high heels I am told – to try to stop it. Again she
was arrested. In addition, some the earliest NYC pride marches where funded by an out
queen, Lee Brewster, who claimed the transgender movement as her community. One of
our earliest gay magazines, ONE and gay rights organizations, ONE, Inc. was funded by
a transgender man - Reed Erickson.
So why?
Because transgender people have always been a part of this movement…
Because like what happened in California – transgender people around this country have
had their marriages invalidated – because of the fear it might be a same-sex union
Now we have a chance to change what is happening right her in our own state - a
chance to redouble our efforts as a community and fight back against anti-GLBT bigotry.
Fight back by helping to pass this bill to protect gender identity and gender expression
Use the anger the frustration the sadness the bitterness to create an equal and just world
Starting right here at home.
Lets demand equal treatment under the law for all us GLB and T
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Thursday, November 20th is the ten-year anniversary of Rita Hester’s murder. Come out
and support Transgender Day of Remembrance where we will be retracing the original
vigil steps.
Again, let’s become a state that not only has protections for gay, lesbian, bi
people, that has marriage equality, BUT also a state that says no gender identity
discrimination, no to violence against transgender people.
Thank you
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autobiography. Chang defines autoethnography as a narration of self by using self in data
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author stresses that autoethnography is not merely writing about self, particularly self in
isolation to from others or reliance on memory has the only data, but to be
autoethnography cultural interpretation and analysis are part of the process. The author
opens with defining culture as being group oriented with defined boundaries such as
nationality, ethnicity, land, or language, which results in human interactions based on
shared understanding. The author views culture as located outside the individual not
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analyzing oral history. The text also covers such practical topics as finding interviewees,
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aspects such as examining the arguments for the collection of oral histories among the
less privileged and minority communities to be well balanced. Although some of the
technological references are now dated I would recommend this text for anyone planning
to do oral history collecting.
Docter, R. F. (2004). From man to woman: The transgender journey of Virginia Prince.
Northridge, Calif: Docter Press.
Author Richard Docter attempted to provide a chronological biographical account
of the life of Virginia Prince, a national leader in the early cross-dressing movement of
the 1950’s. The basis of the book was from information gathered from the author’s
interviews with Virginia Prince, some transcripts from tapes from Prince’s 29 years of
sessions with her psychiatrist Dr. Robert Stoller, interviews with other academics that
knew Prince, and historical materials the author gathered. The text is rich in personal and
intimate details, which I believe no other text has captured about Prince previously.
Although, I do think that the author spent more time on Prince’s sexual history and
experiences than on her other achievements, such as publishing a cross-dressing
magazine or what her motivations were for building cross-dressing support groups and
organizations. The author in my opinion was an outsider to the transgender community
and was somewhat sensationalistic in his writing as well as judgmental, often swaying
from not accepting Prince’s cross-dressing to over dramatizing her role in the larger
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early transvestites and Prince’s contributions, cannot be found any where else with that
much detail.
Duberman, M. B. (1994). Stonewall. New York: Plume.
Martin Duberman presents a historical narrative of the 1969 Stonewall riots in
Greenwich Village New York, which has been considered by many to be the touchstone
the US gay rights movement. The author uses the narratives of six people of different
racial, sexual orientation, and gender identities, Yvonne Flowers, Jim Fouratt, Forester
Gunnison, Jr., Karla Jay, Sylvia Rivera, and Craig Rodwell to recreate the events of the
Stonewall Riots as well as the formation of early gay activists groups such as Gay
Liberation Front and Gay Activist Alliance. The author’s use of these personal narratives
created a multi-voice and multi-perspective account of early gay rights history that made
the events come alive and jump off the page. I found this style of historical story telling,
this form of oral history extremely effective, because even though the author is white gay
man, the perspective of these events were multiple therefore the analysis was also
multiple.
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In the chapter Mirrors: Seeing each other and ourselves through field work authors
Lisa M. Tillmann-Healy and Christine E. Kiesinger, introduced by a mutual professor
because they each had done ethnography work on the subject of bulimia, embarked on a
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autoethnography methods. The authors use their own experience with bulimia to write
about themselves, then interview each other, write a biographical piece about the other’s
experience, and finally respond to each other’s text. They found that this experience
deepened their own understanding of their own experiences by using each other’s story as
mirror to their own. (Gilbert, 2001, p. 99) By utilizing “emotional sociology,” a concept
coined by Carolyn Ellis, they each researched a topic that was personally emotional, but
they were able to create a response in the written text that utilized the emotional and
intellectual response, there fore not having to compartmentalize either experience for the
sake of the academic style text. I chose to read this piece gain another perspective on
researching and writing on topics that I have an emotional response because I identify
with my subject matter. I found this piece “academically comforting” to know that as a
researcher it is possible to objective and have emotional engagement with the topic of
study and that emotional engagement can enhance the writing and ultimately the work.
Parsons, C. (2005). Exploring transsexual narratives of identity (trans) formation: A
search for identity. Psychology of Women Section Review, 7(2), 58–70.
Author Ceri Parson examines formation of transsexual narratives through
interviews with ten self-identified transsexual participants. Parson argues that the
majority of research on transsexuality “…adopts an essentialist perspective, which
assumes that the mind (gender) of the transsexual person is trapped in the wrong body
(sex). (Parsons, 2005, p. 60) Therefore, her work explores how transsexuals create their
own narrative about their gender change and identification post-surgical intervention. The
themes identified consist of essentialist discourse that gender identity is fixed and
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internal; liberal humanistic discourse in which each person is unique and the goal is to be
true to self; and dis-identification discourse in which post medical transition some no
longer identify as transsexual, but as female or male. Although the sample is small, I
believe that this type of research is essential to updating theories about transsexuality and
for transsexuals defining for themselves their own experiences as opposed to medical and
scientific communities continuing to use outdated theories.
Serano, J. (2007). Whipping girl: A transsexual woman on sexism and the scapegoating
of femininity. Emeryville, CA: Seal Press.
Author Julia Serano presents a part memoir, part manifesto, and part theory in her
book Whipping Girl. Serano’s central theory is that sexism is an experience of
transgender people, not just non-transgender women, because sexism’s target is
femininity. Whether that is a transsexual women’s expression of femininity, perceived
femininity in those who cross-dress, or lack of femininity of those on the female-to-male
spectrum or butch lesbians. Serano analyzes the media stereotypes and the two
archetypes of transsexual women presented by the media, typically through film, to
society as the “deceptive” transsexual woman and the “pathetic” transsexual woman.
Serano moves on to explore issues of medial transition, transgender theory, gate keeping
and non-transgender people acting as experts on transgenderism, transsexual women on
femininity and feminism, and closing with her analysis of transgender activism. While
there is much I found myself agreeing with Serano’s theories and views, I was also
disappointed. I agreed with much of her theory on gender, particularly her definition of
cissexism, which is holding transgender people to different standards that nontransgender people with regards to self-identification and access to gender related health
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care. I also agree Serano’s analysis of the male dominated medical community being seen
as the “authorities on transgender bodies” (Serano, 2007, p. 139) instead of transgender
people being seen as experts on their own bodies, lives, and identities. Lastly, Serano’s
book is not written for transgender reader, it was written for the “cissexual” or nontransgender reader as another way for non-transgender people to understand transgender.
Serano certainly put a new spin on the discussion about transsexuality and feminism, but
she also reproduces an archetype, the white, educated, transsexual women writing about
transgender for a non-transgender audience. Serano is a lesbian-identified transsexual
woman biochemist living in San Francisco and she uses her transition experience as the
basis from which to draw upon, because she does not include the voices of other
transsexual women or other transgender people.
Stryker, S. (2008). Transgender history. Berkeley, CA: Seal Press
Susan Stryker, who has Ph.D. American History and was the executive director of
the GLBT Historical Society in San Francisco, presented an overview of American
transgender history through examples of well known and lesser known transgender
people, their experiences, and referencing a time line with other movements such as the
civil rights movement, feminist movement, and gay rights movement. The period of
transgender history that was covered was last one hundred years beginning in the 1850’s
with an examination of laws and ordinances outlawing cross-dressing in such places as
San Francisco, Chicago, and Newark, NJ. Stryker also covered the beginnings of the
transgender research and medical movement by referencing the German born doctor and
sexuality researcher Magnus Hirschfeld. Hirschfeld is credited with coining the term
“transvestite” in 1910 and wrote the first full-length book on the transgender
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phenomenon. I believe Stryker presented a version of transgender history, which has
either been ignored by the gay/lesbian movement or has been re-written and co-opted to
advance the gay and lesbian agenda. I believe that Stryker has also illustrated how
intertwined the prejudices and biases with regards to sexual orientation and gender
identity are as well as how laws and polices based on constricting gender expression have
been used to regulate sexual expression, gender expression, and gender identity. The
authors expertise in researching identity-based history comes through in this text, but the
many of historical references and figures she highlighted where California based. I
believe this text provides the first comprehensive overview of U.S. transgender history
for that time period.
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